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Glossary 

php HyPertext Pre Processor 

A web technology to enable provision of dynamic web pages. Forms 

part of the html code in a web page that is read separately by a php 

processor that interfaces with a database. 

SQL Structured Query Language 

A language to interface with databases. Provides commands such as 

'create table', 'create entry', and so on. 

mySQL An open source database that applies SQL 

DevPHP An open source application for developing php code 

CAD Computer Aided Design: generally refers to computer based design 

packages used to create 2D or 3D drawings of products 

CAM Computer Aided Manufacture: refers to computer based packages to 

support manufacturing analysis 

TRIZ Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (Acronym taken from the Russian: 

also known as TIPS) 

FMEA Failure Modes and Effects Analysis: a method to assess the likely causes 

and the seriousness of the effects of potential product failures, frequently 

applied to the assessment of product safety and reliability. 

QFD Quality Function Deployment: a quality tool used to show map product 

requirements and solutions. 
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Abstract 

Abstract 

Manufacturing enterprises are under increasing pressure to produce products of higher 

quality at lower cost in shorter time frames if they are to remain competitive. 

Engineering design support methods can help companies to achieve these goals. One 

such approach is ,,design knowledge reuse. Industrial requirements have been 

identified as (i) the ability to rapidly create product variants; (ii) the ability to capture 

and re-use design knowledge, and; (iii) the capability to support the design effort 

across a distributed enterprise. The research aim is developed to assist the 

manufacturing enterprise in meeting the industrial requirements in the following way: 

a design solution to a new product requirement can be supported using an application 

package that is developed for a specific product domain. The application package 

consists of knowledge about previous products and projects, and procedures for using 

the knowledge to achieve a new solution. An initial investigation showed that design 

reuse in practice is lacking in specific areas: access to relevant and contextualised 

captured design knowledge; the relationship between design reuse and the product 

development process; integrated engineering and business objectives. Literature gaps 

were also identified. They include: (i) knowledge reuse for the whole product life 

cycle (particularly early design); (ii) integrated product and design process models; 

(iii) a 'how-to' element of the product design process. The aim of this research is to

provide a method for reusing engineering design knowledge. The research method is 

'interview case study', which supports a flexible approach and enables the research to 

develop according to the findings. The research was carried out with four companies, 

one of which took part in a detailed case study, providing case data to develop, 

populate and validate the proposed system. The outcome of the research is a proposal 

for a process based engineering design reuse method. The method consists, of a 

combination of product, process and task knowledge to support the design process. 

Product knowledge is represented using a product ontology. Process knowledge is 

represented using the Design Roadmap method. Task knowledge is represented using 

a template developed to record the critical aspects of the task, including 'how-to' 

knowledge. Case studies are used to validate the proposed framework and the 

developed prototype system. The proposed design knowledge reuse framework is 

applicable to a range of industries in which mature, complex products are developed. 
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Introduction 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

This section will first describe the initial observations that 

prompted this research, including the challenges to be faced in the 

manufacturing domain. An preliminary investigation into 

challenges and issues with design reuse in practice will then be 

described. The findings of this preliminary investigation will be 

applied to defining the research aim and objectives. Finally, the 

structure of the thesis document will be outlined. 
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Introduction 

1. 1. The manufacturing environment

This section describes the context within which the research was started, and 

describes some general research aims to support the manufacturing enterprise. These 

general aims will be built on following an industrial investigation and literature 

review. 

Manufacturing enterprises are under increasing pressure to produce products of higher 

quality at lower cost in shorter time frames if they are to remain competitive. The 

design challenge is to create products that meet these needs. In a globally distributed 

production environment in which outsourcing to economies with low cost bases is 

commonplace, global standards of engineering are ever increasing, and customer 

expectations are rising along with standards, design is the key differentiating factor in 

producing products that can win orders. 

Even in industrial markets with a well defined product requirement, specification of 

product performance is extremely complex. Multiple performance elements must be 

optimised, many of which are conflicting. A well cited example is high quality and 

low cost. Other apparent contradictions include high performance and low energy 

consumption; light weight and robust; small and powerful. Managing these factors 

and creating a product that meets the requirement at the market and builds a solid 

commercial case is the challenge of product development. Doing it quickly whilst 

meeting these complex goals is crucial. Time lost to a competitor product influences 

not only today's sales, but the whole shape of the future market. The combined 

complexity of the design challenge, time pressures, and improved communication 

methods has led to an increase in design and component outsourcing. The automotive 

industry is an extreme example, in which they are effectively assemblers and project 

managers rather than traditional manufacturers. Other industries are less extreme, but 

still there is a trend towards increased outsourcing and supplier involvement in 

product design. 

Trends noted in the manufacturing environment include: 

( 1) Time pressure is increasing in product design;

(2) Manufacturing enterprises are outsourcing a greater percentage of component

manufacture and services to their supply chains;

-2-



Introduction 

(3) The customers, suppliers, business partners and departments of an enterprise

are globally dispersed;

(4) The trend towards project based contracts and a global demand for

engineering expertise has reduced the length of time employees spend in an

organisation, and led to an emergence of a growing number of consultancy

companies.

The following requirements are therefore identified: 

(1) The ability to rapidly create product variants that meet the same basic

functional and performance requirements. These product variants are sold to

the different markets and product applications supported by that company;

(2) The ability to capture and re:..use design knowledge to strengthen the position

of the project based organisation, currently at risk of losing their design

knowledge along with their personnel;

(3) The capability to support the design effort across a distributed enterprise.

This capability should include project management, resource allocation,

design data and communication among team members via a globally

accessible platform.

1.1.1. Current design support technologies available 

Knowledge management {KM) is now _a well developed research area, and several 

methods and technologies are available. The majority of KM tools and methods are 

intended for managing strategic level knowledge, rather than operational knowledge 

at the task level for product development. As such, KM systems are not well 

integrated into the design environment. Focused applications and technologies to 

support design have become more widespread, with increasing capability to provide 

document management, distributed access, visualisation, and workflow. A few 

technologies stand out in their capability to support reuse of one or more aspects of 

design knowledge, including knowledge based engineering applications and 

parametric design. However, several limitations exist to limit the widespread reuse of 

design knowledge: 
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(1) There is little focus on the re-use of the knowledge that goes into the

creation, development and integration of design artefacts;

(2) Knowledge structures supporting design applications are not well suited to

distributed environments;

(3) There is little focus on ensuring design methodology represents best practice;

( 4) The development of conceptual design structures and the various modelling

techniques required are not well supported;

(5) Early design is widely recognised as the most significant determinant of

product cost, yet remains the least supported area;

( 6) Effective design reuse is a whole-system issue, yet design processes,

information management, and product development knowledge are not

effectively integrated.

1.2. Preliminary investigation: company A 

This section describes the preliminary investigation of industrial problems, 

requirements, and product development methods and tools. The organisation 

structure, product type, product complexity, design tools and methods, development 

strategy, and manufacturing will be described. Design reuse will also be discussed. 

1.2.1. Organisation structure 

As a project led organisation, the approach to design has significant differences 

depending on the project type. Variations in budget lead to differences in design 

project management, and the product applications have differing needs for quality 

control and documentation. Project managers also have a large influence on the way a 

design project operates. Engineering personnel will also have their own preferences. 

Small projects can include 5 people, and very large projects can include 50. The 

published and audited company process is a stage gate method (Cooper 1994) that is 

applied to all projects which have a budget above a certain threshold. This is to ensure 

. that projects do not progress past the gates ( e.g. concept, feasibility, technical 

demonstrator) unless the commercial aspects of the project are satisfactory. 
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1.2.2. Products 

Company A design and manufacture vacuum pumps for the semiconductor industry. 

They are a medium sized company with medium production volumes. 

1.2.3. Product complexity 

Company A produces highly engineered electro-mechanical products with 

challenging requirements: high expectations of reliability, often in harsh operating 

environments. There is a range of electronics sophistication, from a very basic 

interface through to a fully networked product with remote monitoring and advanced 

warning / potential failure detection capability. 

1.2.4. Design tools and methods 

Company A have a variety of design systems and methods in place. Parametric 

product modelling is applied to key components. At the start of this project there was 

not a common PDM / PLM system in place across the global enterprise, however at 

site level the PDM system was used to store all CAD data. Due to a global and 

growing business there are a variety of CAD systems in use across the various design 

sites. There is not a common approach to design knowledge management or reuse. 

Product performance is closely related to clearances. Dimensional control systems are 

used to model geometry and assemblies, supporting performance analysis. The system 

is not currently integrated with the CAD system. Product performance analysis is also 

carried out using in-house Excel / VB based tools. 

Associative design practices are applied in a limited fashion. The current approach to 

sharing parameters is an Excel spreadsheet. Performance analysis and simulation 

packages can export the result to the CAD system as a input parameters, and generate 

an accurate component form. 

No KM methods were in place. Decision processes and best practice methods are not 

technology supported. 

· 1.2.5. Product development strategy 

Product development takes place in a modular fashion. A pump product line will 

consist of a number of variants, to meet the needs of a variety of applications in a 

customer site. The intention of the modular strategy is to increase market coverage 
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whilst reducing the total number of components. Across product lines, products are 

segmented based on application severity: light, medium and harsh duty. Within the 

product lines, two main splits occur: pump capacity (measured in litres of gas pumped 

per hour) and chemical resistance (fluorine resistant versions - this is used in some 

semiconductor processes for cleaning). 

In the main, the vacuum pumps are sold to support large scale, high tech industrial 

processes. The application requirements are generally clearly defined in terms of 

required pumping capacity and performance. Exact specifications of the chemical 

composition of the gases to be removed may not be provided, however the main 

composition of the process gas to be removed by the vacuum pump is known. 

Innovation in the market is driven by system issues: pump interface, reliability, and 

life cycle cost (unit cost, service cost and frequency, power consumption, heat 

generation). 

The strategy 1s a combination of technology and market driven. New product 

requirements are identified in terms of customer applications. Technology solutions 

are developed to meet those needs. Technology solutions already developed will be 

considered for new customer applications. 

1.2.6. Manufacturing: volume and location 

Manufacturing location and method varies by product type, and suppliers are located 

globally, however a significant amount of the manufacturing operation is based in the 

UK. 

1.2.7. Design reuse 

In this context, design reuse is taken to mean design knowledge reuse and component 

reuse. Design reuse is carried out at a variety of levels. Knowledge is applied within 

design through KBE systems. These are developed in house to model product 

performance. Parametric design tools for key product components also support design 

knowledge reuse. Knowledge reuse is otherwise carried out in a variety of means, 

often personal to the designer or engineer and through informal means such as design 

notebooks and storage of information and data in personal folders or on individual 

PCs. The use of standard components does take place but is not strictly practiced. 

Within product families, common components are often used across several variants. 
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1.2.8. Observations 

There is limited standardisation. In previous projects, the cultural focus on 

engineering excellence has allowed substantial variation for performance reasons. The 

control of the design process has also been engineering biased in previous projects. 

The stage gate process has been viewed as a hurdle rather than a barrier. 

The rate of NPI is vital to the company due to market conditions. This creates a 

conflict between the engineering bias and the commercial awareness. 

•1.3. Preliminary investigation: company B

1.3.1. Organisation structure 

Company Bis a project based organisation. Groups within the design group will serve 

a specific customer on a specific project. They will use CAD tools specific to the 

customer. 

1.3.2. Products 

Company B supply a range of automotive systems. This investigation is taking place 

within latch design, part of the access control systems division. 

1.3.3. Product complexity 

Car door latches are apparently relatively simple electro-mechanical systems. Their 

design is a significant challenge due to hidden complexity. This complexity arises 

from two aspects: strict regulation and high reliability. Latches are rigorously tested 

for both elements. In reliability testing, a car door latch must be demonstrated to 

withstand 1 million open I close operations. In meeting regulations, one example is 

crash testing. An identical latch design must be shown to pass crash testing criteria for 

each of the four doors on a vehicle. Latch systems vary from mechanical only to some 

fairly sophisticated electronics. For example, keycards that unlock vehicle doors (and 

enable the ignition) based on proximity. 

1.3.4. Design tools and methods 

The customer driven design organisation structure, which is common in automotive 

suppliers, requires multiple CAD and PDM systems. The systems are specified by the 

automotive customer. Technical and management issues make sharing between 
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customer projects difficult. 'Sharing' refers to data, systems, knowledge, and 

components. 

The initial feedback on the research was that the advanced proposals represented a 

level beyond that which the company would be ready to build into. There was also 

some scepticism relating to the use of automated systems. Excel spreadsheets are 

often used to carry out product analysis. It was noted that it is dangerous to reuse such 

tools without expertise to judge whether the output is sensible. Several 'known' 

constraints are not formally known, however experience has shown that 'due to the 

variety of constraints this is the best size'. As such, designer expertise is necessary for 

operating these analysis tools, in order to make assessments of the validity of inputs 

and outputs. 

1.3.5. Product development strategy 

Company B organises their design in a modular fashion, developing products with 

common mechanical components with electronics variants for high end product lines. 

The ideal approach to design starts with a best practice design booklet, which was 

under development in the design group, representing an effective approach to the 

tasks required and points to be remembered for those tasks. The designers also use 

some analysis tools developed in Excel. 

1.3.6. Manufacturing: volume and location 

Manufacturing is high volume. Assembly takes place at the design site in the UK, and 

components are globally sourced. 

1.3.7. Design reuse 

There is not a common approach to design knowledge management or reuse. It was 

considered that the development of an agreed design methodology would be valuable. 

Design notebooks are in use, and the most common method of design reuse. Common 

components are used for a variety of product lines, however it was recognised that 

component variation was currently high: an internal investigation in the company 

identified that the use of common components could be much improved. Currently, 

each new product results in a new family of fixing screws, since there is no process in 

place to standardise parts. A previous placement student exercise found that a set of 

150 fixers could be reduced to 3 or 4, if minor design changes were made to 
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Method development 

5.8. Pilot implementation of the design knowledge reuse 

system: Stage 2 

The second stage of prototype development intends to overcome some of the 

limitations of the first. Planned features include an improved user interface, and Web

based distributed access. 

5.8.1. Stage 2 system architecture 

The second (Web based) prototype will provide the same basic functionality as the 

first (Excel based) prototype in terms of the process based design knowledge reuse 

system. That is, it enables design knowledge reuse through access to a process model 

that is linked to product knowledge through a formalised data model based on a 

product ontology, and task knowledge reuse through the provision of 'how-to' and 

contextual information. Figure 5.8-1 shows the planned architecture of the Web-based 

prototype system. 

Data layer: MySQL 

Logic layer: PHP 

Presentation layer: HTML 

Figure 5.8-1: Proposed prototype 2 (web) system architecture 

The system architecture applies a 3-tier model. The - intention of this type of model is 

to separate the data, logic and presentation layers in order that changes can be made to 

one or more of the layers without requiring a fundamental change to the program. It is 
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a standard model for database supported Web based systems. What the diagram shows 

is a set of three databases forming the data layer: task knowledge, product knowledge 

and process knowledge. The task knowledge database will include the 'how-to' 

textual descriptions, context descriptions and so on. The product knowledge database 

will be created based on the product ontology. This database will store all product 

data created during the project. The process knowledge database will store a 

representation of the design process, including tasks and their links. The logic layer 

performs all data operations required by the system, including retrieval of data from 

each database, storage of new data, and any calculations or operations required by the 

system. PHP provides the server interaction - performing the operations defined by 

the logic layer and sending the result to the presentation layer. The presentation layer 

provides a template for displaying the data, and provides the interface for the user. 

Web pages will be used for the presentation layer, combining HTML with PHP. 

HTML provides graphical markup of the system content. 

Data layer: MySQL 

Logic layer: PHP 

Presentation layer: HTML 

Figure 5.8-2: Implemented prototype 2 system architecture 

In order to reduce development effort, the implementation of the prototype will not be 

carried out according to the architecture shown in Figure 5.8-1. Neither process nor 

task knowledge will be stored in a separate database. Instead, they will be embedded 
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in the presentation layer. The architecture as implemented is shown in Figure 5.8-2. 

For this small scale implementation, the aim was to reduce development effort. This 

would not be a suitable approach for a large scale implementation. The development 

scale system also makes it possible to maintain static task and process descriptions 

through creating individual web pages for each task. A full scale system 

implementation would store task descriptions and process sequence data in the 

database to enable a simple data entry and updating process. When using the system 

in an organisation, the effort required to add and update data would be significant due 

to the high volumes of data. The prototype system is not expected to require 

significant changes and updates, and the volume of data will be relatively low. As 

such, the 'implemented architecture' will be used as it requires less development 

effort. 

For the Web prototype implementation, process knowledge is embedded in the 

system, through task pages which correspond to the tasks in the design process. The 

best practice task sequence, including precedence and iteration, is enabled by 

navigating through the system. The task pages also provide task knowledge. The task 

pages include a description of how the task should be carried out, and also provides 

access to related documents through the Web interface. Product knowledge is 

retrieved from the product database, and is provided on the task pages as data input. 

Data output is achieved through forms embedded in the task pages. These operations 

are supported by the system architecture in Figure 5.8-2. The 3-tier architecture 

shown in Figure 5.8-1 would be better suited to a large scale implementation. Since 

this prototype system will be limited to a relatively small number of tasks, embedding 

the task data and process data in the web pages (presentation layer) requires less 

development effort. For a larger scale implementation, a dynamic 3-tier method would 

be the better option, since time spent in development would be saved in updating and 

maintenance tasks. 

5.8.2. Web enabled task page template 

In order to provide a familiar user interface, the Web page layout that company A use 

for their Internet and Intranet pages was used for the design. 

Figure 5.8-3 shows the homepage for the prototype system. The Web prototype 

system adopts the company Web page as a template. This was selected in order to 
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provide a greater sense of familiarity with the page appearance and layout. The 

homepage is organised as a series of frames - the top frame shows a title bar, the left 

frame provides links to the home page and process model. The main frame provides 

links to the design knowledge reuse methods, organised by product type. In this case, 

there is one product type option, a roots-claw vacuum pump. 

CranBeld 
I :imvt1tsrn: 

Process· Based OesJgn Systerrt. Prototype mkn 

Tnls system is inten<ledlo �e usM as a·gulde lbrough !he design process. through preseriiing re!evan1 infonnation to support Ille design iask ar,d by supporting a 
d eslgn data model 1o record declslons and enable automation • 

. The sYStem Is curre�under deVelopmenl Through the process of testing and evaluation, the design process models and supporting Information will become more 
complete. Tll9 system Is Intended lo remain in continual de.e1opmen1, changing the cnderl)ing models as r,ewtechnologies and Improved des,gn mettlods emerge. 

Current Process Models 

•. Roots ClawVacuum Pump 

�DOVffllOad current process modei files 

�--ct.em1,e1 Manaqm"nt.- llllll!W • l;te,;tmn1,;i.,e1erta1s'. f!ttl•YsJl)!•naaement 
� • � .. Pharrna-ceutiear fiYSffiroS ., Pr-essure Products•.: Thin EUm Coatina �� 

Figure 5.8-3: Web prototype system homepage 

Other than the home page, the content of the remaining pages is defined according to 

a task page template. The top and left hand frames remain the same. The main frame 

contains the task page content. The general format of the template is as shown in 

Figure 5.8-4. 
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Form fields Images 
Image of process objects - components, resources, etc. as a �af fo� ;elds - to enter
prompt for task execution and to aid memory for relevant as ou P 
points. navigation buttons 

Process Context 
Process model view to show previous and next tasks and input and output data sets 

Figure 5.8-4: Web page template 

The Web page template shown in Figure 5.8-4 is used for the layout of the Web 

pages. It also supports knowledge capture by showing the information and knowledge 

types required for each task. The top frame displays the title. The left frame is the 

navigation frame, providing links to the homepage and main process model. The 

central frame (the white area) is divided into several sections. Task name and 

objective are recorded on the top row. The task objective was identified during the 

knowledge capture phase as a question that is useful in understanding the tasks. A 

description of the task, including how to and any relevant context information, is 

recorded in the 'description' row. This section includes the 'how-to' description of the 

task. It is the intention to include a short description of around 4 lines and provide a 

link to the full text. This provides two functions. First, it forces the contributor to 

create a succinct description of how to carry out a task, which itself requires careful 

thought and analysis of the task. Second, the requirement for a short description limits 

the space requirement on the task page. Since this is a W eh page, hyperlinks can be 

applied where necessary. This is especially useful for creating links to external 

documents, web pages or files that support the description of the task. 

The 'Images' area is for any images relating to the process, which may be products, 

components, or resources. This serves to support the task description, as a prompt for 

task execution and to aid the memory. This element was added during the 

development of the Web based prototype system as a means to make the system look 
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more professional, and to make the screen views interesting. It turned out that the 

addition of images was much more valuable than anticipated. An image of a 

previously used component shown to an engineer brings a whole range of discussion 

regarding the function, revisions, testing, materials, and relative success of the 

component and its features. As such, it serves to create an analytical mindset through 

prompting the user to recall key aspects of the component. The validation section will 

further discuss the comments made by the participants. 

The right hand section 'Form Fields' is for the form in which data created by the task 

is entered. In the case of embedded methods, data applied by the method would be 

entered in this section. This cell also includes any navigation buttons to support the 

form ('submit' and 'clear'). 

The bottom row is for an image of the process model context, to show the previous 

task and next task in the sequence, as well as the data sets created and used by those 

tasks. The process objects in this area include hyperlinks to navigate directly to those 

tasks. 

One missing element in this template compared to the Excel system is the data inputs. 

This was partly a technical limitation, and partly a space requirement. The user has 

access to a screen showing the data inputs, however for the prototype system the data 

inputs are not shown on the task page. 

5.8.3. Web prototype database operations 

The database system selected to store the product data was MySQL. The interface 

selected to access MySQL is PHP. The Apache Web server is also required. The 

EasyPHP application bundle combines MySQL server and apache Web server and 

provides a simple installation. DevPHP was used to write the PHP code. PHP is 

embedded in the Web pages, and provides and interface between the Web pages and 

the database, enabling dynamic Web pages. The database architecture as implemented 

is shown in Figure 5.8-2. 

Each task has a data input. The MySQL database was created, using the product 

ontology as a guide. A table was created for each task page, and data fields were 

created for each data element. Within the Web page, the PhP script forms part of the 

html. Where html is essentially a layout formalism, PhP provides the capability to 
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carry out database operations as part of the Web page loading procedure. This enables 

data to be retrieved from a database and displayed on the Web page. 

When the user enters the data and clicks the 'submit' button, the system saves the data 

to the MySQL database. The next page is loaded, which contains PhP script 

(hypertext pre processor) specifying the retrieval of the data just stored and its display 

on the new page. For the mathematical modelling task, shown in Figure 8.4-2, the 

resulting data is shown in Figure 5.8-5. Initially, the page format was developed as a 

means to validate that the PhP and database operations were working, with a view to 

integrating the result into the task page. Space restrictions in the task page and a time 

restriction in the project led to the decision to keep the test page as the source of input 

data for the tasks. When a task page is displayed, the input data fields can be 

displayed by clicking the 'view process input' button. 

Results from database query 

Produttdata·in mathema.ti<al ntodel: 

Inlet purge 0/h): 0. 05 
iµletport: 50 
rtator limp:300 
roiorlstaioriemp dilfercnce: 150 
exha� temperiifurf 150 
small erid cleararice:'0.0005 
large end clearance: 0.005 
rotor cen!res' 105 
Jobed9o· · 
waistwidth:25 
rotor i stator clearance: 0.005 
tipllailengih:34 
numberoflobes: 3 

axial1eng!h:J4 

Figure 5.8-5: Web prototype mathematical model task database query page 

A screenshot from the application used to develop the PhP code for the database 

query page in Figure 5.8-5 is shown below in Figure 5.8-6. 
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;·.::;:i;::::��::!:_:�.e�_::; 
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Figure 5.8-6: screenshot from Dev-PHP mathematic model database query task 

The screenshot in Figure 5.8-6 shows the application used to develop the PhP script 

that stores and retrieves the product data in the MySQL database. The PhP script for 

that page is shown below (the complete PhP script is shown in the appendix): 

<?php 
//(1) Open the database connection--> 
$connection = mysql_connect("localhost","root",""); 
//(2) Select the database--> 
mysql_select_db("bocproduct", $connection); 

// get project team details from form--> 
$va inlet purge = $ GET["fm inlet purge"]; 
$va=inlet=port = $_GET["fm_inlet_port"]; 
$va stator temp = $ GET["fm stator temp"]; 
$va=rotor_stator_temp = $_GET["fm_rotor_stator_temp"]; 
$va exhaust temp = $ GET["fm exhaust temp"]; 
$va-small end = $ GET["fm small end"]; 
$va-large-end = $-GET["fm-large-end"]; 
$va-rotor-:-centres = $ GET["fm rotor centres"]; 
$va-lobe �all = $ GET["fm lobe wall"]; 
$va-waist width�$ GET["fm waist width"]; 
$va=rotor=stator_clearance-�$_GET["fm_rotor_stator clearance"]; 
$va_tip_flat_length = $_GET["fm_tip_flat_length"]; 
$va num lobes = $ GET["fm num lobes"]; 
$va=axial_length-= $_GET["fm_axial_length"]; 

// put project data in an empty table 
mysql_query ("DELETE FROM mathmodel"); 
mysql_query("INSERT INTO mathmodel 
(id, inlet_purge, inlet_port, stator_temp, rotor_stator_temp, 
exhaust_temp, small_end, large_end, rotor_centres, lobe_wall, 
waist_width, rotor_stator_clearance, tip_flat_length, 
num_lobes, axial_length) 

VALUES 
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'$va_inlet_purge', 
. '$va_inlet_port', 
'$va_stator_temp', 
'$va_rotor_stator_temp', 
'$va _small_ end' , 
'$va_large_end', 
'$va_rotor_centres', 
'$va_lobe_wall', 
'$va_waist_width', 
'$va_rotor_stator_clearance', 
'$va_tip_flat_length', 
'$va_nurn_lobes', 
'$va_axial_length')"); 

// print the result from the database 
$query math = mysql query("SELECT * FROM mathmodel"); 
$math_array = mysql=fetch_array($query_math); 

print "<b>Product data in mathematical model: </b><br><br> 
Inlet purge (1/h): {$math_array["inlet_purge"]} <br> 
inlet port: {$math array["inlet port"]} <br> 
stator temp: {$math array["stator temp"]} <br> 
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rotor/ stator temp-difference: {$math_array["rotor_stator_temp"]} <br> 
exhaust temperature: {$math_array["exhaust_temp"]}<br> 
small end clearance: {$math_array["small_end"] }<br> 
large end clearance: {$math_array["large_end"]}<br> 
rotor centres: {$math_array["rotor_centres"] }<br> 
lobe wall: {$math array["lobe wall"]}<br> 
waist width: {$math array["waist width"]}<br> 
rotor/ stator clearance: {$math=array["rotor_stator_clearance"] }<br> 
tip flat length: {$math_array["tip_flat_length"]}<br> 
number of lobes: {$math_array["nurn_lobes"]}<br> 
axial length: {$math_array["axial_length"] }<br><br>" 
?> 

5.8.4. Support for automation and KBE 

The system can support design automation and KBE methods through embedding the 

required logic in the system. A simple example will be shown to demonstrate that the 

proposed method has the capability to support more advanced calculations and 

analysis with further development effort. A product parameter (bearing OD) entered 

on the bearing design task (shown in Figure 8.4-11) has been retrieved from the 

database. The calculation assumes that the bearing bore should be 20 microns larger 

than the bearing OD. The highlighted text in Figure 5.8-7 makes this calculation 

($bearing_ od + 20) then saves the result in the database. More complex calculations 

can be made using the same method. 
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/! .. · ()p�h t,he da�a½etse .cp§1tect:�on 
•••·� cqnn,ec:tiOl'l = mysql� connect ( "·localliosfi,; 11tcfot 11ffritJ; 

)j Select- :t.he database 
riiysql __ select_c:ll) (rrproi:luct•i;· · $connect:i.ori)} 

// .... fetc::}1 ... •t••·•4isp.·�afiJo��r:i.r1g ..• }rl:t6
$9,,t7l:}l !Je�ri11.g .. ·.•·� •• ·•.�Y��l cr�ei:y( ''[:>ELECT·*:!,�()!{ �ea,fiti��'- ) :
$beari�g .• �r;-��t '7. my::1q1"":�eich.•array($ query bearirig) ; 
print "B°e',ring J)���=��.i) . , � ··.•· ·.· ..... · ... 

< . . >= 
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Method development 

Figure 5.8-7: php code representing product data calculations 

The effort required to embed knowledge based support and automation is high. The 

degree of effort required for capture does not always correspond to the value of that 

knowledge. The value of the knowledge is also difficult to define. As such, the 

conflict between need and difficulty in justifying the effort in commercial terms may 

result in knowledge based support efforts being abandoned. 

5.9. Novel principles embodied in the developed system 

The developed system aims to meet the research gaps identified as well as the 

industrial gaps. 

Design reuse for the whole product life cycle was identified as a research gap. The 

method supports design reuse for the whole product life cycle through enabling design 

reuse at the conceptual level: a design task can be described at any level, relating to a 

rage of product parameters that is not limited to a geometrical description of a 

product. For example, the description of a task to produce a functional specification 

would be possible using the proposed method. Since the method also supports 

geometrical design parameters, it is also suitable for supporting design analysis and 

detailed design. 
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Integrated product and process models were found to be lacking in the literature. The 

proposed method supports a process representation that is integrated with product 

data. 

Finally, a 'how-to' element was found to be lacking in design process support 

methods. The proposed method supports task execution with a description and 

images. The task description also supports links to additional knowledge sources and 

links to relevant personnel. 

In terms of addressing the industrial needs, there were three key areas: reuse context, 

the relationship between design reuse and the development process, and the 

integration of engineering and business objectives. First, the description of a design 

process specific to the company enables knowledge provision to be given when the 

task is being carried out. This ensures that design knowledge is provided in the right 

context. This same feature of the method identifies and supports the relationship 

between design reuse and the design process by showing when knowledge should be 

reused. Engineering objectives are often given priority. This proposed system, by 

supporting parameters outside of geometry, can integrate commercially driven design 

output requirements with engineering driven parameters. In addition, the application 

of ontology in product modelling promotes shared understanding of the design models 

and concepts. 

5.10. Summary 

This chapter has described the requirements for and proposed a solution to a design 

reuse system. A combination of process, task and product knowledge is captured and 

represented in a system, using the design process as a central element. Process 

knowledge describes the sequence of tasks. Task knowledge describes how to do each 

task. Product knowledge describes the inputs to the tasks: requirements, 

specifications, and existing layout. Product knowledge also defines the task output -

the element of the product that is being created or updated by the task; the resulting 

data. This engineering layer built into the process model enables a data driven 

process. 'Data driven' refers to the task being carried out with the relevant product 

data: the data forms and integral part of the task and process. This integrated approach 

will support design knowledge reuse. 
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Chapter 6: Case study 

This chapter will describe a case study in which the design 

knowledge reuse methodology is tested. Two prototype systems 

will be tested: first, a system based on Microsoft Excel, as 

described in the previous chapter. Second, a Web based system 

with database support. An analysis of the system is carried out. The 

following chapter describes the validation of the underlying 

method . 
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6. 1. Case study development

Case Study 

The purpose of the case study is to carry out a test of the process based design 

knowledge reuse framework in order that it may be evaluated. This will be achieved 

by capturing knowledge from the case study company and representing that 

knowledge within the pilot system. An evaluation of the pilot system will then be 

carried out to assess the process based design knowledge reuse framework. 

The case study will be carried out within the product development department of 

company A at their technical site. The products developed at that site are vacuum 

pumps for the semiconductor market. 

The subject for knowledge capture is a component of the vacuum pump: the 

headplate. This was decided upon in a group discussion with representatives from the 

company. The headplate was selected as it is sufficiently complex to warrant an 

investigation, and it is critical to several of the product functions. It is also, as a single 

component, of sufficiently narrow scope to enable a detailed investigation within the 

time constraints of the project. 

Key stakeholders for the design knowledge capture include engineers, technical 

specialists, and designers. These are the roles responsible for defining the headplate 

within a product development project. 

6.2. Case study research methods 

The case study approach will apply interviews and observation as primary data 

collection methods, with company documents as secondary sources. 

Following the assumptions of critical theory, it is assumed that objective observation 

is not possible due to observer bias. Knowledge is created in an active sense, whilst 

being embedded in a rich context. Understanding of experience is derived from 

interpretation. Meaning is negotiated, and embedded assumptions are crucial in this 

process. 

The research approach is qualitative and flexible. Threats to validity are to be 

mitigated through triangulation, audit and member checking. Initial interviews will 

guide the selection of subsequent research activities. This results in a model that, 
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generally speaking, follows an iterative format: interview ➔ checking ➔

development ➔ interview and so on. 

A series of knowledge capture sessions will take place. The introductory sessions will 

be approximately 2 hours long. The purpose of these interviews is to better understand 

the design of the selected component. Discussion will be based around a process 

model, developed during the earlier research phases. 

Process knowledge 

capture 

Task knowledge 

capture 

Produc t knowledge 

capture: ontology 

development 

Validation/ 

refinement 

Figure 6.2-1: Design knowledge capture process 

Subsequent sessions will be planned based on the identified need. It is expected that 

the create / validate / update cycle will take place several times. The general outline is 

shown in Figure 6.2-1. Once the process model has been captured, task knowledge 

will be added. For capturing task knowledge, the process model will form the basis of 

the interviews, and the participants will be asked to describe the tasks in a 'how-to' 

sense. Additional information sources to support the task will also be captured at this 

time. The product model will then be created in the same create / validate / update 

fashion. Terms will initially be applied from the other knowledge capture stages, and 

used to create a draft product model. This model will then be validated and updated 
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through interviews. Notes will be taken during the knowledge capture sessions, 

including comments made by participants, process diagrams, and observations. In 

some cases, printed versions of process models, task models or product models will be 

annotated or edited during the session. 

Once a complete version of the prototype system has been built, a workshop will be 

held to validate the combined content and also to comment on the prototype system. 

Changes will be made to the prototype system based on the result of the workshop. 

The final sessions will then be validation sessions: judging the perceived value of the 

process based design knowledge reuse framework based on the partially populated 

prototype system. 

A key element of design process knowledge capture is model building. Design· 

processes will be described using models. The models will be a key element of the 

communication and validation process. 

6.3. Stage 1 prototype system: content and walkthrough 

This section will show the content of the Excel prototype system developed in stage 1. 

The main process model has been shown in Figure 5.7-3, and the screenshot of the 

process page as implemented in the system is shown in Figure 5.7-2. The first four 

task pages will now be shown. The task pages include the data inputs and outputs, so 

the product model is effectively shown alongside the task pages. 

The task pages show the data input and output fields. In the screenshots no data has 

been entered so each data field reads '0'. 

The first page the user is shown is the process model, as shown in Figure 5.7-2. 

Assuming no tasks have been carried out previously, the first task to be performed is 

the requirements specification task, as shown in Figure 6.3-1. In advance of this task, 

the key members of the project team must be defined, including the project manager. 

The output from this task is a specification of the engineering requirement for the 

vacuum pump, including the major functional parameters as well as a cost target. The 

supporting documentation is critical to this task, particularly the marketing 

requirements specification� This defines the general customer requirement, potential 

market, and key product characteristics. Once the task has been completed and the 

requirements data has been entered in the form, the user navigates back to the main 
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page by clicking the 'back' button, or they may navigate directly to the next task 

through the process objects on the bottom of the page. 

Prolect manaaer 

Sales team contact 

Product manager. 0 

Technical manager o 
Due date 0 

Description 
This task involves the development of the engineering 
requirement Customer input through sales and account 
11'.'anagers

.. 

Developnientmput from Appllcattoris group; product managers 
and techilical sPectal(sts. (lnore) ... 

Heleted information 
C�tol/kw <locllllllln(s. 

Mmk..t Req<rirements Spttlllc-n 
fnt1i11eering Reauir�s T ermbfe 
ItdJJicOI renom>: tnll!!I) ... 

Expert Directory 
Clicktowiw·,1,yc19p.i1111m• 
Sm 

Figure 6.3-1: screenshot of requirements specification task in Excel prototype 

The second task, mathematical modelling, is shown in Figure 6.3-2. This task sets the 

principal performance related parameters of the vacuum pump, including stator 

dimensions and rotor / stator clearances. A working knowledge of the modelling 

system is necessary, alongside a range of additional inputs, including manufacturing 

capability data. The performance modelling task uses an Excel based calculator, 

which could in principle be linked to the design knowledge reuse system. The high 

sensitivity of the data in the performance modelling system prevented this from taking 

place. When the mathematical modelling task has been carried out, the user navigates 

to the next task. 

The dynamic modelling task (Figure 6.3-3) takes the inputs from the previous tasks 

that define the key dimensions of the rotating parts of the pump in order to calculate 

the resonant frequency. The result must not be an exact multiple of the target running 

speed. This task brings together the engineering specification and performance model 

to verify that the proposed model does not operate at resonant frequency and vibrate 

excessively. How-to information and links to additional sources are available to the 

user. The user inputs the result and navigates to the next task. This is a good example 

of a task in which iteration is likely to take place. If the resulting dynamic resonance 
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is an exact multiple of running speed, then some component of the pump design must 

change. In carrying out the tasks from specification to mathematical modelling to 

dynamic modelling, the results of this loop would be valuable in assessing the design 

history to better understand the relationships between the variables. This 1s a 

limitation of this prototype system: design history is not automatically saved. 

ltl 

Description 
Ttkta§creetesthemmhemelticolmodetofthe�. 
� &�r� �#··'". � n\Odel, ��t�hf �e� .>:
t��i!¢'R�th1 fOC� l'!�>l1;111,"s¥�. The.otfrdfromtte 
pni<:essisthe�iro:M•..,_poramelerslhotoreusedtocalcuote 
performance · 
Thisdetennnesthe �punp 1eyo,A,:,,erifies1hepe,tonns,ce 
req.Jiremertcanbemet.tn:tc�M·sorne_keycheract�i:s. 
Perlotmonce ff)Odefngu,es onExcetbosedcolcciolor-ono tor rods 
stoges,oneforfflWstoges.(�).,. 

Related informati.on 
Clkk to 1'te:W. :doamienl:"$ 
Mpdd,inp atgarittmt• and ptoof 
Ct:fid♦f91·Y!fnqff)e,ngdflittglffifflD 
Petformmce svoot matnt, ttD2!£) .. � 

Expert Directory 
Clid<t<>mw-by� 
�-� 
l!uilln 
� 

Inlet Purae is1m·1 0 
Rotor Centres tmm\ 0 
No Of LOMS 0 
Waist Wlc!th lmml 0 
Axial Lenn!h rmml 0 
Lobe Wah <mm\ 0 

Tio Flat Le= tmm\ 0 
Rotor/ stator clearance <mm 0 
Small End Clearance <mml 0 
L.aroe·End Clearance <mm\ 0 

rnret Port O1amater imml 0 
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EJ<haust Temoerature <"Cl 0 

Figure 6.3-2: screenshot of mathematical modelling task in Excel prototype 
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Figure 6.3-3: screenshot of dynamic modelling task in Excel prototype 
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The next task, cartridge layout, is shown in Figure 6.3-4. This task specifies the major 

parameters of the pump cartridge, which is the mechanical system that produces the 

pumping performance. This task is essential to the development of the supporting 

systems of the product, including the casing, electronics, gas systems, exhaust and 

inlet manifolds, motor, power and cooling. The user enters the data and navigates to 

the next task. In this case, there are three tasks that can be carried out concurrently: 

bearing, gear and motor specification. These tasks will be described in the Web 

prototype section. 
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Figure 6.3-4: screenshot of cartridge layout task in Excel prototype 

6.3.1. Analysis of the stage 1 system 

In this section the first prototype of the process based design knowledge reuse system 

has been described. The design process has been represented using a modelling 

formalism adapted from the Design Roadmap method (Park & Cutkosky 1999). A 

product data model was applied to the process, based on a product ontology 

developed with the participating organisation. The prototype system aims to assist 

design collaboration through providing a common view of the design knowledge. The 

common view is achieved through the application of the design process in 

combination with a product ontology. The process model shows where and how each 

product data element is produced. Task knowledge capture and representation is 

supported by the development of a task template. 
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6.3.2. Assessment with designers 

The method was assessed through interviews with designers. The interviews were 

unstructured, and involved a walkthrough of the system with discussion over each 

aspect. Notes were taken, and they are summarised here. The participants had been 

involved with the development of the process based design knowledge reuse system. 

One concern was that the knowledge capture process would take a long time in order 

to develop a system with sufficient content to become useful. This is a major issue 

that will be addressed in more detail in the next chapter. Another concern was the 

validity of the data stored: who created it, and when. Another concern was that the 

system exists outside the normal working environment and tools of the design team. It 

is not integrated with a CAD system, and does not integrate with any of the existing 

knowledge based engineering methods. 

Summary of concerns: 

• Data validity: who created it;

• Population of the system - knowledge capture effort;

• System is outside the normal working environment of the design team;

• Not integrated with CAD system or KBE systems.

It is considered that developing a tool that exists outside of the normal working 

environment of the engineers is a necessity for a research project of this type with 

limited time available for application development. 

6.3.3. Technical limitations 

At this stage of development, there are a number of technical limitations that are 

apparent, i.e. 

• Static nature of the system (it does not react to user input)

o No customised features for different users;

o No recognition of project state (what task to do now);
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o No notification of change effects (the data that this task relies upon has

been changed).

• Limited, basic user interface;

• Access control very limited - limit access to all or none (whole system), not

specific parts;

• Distributed collaboration is not supported - only one person can use the

system at any time.

The second prototype will aim to demonstrate the potential for distributed 

collaboration, through access to the system and knowledge through the Internet. 

Access control methods are well understood in Web based applications. Web based 

methods also provide a range of capabilities to improve the user interface. 

6.4. Stage 2: Web prototype system development 

The Web prototype system is an implementation of the process based design 

knowledge reuse system developed using technology that enables it to be accessed 

through the Internet and displayed in a Web browser. The basic content of the Web 

based system is the same as the Excel system. Additional features provided by the 

Web based method includes a database to store and retrieve the product data, and an 

improved user interface. 

The initial view of the Web prototype system is the homepage, shown in Figure 5.8-3. 

From the homepage, the user selects the process model, in this case 'roots claw 

vacuum pump'. The process page is shown in Figure 6.4-1. From this page, the user 

may select the task they wish to navigate to. Let us assume they select the 

mathematical modelling task, as shown in Figure 8.4-2 ( all figures with the prefix 8 

are in Appendix 3:). The user is informed that the objective of the task is to 'create a 

mathematical model to identify validate optimum design parameters'. The task pages 

in the Web based prototype tend to be larger than a single screen. Figure 8.4-3 shows 

the second part of the mathematical modelling task and Figure 8.4-4 shows the final 

part of the task page. 
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Process Maps 

Process map can be seen complete (static Image) here 

Toellve model IS eurrentlyUmited to the tasks leading to)'leadplate design. The process map can be seen (link on the sidebar) Click 
the task to navigate to the task page, which shows the task information and data set 

Requirements 
Specification 

Mathematical 
modelling 

Pump (Rotor) 
Dynamic model 

Further process tasks wiil be added to the model during validation and testing. 

BOC Edwards - .A.bout Us - BOC Group-Canta I:! Us;; BOC Edwards Links" Site Map 

Cartridge 
Layout 

Bulk Gases" CtiemicaJ Management· Chillers - Electronic Materials• Exhai.JstManagement 
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BOC Edwards is a division of The BOC Group, Inc. 
BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of Toe BOC Oroup. 

� The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. 

Figure 6.4-1: Web prototype system page 1- process model 

Following the mathematical modelling task, the user navigates to the next page by 

clicking the 'submit' button. The process context shows that the task output is the data 

set 'Feature B, product model'. The operations to store and display the product model 

data are is described in the next section. 

Having navigated to the dynamic modelling task, the user is provided with the 

template data: task name, objective and so on. The first part of the task page is shown 

in Figure 8.4-5, and the second part in Figure 8.4-6. The supporting images show a 

basic model of the pump and the areas which the dynamic model applies as inputs. 

Guidelines for the analysis system are provided via hyperlinks, and a link is also 

provided to a description of resonance analysis principles. The link to the extended 

task description provides the potential to include previous results and graphs, and to 

describe instances · of tests that had to be retried due to resonance, along with a 
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description of the measures taken to change the natural frequency of the pump. It is in 

this extended task description that links could be provided to additional sources of 

knowledge, including previous project files. 

The cartridge layout task is shown in Figure 8.4-7 and the lower part of the page in 

Figure 8.4-8. This task defines the overall dimensions of the cartridge, to enable the 

development of constituent and interfacing components. The task is apparently 

relatively simple, however the reliance of downstream design operations and the 

pressure to begin specifying and ordering components for a test product mean that the 

specification must be carefully considered and reviewed. A basic image was applied 

to the page for simplicity, however a CAD generated 3D image of a previous cartridge 

would be preferable to support the engineering thought process and prompt the user to 

investigate known issues in the new design. 

The gear (Figure 8.4-9, Figure 8.4-10) and bearing (Figure 8.4-11, Figure 8.4-12) 

selection tasks apply the inputs from the cartridge layout task. Previous project data 

would support the selection of the gears and bearings, particularly reliability and 

service data. This can be provided alongside the task description. In some cases, the 

product strategy will support the selection of one type over another. For example, a 

low cost pump in a light duty environment is likely to specify standard bearing type, 

whereas a harsh duty pump may require a ceramic bearing to withstand the additional 

temperature load. 

The specification of the motor (Figure 8.4-13, Figure 8.4-14) includes the motor 

rating and cooling method. A water cooled motor requires a water system, which has 

to be specified in a future design task. The motor power requirement is a result of a 

combination of system elements that are developed concurrently, so the task may be 

carried out a number of times in order to produce an optimum result. 

The headplate design task is shown in Figure 8.4-15 and Figure 8.4-16. This is the 

component that was originally specified as the target for knowledge capture. The 

remainder of the process has been providing the inputs to support the design of the 

headplate. 

This represents an interesting outcome of the headplate knowledge capture relating to 

the specification of the design task: most of the time spent modelling the process 
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related to defining the inputs to the task rather than the task itself: the design task is 

defined in terms of its inputs. The engineering tasks (such as performance modelling) 

are much more systematically defined. Variables and their relationships are known 

and understood in order that they may be manipulated to produce a pump with the 

best set of performance parameters according to the specification. The design task 

appears to be less systematically defined. It includes the precise layout and 

specification of the product features and components such that they will produce the 

specified performance from a design that can be manufactured and assembled. The 

variables in this case are broader: the designer is working with bought-in components 

from suppliers that may change. There are often a number of trade-off decisions to 

make in each layout, where the relationships and variables are not precisely defined, 

or (in the case of new designs) known. Many of the design choices are known to work 

through experience of past designs. This type of knowledge can be recorded in the 

design knowledge reuse system. Some design choices must be verified by testing. 

Results of such tests can also be made available through the design knowledge reuse 

system. 

6.4.1. User operation of the Web prototype system 

After development and instantiation of the system content, including product ontology 

and data model, design process model, and task knowledge, the prototype 

implementation applied in a design situation is intended to operate as follows: 

The flowchart shown in Figure 6.4-2 describes the system operation, from population 

through to completion of the product design process embedded in the system. The 

initial preparation 'develop models, validate system' is the knowledge capture, 

representation, process modelling and system development stage. This is followed by 

a validation process, to confirm that the system content is accurate and up to date. The 

operation of the system then proceeds as follows: 

Step 1: the user accesses the system through the main page. This is a Web page, so 

will be accessed via an internet browser. 

Step 2: the user navigates to the relevant process task, through accessing the process 

model and using the hyperlinks to access the task. Note that this feature could be 

automated with further development effort. 
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Figure 6.4-2: flowchart to show system operation 
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Step 3: the user refers to the task description on the task page. There is an option to 

access additional task knowledge through the task page interface. The user also refers 

to the data input and task images. 

Step 4: the user carries out the required task and enters the data onto the task page. 

They then click to update the product data and the system takes them onto the next 

task. 
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At this point, if there are no more tasks to carry out, then the process ends. Otherwise, 

the user continues to the next task. The current implementation of the system directs 

the user to the next task automatically. 

6.5. Analysis of stage 2 Web prototype system 

In this section the second prototype of the process based design knowledge reuse 

system has been described. The design process has been represented using a 

modelling formalism adapted from the Design Roadmap method (Park & Cutkosky 

1999). A product data model was applied to the process, based on a product ontology 

developed with the participating organisation. The prototype system aims to assist 

design collaboration through providing a common view of the design knowledge. The 

common view is achieved through the application of the design process in 

combination with a product ontology. The process model shows where and how each 

product data element is produced. Task knowledge capture and representation is 

supported by the development of a task template. The Web based prototype meets two 

key objectives identified from the first prototype: improved user interface and the 

potential for distributed collaboration through W eh-based access. 

The main purpose of this implementation is to create a prototype to describe to the 

user groups how such a system might work, or look, in practice. It differs from a 

commercial implementation in three key aspects: it does not include any developer 

interface, such as to create process models. Various features that were identified for 

the designer interface were not implemented, such as a data input display on the task 

page. Security features (access control, database protection) have not been 

implemented, although the technologies selected fully support these features. The 

prototype system proved useful in terms of validating the method and the represented 

knowledge. It prompted a variety of discussions and comments regarding the 

underlying method. These comments will be covered in more detail in the validation 

chapter. It also enabled users to critically assess the content of the process model, 

product knowledge and task knowledge. 

The concerns noted in section 6.3.1 were not fully addressed by the second pilot 

implementation. The system remains static, to a large extent. Whilst an operation 

takes place to show that the database entries have been made, and the data is retrieved 

and shown on screen, the remaining content remains the same regardless of the user 
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entries or project state. There are no prompts, alarms or changes in content based on 

user input. There are also no customised features for different users.- Such features are 

possible with the Web based system; the barrier is now the development effort rather 

than the capability of the platform. The system does not provide notification of 

change effects: the data required to carry out the task is available, however changes 

that may have been made to data not directly applied by the task is not visible. 

Inconsistencies are therefore possible. The user interface is now much improved over 

the previous version, with a more familiar look and feel, images to support the tasks, 

and an improved data entry method. Access control remains very limited. Again, it is 

possible to implement security features in the W eh-based system with additional 

development effort. Distributed collaboration is now supported in the prototype 

system. Advanced transactional features such as simultaneous data updates are not 

supported by the prototype system. 

The product parameters also suffer from the static nature of the system: product 

parameters are structured in the system according to the data definition associated 

with the task model. The product ontology structure is therefore lost when the data 

model is applied to the system. A preferable method would be to maintain the product 

ontology structure and link particular data objects to the appropriate tasks. This would 

allow users to browse the product ontology structure, and provide the means to make 

links both from the product ontology to the task and from the task to the ontology. 

6.5.1. How the system addresses the research gaps 

The process based design knowledge reuse system addresses research gaps identified 

in section 3 .5 in the following ways: 

(1) Early design is supported by the model. Conceptual design, including

engineering specification and product performance modelling, are supported.

It would also be possible to extend the method to include the marketing

requirements specification task by modelling the process and creating a data

structure to support the tasks.

(2) The product and process model are applied in an integrated fashion through

the application of a task template that includes both product data and task

knowledge. The task uses product data as an input, and produces product

data as an output, supported by the task knowledge.
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(3) The 'how-to' element of the product design process has been addressed

through the implementation of the task template. The template contains a

task description (how to do it), related information (links to reference

sources, previous project files, and other supporting documentation) and an

expert directory. It is recognised that the phrase 'expert' should be applied

carefully, and that in certain cases an alternative phrase should be applied.

6.6. Summary 

The method for design knowledge reuse has been developed in a staged fashion. The 

first stage involved the capture and representation of the product knowledge, and the 

creation of a product ontology. The resulting ontology enabled a common product 

vocabulary, and supported product data modelling to enable product knowledge reuse 

in the developed method. The second stage was design process modelling. This took 

place using IDEF0 as a modelling formalism. The captured process enabled a shared 

view of the design process, and through iteration and validation of the model 

development, some process reengineering took place. The third stage was to apply a 

modelling approach that enabled the combination of product and process knowledge. 

The Design Roadmap (DR) method was selected, and the process converted from 

IDEF0 to the DR formalism. The product data was then combined with the process 

data, and again the process and product knowledge were tested, updated and 

validated. The fourth stage was to provide task knowledge: a 'how-to' element for the 

process tasks. This was carried out using a prototype developed using Microsoft 

Excel. The prototype enabled reuse of the combined product, process and task 

knowledge. The fifth and final stage in the method development was to provide 

distributed access to this knowledge in a more user friendly format. A web based 

implementation of the method was developed to demonstrate this capability for 

reusing product, process and task knowledge in a distributed environment. 
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Analysis of method 

Analysis of the design knowledge reuse 

framework and prototype system 

This chapter will describe the analysis of the pilot implementation 

of the design knowledge reuse system and the analysis of the 

underlying method. The analysis of the system took place in a 

workshop with the organisation supporting the major case study. 

The workshop content is described, followed by a summary of the 

comments made . 

The analysis of the method seeks to assess how well the proposed 

method will support knowledge reuse, and to assess the limits of 

its applicability. A discussion on the application of the method 

suggests that the initial effort required to populate the system will 

be a major factor in an evaluation of the method. Two scenarios 

are therefore proposed for the assessment: the first time a design 

project applies the method, and a design project that applies the 

method when it is populated and the users have some experience. 

The method will be assessed in two industry case studies. 
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7. 1. System analysis criteria

The requirements of the design knowledge reuse system are: 

• To provide an integrated platform to enable the reuse of design knowledge,

particularly early design, combining process and product knowledge with a

data driven approach; and

• To represent the design process, including how-to descriptions, such that it can

be usefully applied, therefore enabling knowledge reuse.

The analysis of the system will seek to identify: 

• Whether a link between product, process and task knowledge is considered

beneficial; and

• If the design process is adequately represented for design knowledge reuse

7.2. System analysis evaluation workshop 

A workshop was held to evaluate the system. The proposed workshop structure 

intended to prompt focused discussion relating to the validity and perceived 

effectiveness of the design knowledge reuse system. It was also intended to allow 

sufficient freedom for the participants to provide an input based on their own 

perspectives. 

The results of the workshop were analysed in a qualitative manner. Comments made 

during the workshop were grouped according to the questions posed. The comments 

are then discussed. 

In advance of the workshop, the invited participants were given a document 

describing its aim and format, including the list of issues for discussion and 

comments. The document content is shown in Figure 7 .2-1. 
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Evaluation workshop for design knowledge reuse system 

You are invited to attend a workshop to evaluate the design knowledge reuse 

system that has been developed as part of a PhD research project. The system will 

be demonstrated, then evaluated. Participants are requested to comment on the 

following issues: 

System aims: 

• Reuse of task knowledge

• Structured information retrieval

• Central store and framework for project data

What the prototype should do: 

• Demonstrate a process basis and relationships

• Show parts of a product data model

• Show that parameters from previous steps can be recalled / manipulated

Questions 

• Does the system adequately represent the design process?

• Is having an explicit link with the design process a good thing?

• What else should it do?

Figure 7.2-1: Workshop Description and Questionnaire 

The developed system was demonstrated to the workshop participants, by going 

through the design process as modelled in the system. This started with the system 

homepage, then onto the first task page. Data was entered, and then the next task page 

was shown. This approach continued, working through each task until the design 

process in the system was complete. Dummy data was entered into the system to 
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demonstrate that the system stored data, showed the stored result, and (in some cases) 

made calculations based on previous entries. 

7.3. Analysis of the workshop results 

During the workshop, notes were taken. These notes were transcribed. Aside fro the 

notes taken in the specific question categories, comments made during the whole 

session were assessed and placed into a category. The three categories were defined 

according to the three questions. 

Each of the three questions will now be addressed by listing, then discussing the 

comments made in the workshop that were categorised according to the questions. 

The questions themselves are not simple, and they did not produce simple answers 

that can be readily applied, analysed or tabulated. Rather, they produced a complex 

set of answers which are not simple to understand or implement. The answers are 

embedded in a complex context. Through analysis of the answers was it possible to 

draw out some of the key themes relating to the analysis of the proposed system. 

These themes will be described in the following section. 

7.3.1. Does the system adequately represent the design 

process? 

Responses which relate to this question are as follows: 

(1) "'Number of stages' is much a more complicated question that needs more

inputs." One of the tasks has a data input for the number of stages in a

vacuum pump. This is a complex question that needs to be addressed in a

thorough manner, however the system showed it as a simple data input.

Further work should be done to modify the description of the process.

(2) "The process is not automatic - several things are considered in your head at

the same time, including past cases and manufacturing." The process by

which designs are specified and solutions generated has been simplified and

represented in the system. In current practice, experienced engineers consider

several additional contextual elements that are not expressed in the system.
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(3) "Inlet could be linked to pump requirements (throughput) e.g. a 1000 pump

uses 100mm, 300 litre pump 63mm. There are a limited number of preferred

sizes, relating to standard fittings." There were a number of additional

process elements and product relationships that the analysis process

highlighted. One such example is that a relationship exists between the

diameter of the pump inlet and the pump throughput. This was not expressed

in the system.

( 4) "Headplate outputs - to drive the CAD system would be useful and save time

(through developing a parametric model)." A benefit that the engineers

identified was the development of a parametric model for the headplate and a

link between the knowledge reuse system and the CAD system. at present,

the system does not adequately represent the headplate to enable this.

(5) "Key parameters should be in it - not all of the data is needed in the

process." A range of comments were made relating to the range of product

data parameters available in the system. One such comment suggested that

only a few key product parameters are necessary in the system. This is the

approach which has been applied in the development of the method so far, so

the comment justifies the selection of a limited parameter set.

( 6) "Data elements & source should be available - to provide transparency" It

was suggested that the source of product data should be shown. There were

several comments relating to data source, data tracking, trust, and

· dependency. The comments suggest that some additional features are

necessary to show data source and enable a backtracking feature.

(7) "It should be possible to look back at the data source (trace dependency)"

This comment was addressed by the previous response.

(8) "Modules: some items will be designed to fit several �nits, so they are not

optimised for a single product, but a product family." Product families were

not addressed by the method since the focus of the development was limited

to a single component. Product family design and multi product optimisation

brings a high level of complexity that should be examined. For the purposes
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of this research, this issue is beyond the scope. It should certainly be further 

investigated in future research. 

7 .3.2. Is having an explicit link with the design process a 

good thing? 

The comments relating to this question will be each addressed: 

(1) "Reuse of working methods saves time. This is the key measure." This is the

most definitive response to the question regarding whether linking the design

process to design knowledge is a good thing. It was considered by the

participants in the workshop that reuse of working methods can save time in

product development. The proposed design knowledge reuse framework

enables reuse of working methods. Time is a key measure of product

development performance, and is a focus for product development

improvement. 'Meet engineering specification' is assumed to be the basic

function of the design process. Additional performance measures include:

time, commercial validity and product excellence. Time is a measure which

is currently- receiving a great deal of attention. Reduced development time

means reduced development cost. It also means revenue can be generated

earlier. Commercial validity could be considered as the most important

measure of product development. A product with a clearly defined profitable

strategy, with estimated costs and value that support a profitable model, will

surely be pursued. A product whose unit cost become higher than market

value may well be abandoned mid-project. Product excellence is a

performance measure which is difficult to quantify, and has a variety of

indicators from a range of perspectives.

(2) "With a systematised method you must be very careful (crap in crap out)." It

has been emphasised throughout the development of this design knowledge

reuse framework that validation has played a central role in developing

product knowledge, product data and design process models. Even with the

repeated validation, there were still elements of the data and knowledge in·

the system that were misleading or incomplete. This highlights the

importance of multi-user validation, and the necessity of checking and

rechecking content. It also highlights a fundamental dichotomy which must
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be recognised when implementing knowledge based systems and methods. 

On one side of this issue, automated methods can save time and effort in 

product development. The other side is that automated methods can be 

misleading or wrong, or can create errors outside certain (invisible) limits. 

For example, a performance analysis calculation may produce an incorrect 

result if the pump throughput is below 100 litres per hour, yet not make this 

limit known to the user. The reason may be that at the time, it was assumed 

that such a low throughput would not be required, therefore the limit is self

imposed. Later, when a need is identified for that requirement, the original 

intent of the system is hidden behind an automated method. Even if the 

results of a systematised method are accurate and reliable they may still lead 

to problems. If the methods now embedded in a system are forgotten or 

unknown, then upgrades become problematic. It is also a major problem 

where these systems become unavailable due to system failures or resource 

shortages. This issue of taking care when systematising methods must not be 

overlooked. Three elements form the core of this issue: validated correct 

content, visible and known method and clearly defined limits. 

(3) "Changes and evaluations are faster using Excel/ VB than CAD systems."

Known analysis methods can provide superior local performance. Where an

engineer is familiar with a particular method, such as Visual Basic and Excel,

then applying that method will enable the engineer to produce an analysis

result faster than with a CAD tool, or design knowledge reuse system. There

are two options to consider here: should the method should be made

available to the design team as-is, or should it be embedded in the system;

integrated with the best practice design process.

The design knowledge reuse framework should take account of a range of 

methods and make them available to other users whatever the format. Whether 

or not to formalise a method and include it in the design process model must 

be addressed as part of the design knowledge reuse methodology. Providing 

one-off analysis methods which work within narrow limits only known to the 

engineer that developed it could cause some difficulty in transfer. Again, this 

issue must be considered as part of the design reuse methodology. 
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(4) "Most rules will be from manufacturing - constraints for milling tools etc."

So far, few manufacturing methods, rules or knowledge have been included.

It is the intention that future research will address the need for additional

manufacturing knowledge in the design knowledge reuse system. This

comment shows that there is a clear need to include manufacturing

knowledge as a core element of a design knowledge reuse system. Many of

the design decisions are made with direct reference to manufacturing

methods or constraints. The importance of manufacturing method knowledge

can not be overstated: a product is developed with a functional aim, and that

function is achieved by a particular form with a given behaviour. This can be

considered as a layered process (Ullman 2002). The form can not be

developed in isolation from the manufacturing method, since specifics of the

manufacturing method influence the product form. Manufacturing

influencing the product form is true from early conceptual design, where

functional analysis and material selection takes place. Material influences

product function as well as the selection of manufacturing method. It has

been suggested (Harding & Popplewell 1999) that product and process are so

closely linked that they should be developed in parallel. For the development

of a variant product, the manufacturing method may be defined in advance

due to capital investment and existing expertise. In this case, manufacturing

knowledge still forms a key part of product development knowledge.

(5) "Are the bearings direct in the headplate or are bearing carriers used? (A

non-geometry problem.) What size is the crossover point: not on 'small'

pumps, but how small?" These comments are examples of issues that are not

directly related to product geometry, but are optimisation problems with

multiple parameters. The example given was of bearing carriers, which are

not used on small pumps. The issue must be addressed in an integrated

fashion: what method is best suited to other members of the product family,

what other products will share this component, what is the production

volume, what is the manufacturing method of the component, what is the

cost of each option in terms of production method plus bought-in

components, what is the service (maintenance) implication, and so on. The

design knowledge reuse framework should address such issues as this by

storing the decision · as well as the criteria and decision process, for future
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reference. This can be related to the relevant component selection decision 

within the design process. 

( 6) "Modular construction: components will be designed to fit several units, so it

is not optimised for one product, but a product family." This relationship

between component design and product families must be represented in the

design knowledge reuse framework. The method must, therefore, be capable

of representing multiple products. It should also be able to access data from

multiple products in instances such as this.

(7) "A parametric input to define headplate features is possible - the thought

process to develop the headplate is not so easy." It is possible to create a

basic parametric model that will generate a CAD model of the headplate,

based on a set of inputs from the design process. Capturing the knowledge

that would allow the parametric model to be built represents a significant

challenge. The high number of design choices to be made, the close

relationship with other design components and the high degree of complexity

make the knowledge capture a difficult issue. The design knowledge reuse

framework recognises that the (headplate) component design process is

complex. Identifying the inputs and other important elements can support the

thought process for creating a headplate. It is the high degree of complexity

in the component design process that results in a problem so large it would

be very difficult to model. As such, it is considered that the knowledge

support approach represents a more cost effective option.

(8) "Will parametric models be accurate and trusted? The programming (and

error messages) in CA TIA is hard, which causes problems." Even simple

parametric models are a difficult and time consuming problem in terms of

development effort within the CAD system. Complex models are much more

time consuming and difficult, and frequently error messages will be

generated where the inputs or calculations cause certain limits to be

breached. Even without the error messages, there is a trust issue inherent in

automation, as discussed earlier.

(9) "Some things in the process model have project related needs, such as

'component lead time of 10 weeks'." The design process includes a lengthy
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testing procedure, in which a prototype is built and tested in a variety of 

situations to prove the design is robust. This long test process puts additional 

pressure on the project manager to deliver a complete product within 

schedule. With schedule pressure, project management methods are required 

to ensure that activities can begin with all necessary inputs complete. One 

parameter that influences this scheduling problem is component lead time. 

Certain components take a long time to be delivered, and as a result they 

must be specified early enough by the design team that they can be ordered 

in time for the planned prototype build date. Such project-based 

considerations must be built into the design knowledge reuse system. This 

requires a specification of the design process that includes optimum 

scheduling for component ordering, supplier liaison activities, manufacturing 

process selection, and so on. These activities form part of the design process, 

since the prototype build and test is considered as a design activity: a 

physical sign-off process. 

7.3.3. What else should it do? 

A range of additional features were suggested. Since the system is in pilot phase, 

proposing additional features was one of the important elements of the workshop. 

Perhaps because of the nature of designers and engineers, this is the largest of the 

three response categories, and took up a lot of the discussion time in the workshop. 

Some of the responses related specifically to the content of the system, including 

component parameters and required inputs for component specification. These 

comments will not be covered; ,only those comments relating to the features and 

operation of the design knowledge reuse :framework will be discussed. They are not 

presented in order, and some comments have been combined where they had a 

common theme. The responses have been grouped into: parameters, tasks, platform 

design, rules / preferences and outputs. 

Parameters 

(1) 2 parameter sets: one for the next task to progress, one for full specification

of a given component

(2) Key parameters should be in it - not all of the data is needed in the process.
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Both of these comments relate to the definition of multiple parameter sets. It is 

assumed that the product data are drawn from a finite set, and that there are subsets of 

those data which can be applied to particular tasks. A good example is early design: a 

set of requirements is provided, and a small set of data can be applied to the 

development of a product solution. In subsequent development of that product 

solution, additional data are required for more detailed analysis and specification of 

component geometry and manufacturing methods. The basic set of data remains 

constant ( except where detailed analysis requires its values to change). 

(3) Key parameters - those which influence a lot of other things - can the system

show which ones these are?

A potentially useful feature is the identification of product parameters which influence 

a large number of subsequent parameters. If the system could identify these 

parameters, then the optimum design process may change to ensure that they are 

specified early and accurately. 

( 4) Drive parameters of component by changing earlier parameters, i.e. change

centre distance and get headplate output.

Parametric capability could be included in the system: driving the creation of product 

parameters through knowledge based methods. This capability could be used to 

support product analysis and decision making as well as design automation: multiple 

product options could be created using the automated methods, and the results 

assessed. 

( 5) Data elements and source should be available - to provide transparency /

trace dependency.

This was a recurring theme in the workshop and knowledge capture and validation 

exercises: the source of product data should be recorded. This relates to recording 

who defined certain product data. An additional element of data source is tracing 

dependency: what previous (and subsequent) data rely on this value, or are influenced 

by it changing? The prototype system did not provide support for dependency or 

transparency. 
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( 6) Can the system be narrowed down to important, time-consuming tasks?

Those that cause grief - not necessarily difficult but that have a lot of

constraints.

Support for highly constrained tasks was identified as an area in which the design 

knowledge reuse framework could provide a valuable contribution. Since the system 

shows data inputs and outputs, the relevant constraints can be imposed by the system. 

Those tasks with fewer constraints could still be represented in the system, however 

with less knowledge support to reduce development effort. 

Platform design 

(7) Platform design should be considered in the system - how to address the

needs of the platform design process - as well as (local) optimisation.

The need to recognise modular design, and the capability of the system to access data 

from multiple products, has been recognised. An important element of this is the 

optimisation of the design process for a product family. 

Rules and preferences 

(8) Rules for the decision process - narrow band of parameter values in which

rules remain applicable. Rule to apply this and tell you why.

(9) Simple rules e.g. bearing bore = nominal bearing size ±lOµm + 20µm

(10) Preferred sized features / parts - catalogue (standard dowels, o-rings,

bearings, seals)?

(11) Inlet could be linked to pump requirements (throughput) e.g. a 1000 pump

uses 100mm, 300 litre pump 63mm. There are a limited number of preferred

sizes (relating to standard fittings).

A variety of rules and preferences could be represented in the system. An important 

aspect of providing rules and automation in the system is in providing visibility of the 

method and explicit statements of the limits of those automated methods. It is also a 

viable option to include standard parts in the system, along with selection criteria 
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within the design process. The standard parts could be recorded as part of the product 

knowledge, in a central repository. 

Outputs 

(12) Can you do it backwards? That is - see what input forced this dimension/

parameter?

This capability was identified earlier, as 'show key parameters'. The capability to 

trace back through the system to show which parameters are parents of a given 

parameter is considered valuable. It would show influences for the purpose of 

assessing change decision - is the benefit of a given change worth the effort of 

implementing it, in terms of changing all of the parent characteristics? It could also 

assist in the development of knowledge based methods, by identifying relevant 

parameters and showing relationships. 

(13) Headplate outputs - to drive the CAD system would be useful and save time

(parametric CATIA model).

Producing an output that can be used by a parametric CAD model would reduce the 

design effort. It would require effort in developing those parametric models, so would 

need to be assessed on a case by case basis. 

7.4. Summary of responses 

The comments provided in the workshop have been discussed in three categories: 

"does the system adequately represent the design process"; "is having an explicit link 

with the design process a good thing"; and "what else should it do". The responses 

and the discussion around the responses will now be summarised for each of the three 

categories. The main intention is to provide some analysis regarding the usefulness 

and validity of the proposed design knowledge reuse framework. The analysis will 

also consider the current state of the system against the overall analysis of the method 

and the proposals for new features. 
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7.4.1. Does the system adequately represent the design 

process? 

The design process model must be validated from multiple user perspectives. 

Sufficient detail for one user is not sufficient detail for another. The requirement for 

task precedence may also differ between users ( where one does not have a. preference 

and the other has a strict requirement). 

In some cases, it is not possible to automate a task. In other cases, the effort required 

is too high to provide a benefit. Some means to assess tasks in this spectrum ( cost vs. 

benefit of automation) would be beneficial. The value of additional product and task 

knowledge in such tasks becomes higher. Where a task is necessarily a tacit process, 

then care should be taken to provide the user with all relevant and necessary inputs, 

task knowledge and product knowledge. 

The system is not currently capable of providing parametric CAD outputs or 

generating full geometry descriptions of the product. However, such capability is not 

necessarily required and should be considered in a cost-benefit exercise during system 

development. 

There are a number of views on the range of product parameters that should be 

available during the design process. One view is that a limited range of product 

parameters should be available (as with the current approach). 

Regarding product data, it was suggested that the source (task and person) should be 

provided. 

Modular designs were not considered in the current system beyond describing that a 

particular component is common to a range of products. Product design strategy 

should be addressed by the design knowledge reuse framework, and this may include 

modularity. 

7 .4.2. Is having an explicit link with the design process a 

good thing? 

Reuse of working methods saves time. However, the issue of whether the right 

method is being followed is not addressed by the system, but must be considered 

during its development. Other considerations include cost-benefit analysis of detail
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(product data extensiveness, accuracy and validity) and automation ( embedded KBE 

type methods in the system). 

The issue of effort saved by automation vs. effort cost in development was 

highlighted in the analysis. This is a similar issue to the level of detail provided in the 

system: the cost of eliciting and validating product data vs. the benefits of having a 

complete source of accurate and reliable data. Systematised methods must be 

carefully assessed in terms of the development effort, maintenance effort, project 

value and the associated effects ( e.g. loss of working knowledge of the manual 

method, potential risks of errors). 

A further issue to be addressed is that of local evaluations vs. system wide 

implemented methods. Should a quick analysis calculation produced and carried out 

in a spreadsheet be made available to other users, or should it be formalised and 

embedded into the design process as an automated procedure, or should the user be 

encouraged to maintain it separately? 

A design process model is incomplete without a significant knowledge input from 

manufacturing, since knowledge relating to production of the product and its 

components is intimately linked with design and design decisions. The lack of 

manufacturing knowledge is a current limitation of the method. It is considered that 

the method could be extended to includ� manufacturing knowledge, however defining 

an appropriate method would require further research. 

Several examples of complex design problems were provided in the workshop and 

throughout the knowledge capture process. The capability of the design knowledge 

reuse framework to support such complex decisions was considered critical. The 

degree of support was not fixed. Fully automated methods may be programmed in to 

the design knowledge reuse system. Alternatively, a range of additional supporting 

informal knowledge such as diagrams and text can support the decision by providing 

access to previous decisions. Previous descriptions of decisions may include the 

context, the decision criteria and the outcome. 

Project related issues such as component lead times can be included in a process 

oriented method, as an element of product data and as part of the task knowledge. 

This type of knowledge is also embedded in the process model, since the best practice 
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design process should take account of such factors. A knowledge reuse framework 

which is product- or component- centric would exclude such considerations. 

7.4.3. What else should it do? 

The view on product parameters was that a flexible approach is required. The product 

data should be displayed such that the minimum set is available, enabling the task to 

progress. It should also provide access to a complete data set that fully specifies a 

component or task. Conceptual design requires a parameter set that enables the design 

the team to quickly generate a solution for comparison with other options. Complexity 

and computational effort dictate that this parameter set should be as small as possible 

whilst providing an accurate enough result. Only the experience of the design team 

can say where this limit lies. 

A second element relating to product parameters was a capability to identify 

important parameters: those with a large knock-on (or ripple) effect. Such capability 

may benefit a further proposed feature, which is to partially automate the system 

through knowledge based methods, enabling the effects of parameter change to be 

assessed. As well as identifying important parameters and tracing effects, the 

importance of data source was highlighted: who defined this product data, and on 

what basis? Elements of this are relatively simple to implement - recording additional 

parameters as part of the product model such as 'date', 'time', 'person' and so on to 

show who provided the data and when. Recording rationale could be achieved through 

providing an editable section for task knowledge. The more complex elements to 

implement are the ripple effect analysis and the knowledge based methods. 

The view on support for design tasks was somewhat varied. It was proposed that 

reusing working methods saved time. However, there was clearly some reluctance 

towards a system which provided a detailed and structured method for every task. It 

was identified that support for highly constrained tasks would be valuable, through 

showing existing constraints and the current constraint data. To support this view of 

task differentiation, the methodology for developing the content of the system could 

support task analysis. Critical tasks, which are highly constrained, could then follow a 

different procedure than non-critical tasks with fewer constraints. 

Modular design, or platform design, is not currently considered by the design 

knowledge reuse framework. An implementation of the method should consider the 
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implications for platform design. This will not be fully addressed, due to time 

constraints. Modular design will be proposed as an issue for further research. 

A variety of specific rules and preferences were proposed for the system, relating 

directly to the product data content. Since this was not a question topic asked of the 

participants, general themes for applying rules within the system were not addressed. 

Automation or KBE methods added to the design knowledge reuse framework would 

inevitably involve rules, in formal logic statements. It is important in these cases to 

provide informal statements describing the rules to the users, along with the intention 

and any known limitations or intended applications. 

Outputs of the system proposed as additional features included CAD outputs, to 

generate a parametric model, and parameter analysis, as described earlier: to assess 

the ripple effect of a given parameter change. Providing outputs to generate CAD 

models should be considered as part of the development methodology. Due to the 

high effort involved with creating parametric CAD models, each case should be 

individually assessed. Each case should consider the such trade-offs of development 

effort vs. reward (such as time savings) for such additional features and automation. 

7.5. System validation 

A system to reuse working methods is valuable. The data quality is critical, and must 

be carefully validated. Inputs to a given parameter, and a view of the effects of 

changing a parameter, would be useful (impact analysis for parameter change). Non

product parameters can be usefully described in the system, such as expected lead 

time of parts. An additional element which could be included in the system is a 

description of preferred sizes for manufacturing features (for common tooling) and 

parts (for parts reduction and common stock keeping units). 

According to the analysis of the comments made during the validation workshop, the 

design knowledge reuse framework would benefit the design process by saving time 

through the reuse of working methods. The other comments made in the workshop 

related to· the implementation of the method. Three critical areas stand out, and they 

are: validation; automation issues ( effort trade-off, care); and views. 

Validation of the system content - both task knowledge and product knowledge -

took place in advance of the workshop, through several iterations. Some engineers 
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were present at the workshop who had not been involved with the system validation, 

and they highlighted several areas of product data that they felt should be changed in 

some way. This shows the importance of multi user validation. It also shows that even 

where a 'complete' validation exercise has taken place, errors will remain. 

The validation issue is related to automation 'care'. When automating a method, 

validation is even more important since a peer review process may assume that the 

method, once automated, is accurate and trusted. Where a method has been 

automated, additional safety features must be implemented. The method should be 

visible to the user, so they are able to assess whether it is appropriate in a new 

situation. This will also enable transfer of the method to a new application or system. 

The proposed application area and intended limits of applicability should be recorded 

and made available to the user. 

Automation effort trade-off relates to the assessment of the effort required to automate 

a method, and a comparison of this result with an estimate of the potential reward, in 

terms of time saved either through a simple time per process or through time saved by 

error reduction. Automating complex methods is more costly in terms of development 

effort, however can save more time since the manual method is also complex. 

'Views' relates to the identification and provision of product data that is relevant to a 

particular user in a particular task. The approach taken in the prototype system was a 

single view of product data for each task. 

The criteria identified in section 5.2 were tested by the analysis, which sought to 

identify: 

• If a link between product, process and task knowledge is considered beneficial

It was considered beneficial, as a principle with the potential to save time. This is a 

key measure of product development performance. In a variant or evolutionary design 

situation, the reuse of a relatively detailed design process model is possible. Product 

parameters and task knowledge can be associated with those tasks, enriching the 

knowledge reuse potential. 

The analysis also asked: 
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• If the design process is adequately represented for design knowledge reuse

The design process should be represented in a more task specific format, enabling a 

clear distinction between a conceptual design process (whose aim may be to produce a 

set of product parameters for evaluation by a review panel) and an embodiment design 

process (whose aim is to produce a final engineering specification ready to be passed 

to the CAD specialists for detailed design). The use of different parameter sets and 

task descriptions may support this. Also, it is clear that validation is a crucial element 

of the process, and that where possible, the users should be given the opportunity to 

validate a process before it is implemented. Aside from these points for improvement, 

the design process is adequately represented for design knowledge reuse. The product, 

task and process parameters together support knowledge reuse. 

7.6. Analysis of the underlying method 

The remainder of this chapter will discuss the analysis of the underlying method. 

The flowchart in Figure 6.4-2 describes the process for applying the design reuse 

methodology. The first stages of this process, representing the system setup operation, 

are shown in Figure 7 .6-1. The first process, identified as a preparation task ( denoted 

by the hexagonal box), requires the development of models and population of the 

system. 

Develop 

models, 

Populate 

system 

Validate system 

Figure 7.6-1: flowchart showing setup operation 

This process would require many man months of effort if it were to be implemented in 

full for a complete design portfolio. Therefore, a likely scenario is to pilot the method 
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using a subset of the design portfolio, in a similar manner to this research project. A 

key product structure, component, or assembly could be selected for such a pilot 

exercise. A proposed structure for a pilot exercise is shown in Figure 7 .6-2. The 

flowchart describes setting up a pilot system, applying that within a project context 

and making an assessment of the value of the pilot implementation. 

Develop pilot 

system 

Apply pilot 

system to 

project 

Extend pilot 

system 

End 

No 

End 

Figure 7.6-2: flowchart of pilot system development 

If the method provides value relative to the development effort, then the method 

should be extended and a staged implementation process planned. If the method does 

not provide value, then the implementation should be abandoned. In both cases, the 

reasons should be assessed: why did the method provide benefit? What were the key 

aspects? This could be used to improve the future implementation. In the case that it 

did not provide benefit: why did the system not provide benefit? How could it have 

been improved? Were there limitations in the pilot example or project type? There is 

an important balance to be recognised in such a system in terms of effort vs. reward. 

Initial feedback from the validation of the method suggests that it could potentially 

provide substantial benefit in terms of time reduction and quality improvement. The 

issue is with such high population effort, a pilot study may not show a benefit greater 

than the development effort. This relationship is described in Figure 7.6-3. Critically, 
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the scale of the 'time/ cost' and 'scale of implementation' axes are dependent upon 

the company implementing the method. The graph shows that effort is high at the 

beginning of the project, and that reward is zero. Effort falls as the system population 

reaches a critical stage, after which the system effort represents the maintenance 

requirement. Reward from application of the system begins at zero, and picks up once 

the system reaches a useable state. There are two crucial points: where effort and 

reward are equal (intersection at point B ), and where total effort is equal to total 

reward (area under the graph). 

Time 

I Cost 

Effort 

A 

Scale of implementation 

Figure 7.6-3: effort vs. reward for system implementation 

Where this effort / reward discussion is relevant to a pilot implementation is in a 

complex environment. Here it is assumed that a complex environment extends the 

'scale' axis, since there are a greater number of components, assemblies and 

relationships to include. As such, in a highly complex environment a pilot 

implementation may not achieve sufficient scale to demonstrate any reward (prior to 

point A). This increases the risk associated with the decision, since it is not known 

prior to point A whether the method will yield a significant reward. Between points A 

and B there the actual effort and rewards do not give a clear indication of the future 

trend. Aside from the difficulties in forecasting effort and reward, there is also 

substantial difficulty in measuring reward. Metrics must therefore be identified in 

advance of the project. (Design) Process time, product quality, rework time, and 

confidence levels are examples of metrics that could be applied to the reward 

measurement scenario. These metrics could be applied to a previous (similar) project 

to provide a qualitative basis for comparison. 
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In recognition of the high initial effort required of the method, it is proposed to assess 

the method from two theoretical standpoints. First, an assessment of the method as 

applied for the first time. Second, an analysis of the method after it has been used. The 

system is populated and users are familiar with its operation, then it is applied to a 

new project. The scenarios are outlined below: 

(1) A design team applying the knowledge reuse methodology for the first time.

(2) Previous project used this methodology- how does the new project operate,

and how does it benefit?

In each case it is the intention to evaluate the potential value through the reuse of 

design knowledge enabled by the method, along with the perceived difficulty level. A 

comparison should also be made with existing methods applied by each company 

taking part in the case study. 

7. 7. Design of the analysis questionnaire

The design of the analysis questionnaire is described in this section. A copy of the 

qu�stionnaire was given to each participant at the end of each validation session. The 

participants were asked to tick the box that most closely matched their assessment of 

each scenario. 

It has been identified that an analysis of the existing scenario would add value to the 

assessment of the pilot implementation. A similar approach will be take in the 

analysis of the design knowledge reuse framework proposal: the participants will first 

be asked to assess the existing situation, in terms of design effectiveness and design 

reuse. 

The formatting was slightly different for the printed version: narrower margins were 

used, which allowed larger text areas for the 'additional comments' sections. The 

questionnaire is shown in Appendix 2:. 

7.8. Analysis of process based design knowledge reuse 

framework: Case study 1 

The format of the validation session was adjusted for company A, since knowledge 

capture had already taken place, and the results had been modelled. The first part was 
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substituted with a demonstration I run-through of the process based knowledge reuse 

system W eh-based prototype. 

The session took place with a semor designer and an engineer. During the 

demonstration, comments were noted relating to the perceived utility and application 

of the method. At the end of the session, the participants filled in the questionnaires. 

7.8.1. Comments made during the demonstration and 

discussion 

It was considered that the methodology could provide significant benefit, with a 

number of provisions: 

- Not as just another process to follow. The method needs to incorporate

existing processes, reducing points of contact for reference material or NPI

guidance.

- Provided people engage with it. There is currently an online design manual.

Not everyone in the design team knows it is there or uses it.

- Ease of use is important - and users must be able to FIND the system in the

first place.

Software purchase decisions can be taken locally. A method with such broad

scope must be driven from the top.

- Training would be required, particularly in the initial stages.

- Up to date lessons learned and guidelines would be required.

Additional features that could improve the implementation of the method were also 

proposed: 

- The system could be implemented as a product knowledge framework,

providing links to relevant product subsystems, functions or components.

- It is useful to have rationale for previous product features, as well as test

results.
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- Feedback from previous project, especially a record of 'past disasters', to

prevent the next project tripping at the same hurdle.

There are also a number of potential limitations: 

The system could limit innovation if it prescribes in too much detail. 

It needs so much input to provide a useful example that this may limit buy-in 

( a useful demonstration of the system capability to users). 

7.8.2. Questionnaire responses 

Question 3 was changed to read 'what amount of the design reuse capability are you 

applying'. Questions 6 and 9 were altered to read 'using' rather than 'adopting'. 

Responses are recorded from the two participants in the same table, and an average of 

the two scores is shown for each question . 

C t 
. 

f d urren scenario: ex1s mg es1gn process 

1- 2 3 4 5-

Low High 

1. How effective is Late, On time, 
the current design quality 

✓ ✓ high quality, 
process?

problems, (3.5) exceeding not to 
spec spec 

2. What level of
design reuse No formal ✓✓ 

Fully 
(4) automated

takes place? reuse design

3. What amount of
the design reuse

✓✓ capability are you Very little (4) A great deal

applying?
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'F t irs use scenario: new pro t ec; using k now e ge reuse ramewor Id f 1rs 1me k f t f 
1 - 5-

Low 2 3 4 High 
r 

4. How would you Useful 

judge the Limited 
method 

proposed practical ✓✓ (3) 
capable of 
significantly 

method? value 
improving 
design 

5. Would it provide a
benefit over the

Not at all ✓✓ (4) Substantially
current method?

6. What degree of
difficulty would Low 

High effort, you expect in effort, ✓✓ 
using this cost and (5) cost and 

time 
method? time 

'Experienced use' scenario: new project; applying a refined version of 
propose d th d me 0 

7. How would you
judge the
proposed
method?

8. Would it provide a
benefit over the
current method?

9. What degree of
difficulty would
you expect in
using this
method?

Limited 
practical 

value 

Not at all 

Low 
effort, 

cost and 
time 

1- 5-

Low 2 3 4 High 
.... 
r 

Useful 
method 

✓✓ (4)
capable of 
significantly 
improving 
design 

(4.5) ✓ ✓ Substantially 

High effort, 
✓✓ (2) cost and 

time 

During the questionnaire, the questions and answers were discussed. In addressing 

'first use' and 'experienced use' scenarios, additional comments were provided to 

support the answers: 

'First use' scenario: 

Team members influence what will happen in terms of design reuse, best practices, 

and so on: the application of design methods varies widely across projects. 
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Design reuse is improving, and has been applied a great deal in the current project, 

particularly through the use of predictive tools and knowledge based systems for 

conceptual modelling and analysis. 

'Experienced use' scenario: 

The result would depend on the project type. It would also be significantly influenced 

by the support and ownership of the method - good support would be essential to its 

success. In this scenario there is a good potential for benefit, with a high risk. 

7.8.3. Summary of case study 1 

The methodology could provide significant benefit, with a number of provisions. It 

should incorporate existing processes, reducing points of contact. Such a broad 

method must be driven from the top. Additional features that were proposed include a 

record of 'past disasters', product feature rationale, and a browseable product 

structure model. Potential limitations include hindering innovation and the high effort 

required in setup that may limit buy-in. 

Currently, application of design reuse varies across projects. The affective application 

of any design tools and methods relies on the project manager and principal members. 

For the 'first use' scenario, the method was judged as moderately useful (3 out of 5). 

The assessment showed that the method could provide significant benefit over the 

existing design method ( 4 out of 5). However, the difficulty level in adopting the 

method was judged to be very high (5 out of 5). 

For the 'experienced use' scenario, the method was judged as potentially very useful 

( 4 out of 5), with the potential to provide significant benefit over existing methods 

(4.5 out of 5). The difficult in using the method was judged to be moderately low (2 

out of 5). 

7.9. Analysis of process based design knowledge reuse 

framework: Case study 2 

The second validation case study was carried out with a company that had not 

previously taken part in this research project. company D are a manufacturer of home 

heating appliances. Their design and manufacturing operations take place across 
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Europe. The UK site carries out the integration design, case manufacturing and final 

assembly. The other European sites design the various product modules. The focus of 

the case study is the integration design task carried out at the UK site. The case study 

consisted of a workshop in which the company product and design process were 

modelled. The process based design knowledge reuse framework was described in 

terms of how it might be applied to their product and process. The participants then 

assessed the value, suitability and effort required to implement the method. 

7.9.1. Product modelling 

The assembly design problem requires the integration of the three main product 

modules: thermal, hydraulics and electronics. A basic structure of the product, as 

created during the workshop, is shown in Figure 7 .9-1. 

Gas 

Power 

Water 

Flue 

Thermal (T) 

Hydraulics (H) 

Electronics (E) 

Case (C) 

Radiators 

Hot Water 

Figure 7.9-1: basic product structure 

The product structure represents the three constituent product modules and shows that 

they are all interconnected. The thermal module is linked to the hydraulics module: 

pipes from the hydraulic module feed water into a heat exchanger (part of the thermal 

module). This heated water is then directed back to the hydraulics module, where it is 

directed out of the unit to provide heating to the environment, either as hot water or to 

radiators. The electronics module controls both the thermal and hydraulics modules. 

Each of the three modules are designed by a specialist design group separate to the' 

integration group. Each module is designed for a specific product, however the 

specialist design centres also carry out research and development outside the scope of 

a specific project. The integration group is responsible for 3D layout of the 

component modules, as well as defining the various physical connections. 
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Parameters relating to the integration task from a connections perspective include 

internal and external fittings - as well as the three modules, there are four principle 

connections with the installation environment: Gas, Power, Water and Flue. There are 

also external connections to the hot water and radiators ( depending on the product 

type: some products carry out only one of these functions). Connection parameters 

between these various modules include, amongst others: 

T:H (pipes and fittings) 

W:T (pipes and fittings) 

W :H (pipes and fittings) 

E:H (wiring and connectors) 

E:T (wire length) 

E:P ( electrical connectors) 

As such, it is possible to define a set of connections for a given product in terms of a 

standard connection set. This set needs to be extended to reflect the whole parameter 

set. It also needs to be extended to reflect the multiple connections (in / out, hot / cold, 

etc.) within a given interface. 

7.9.2. Process modelling 

The company has recently adopted a new product introduction process that describes 

the whole project, from concept generation through to service handover (which takes 

place after product launch). The functional perspective of the process shows the 

documents, procedures and measures that each function must have in place before 

each stage gate. Because the company had such an extensive process model in place, 

it was not necessary to create a detailed design process model. As such, the resulting 

model shown in Figure 7.9-2 is incomplete since it was not necessary to create a 

duplicate process model. 
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Technical, 
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Handling 

Marketing 

Manufacturing 
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Concept Build and test 

Figure 7.9-2: partial NPI process model 
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Technical 

Requirements 

Spec 

The process model shows that a marketing specification is fed into concept 

development stage. At this stage, a 3D model is created and a technical demonstrator 

produced. The build and test of the technical demonstrator is fed back to the concept 

stage, and· results in the technical requirements specification. A distinction between 

the project focussed process model and an engineering focussed process model was 

made: the engineering function did not have product data level support from the 

detailed NPI process. 

7.9.3. Interview/ questionnaire 

The results from the questionnaire are shown below. The responses from the two 

participants are shown on the same table . 

C t . f d urren scenario: ex1s mg es1gn process 

1- 2 3 4 5-

Low High 

1. How effective is Late, On time, 
the current design quality 

✓✓ high quality, 
process?

problems, (4) exceeding 
not to 
spec 

spec 

2. What level of
design reuse No formal ✓ ✓ 

Fully 
(3.5) automated 

takes place? reuse design 

3. What amount of
the design reuse

Very little ✓✓ (4) A great deal 
capability are you
applying?
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'F t ,rs use t scenario: new pro ec ; using k now e 1ge reuse ramewor Id f irs ,me k f t f 

1 - 5-

Low 2 3 4 High 
.. 

.... 

4. How would you Useful 

judge the Limited 
method 

proposed practical ✓ (3.5) ✓ capable of
significantly 

method? value 
improving 
design 

5. Would it provide a
benefit over the

Not at all ✓ ✓ (2.5) Substantially 
current method?

6. What degree of
difficulty would Low 

High effort, you expect in effort, ✓✓ 
using this cost and (4) cost and 

time 
time 

method?

'Experienced use' scenario: new project; applying a refined version of 
propose d th d me 0 

7. How would you
judge the
proposed
method?

8. Would it provide a
benefit over the
current method?

9. What degree of
difficulty would
you expect in
using this
method?

1-
Low 

Limited 
practical 

value 

Not at all 

Low 
effort, 

cost and 
time 

5-

2 3 4 High 
.....

... 

Useful 
method 

✓ (3.5) ✓ capable of 
significantly 
improving 
design 

✓✓ (3) Substantially 

High effort, 
✓ ✓ (3.5) cost and 

time 

The participants completed the questionnaires, and wrote comments in the boxes 

provided, which were as follows: 

Current scenario: 

There is a project currently looking at design knowledge and component reuse. This 

should help future projects. 

Because of the group structure, group knowledge and components are shared. Design 

knowledge and historical knowledge could be improved. 
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'First use' scenario: 

Design reuse methodology has a limited fit to the current design process. Main areas 

would be in standard parts. The method would require significant effort and resource. 

I have no doubt that it would improve design; implementation and buy-in would be 

the problem. 

'Experienced use' scenario: 

I believe we are currently trying to utilise our own version of knowledge reuse, but we 

need to improve buy-in from other departments. 

7.9.4. Summary of case study 2 

There were significant differences in the responses given to the questionnaire by the 

two participants. One participant was a project manager, who had recently completed 

a project using the detailed NPI process. It was suggested that this process was 

"invaluable to a project manager". This corresponds to the positive responses on the 

questionnaire. 

The case study set out to model the company product and design process in order to 

provide a context within which to assess the proposed method. The nature of the 

company and their design problem is quite different to that of the first case study. 

The current stage gate process applied by the company supports the commercial 

elements of the project, alongside product risk management and specification 

assurance. The current design method was judged by the participants to be very good. 

The proposed method could provide some benefit to the company Dy supporting the 

engineering process. Specifically, design knowledge reuse and component reuse could 

be applied. The application of standard parts is also a feature identified as offering 

potential value. 

In the 'first use' scenario, the method was judged to offer moderate value (3.5 out of 

5). It was not considered that it would provide substantial benefit over the current 

method (2.5 out of 5). The expected difficulty in adopting the method was judged as 

high ( 4 out of 5). 
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In the 'experienced use' scenario, the method was again judged to offer moderate 

value (3.5 out of 5). It was considered that it would provide a neutral benefit over the 

current method (3 out of 5). The expected difficulty in adopting the method was 

judged as moderately high (3.5 out of 5). 

7.10. Comparison between the two case studies 

The two companies taking part in the case studies to assess the process based design 

knowledge reuse framework have various similarities and differences. These will be 

summarised in this section, starting with the comparison metrics considered in the 

preliminary investigation in chapter 4. The comparison is shown in Table 7 .10-1. 

company A companyD 

Design complexity Medium Low 

Design technology Medium Low /medium 

Design process detail Medium Medium / high 

Knowledge management maturity Medium Medium 

Specification source Application driven Market driven 

Product family Range of variants Range of variants 

Regulation Medium Medium 

Production volume Medium High 

Production investment Medium Medium 

Relative customer power High Medium 

Development time 3 years 1 year 

Table 7.10-1: Comparison between case study companies 

A key difference between the two companies is the specification source. Company A 

supplies the semiconductor industry, which is an industrial market. Their product 

(vacuum pump) forms part of a manufacturing process. The specification for the 
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manufacturing system provides a relatively firm basis for specification of the product. 

There are two major customers: the end user (semiconductor manufacturer) and the 

semiconductor manufacturing equipment producer, referred to within the firm as the 

OEM. In both cases, the product forms part of a complex system with specific 

requirements for gas displacement and chemical handling. 

Company D supplies the domestic heating market. Their product forms an integral 

part of the home. The specification for a home heating system is simple, in a relative 

sense. It must connect to the radiators and hot water systems and provide a given heat 

output and flow rate. They have two main customers: installers and construction 

companies. 

7.11. Generic knowledge support requirements 

The following description of knowledge support requirements is applicable to a wide 

range of design projects. The insight gained across the two case studies, combined 

with the findings from the initial investigation, shows a number of essential elements 

for design support tools in practical situations. The preliminary investigation 

highlighted some practical requirements for design support tools: to combine an 

engineering view with a commercial view; to promote shared understanding of the 

knowledge content; to improve design knowledge access and retrieval; and to support 

knowledge reuse for the whole product life cycle, particularly early design. These 

attributes relate to the knowledge content. The case study investigation has shown 

several other factors that relate to the emphasis of design support tools in terms of the 

specific product development focus. These attributes relate to the knowledge context.

The contextual knowledge support categories are: 

• Requirements definition

• Product function structure development and sharing

• Performance analysis data

• Common parts

• Product structure and layout

• Regulatory guidelines
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An analysis of the relative importance of these categories can guide the knowledge 

support strategy, and highlight those areas which require greatest effort and focus. 

7 .11.1. Case specific contextual knowledge support 

The contextual factors have a major bearing on the knowledge support requirements. 

Some of the key external factors that play a role are: markets, product specification, 

and product complexity. These external factors result in a different emphasis for the 

various contextual knowledge support factors. This section will describe the 

requirements in each case, and then discuss commonality and differences. 

A detailed product requirement definition is crucial in developing a product for 

company A. The requirement definition includes details of the process that the pump 

will support, required vacuum performance, environment category (e.g. clean room), 

customer type, interface data (power, network connection etc), and key product 

characteristics. For company D, the definition of the product is also crucial from a 

marketing perspective, however from a technical perspective there are fewer variables 

that are less demanding. 

The product function structure enables both companies to define performance 

parameters in a modular sense. Company D divides their design effort into distinct 

modules, whereas company A designs each of the modules in their modular product 

range in the same group. Modular definition of product function is therefore important 

to both groups, more so company D. 

Performance analysis data is applied by both companies in modelling product function 

in the early stages of development. Company A design vacuum pumps in which 

manufacturing tolerances are crucial to achieving product function. Company D 

manufacturing is generally less sensitive to production tolerances. As such, the 

definition and sharing of data relevant to product performance is of greater 

importance to company A. There is also a distinction between market types: company 

A is more sensitive to engineering requirements as they produce a range of products 

with quite different requirements. Company D has a more stable requirement across 

their product range. The product performance therefore differs considerably. 

Common parts and features data is of greater importance to company D, since they 

operate in a high volume production environment, whereas company A operate 
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medium volume production. Clearly, benefits can be gained in both areas by 

specifying common parts and features. It is of greater importance to company D to 

ensure that common parts data are effectively shared in the NPI process. The relative 

importance of each of knowledge types (requirements, function, performance data, 

common parts, regulatory guidelines and layout data) is displayed in a radar diagram 

in Figure 7.11-1. 

The critical element of product knowledge representation for company A is the 

definition and sharing of engineering requirements in order to create and assess a 

product that performs to that specification. The critical element of product knowledge 

representation for company D is the definition and sharing of a standard component 

library within a modular design domain. Regulatory guidelines are also a major focus 

for companyD. 

R3Quatory gLidelires 

Errbodimart Oc¥U) data 

Prodl.d reqLirerreris 

comron par1s / featLres 
data 

Prodl.d fi.rdion stn..due 

Perforrran::e aralysis data 

Figure 7.11-1: radar diagram showing relative importance of knowledge types 

7.12. Summary of chapter 7

This specification complexity represents a key difference between the two companies 

in terms of its implications for product modelling. Company A requires a detailed 

engineering specification that leads to a product function structure with associated 

knowledge based engineering tasks applied to that structure to specify the details of 

the product structure. Company D requires a product specification to support project 

planning and design integration, however the engineering detail required is lower. The 

scope of the conceptual design stages in company A is broader. There are more 
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variables to consider, a wider range of product options to suit the requirement, and a 

greater degree of engineering complexity. 

This early design stage is the main focus of the process based design knowledge reuse 

system, and in company D the scope of that stage is limited. As such, the applicability 

of the method is limited. 

Currently, both companies apply the stage gate method for the NPI process. Neither 

company has in place a data driven ( engineering focused) NPI knowledge support 

method. It has been shown that the needs of each company are different. A design 

knowledge reuse framework that supports product, process and task knowledge has 

been evaluated in two case studies. It has been shown to support the needs of a 

company whose primary knowledge support need is the definition and sharing of 

engineering requirements ( along with the methods to address those requirements) as a 

means to develop an effective product. It requires further work if it is to fully support 

the second company whose primary product knowledge support need is the definition 

and sharing of a standard component library to support the integration design task and 

minimise manufacturing costs. 

An additional method to describe a generic product structure could be developed as an 

additional feature of the product knowledge model. This would entail an extension of 

the design ontology to include standard parts definitions. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and further work 

8.1. Overall conclusion of the research project 

The epistemological stance adopted for this research project is critical theory. This 

assumes that causal laws can be identified through interpretive understanding; 

interpretive since knowledge is created through interpretation. Embedded meanings 

and context have significant influence on interpretation. 

The research aim is to provide a method for reusing engineering design knowledge. 

This aim relates to making proposals for new methods within well understood 

domains, rather than generating theory in a new domain. The research strategy 

adopted was therefore case study. 

An preliminary investigation sought to characterise design reuse in practice. Three 

companies took part in the initial stages. Each one designed mechanical systems, with 

varying complexity. The relative design complexity correlated to the use of advanced 

design tools and the degree of maturity in the understanding and adopting knowledge 

management strategy and methods. The preliminary investigation showed that design 

reuse in practice is lacking, and that there are several limitations to adopting design 

reuse. There was not a clear design reuse strategy in any of the organisations. Design 

reuse practices that were in use were not part of a wider coherent structure, and this 

limited the potential to share good practice. 

The main source of knowledge reuse was designer personal notebooks, shared 

documents and intranet. Each one has problems associated: personal notebooks are 

not shared, so can only be reused by the original author. Intranet use presented a 

similar challenge, largely due to the user driven content: whilst the notes are available, 

they are not easy to find and they are not presented in a way that makes them easy to 

reuse. Shared documents provided a level of design reuse in one company, however 

the value of the document seemed to diminish as its size increased. These knowledge 

reuse methods, where they are available for reuse, lack context. 

Where design knowledge capture takes place locally, for instance in Excel models, 

there is a significant challenge in terms of reuse by a novice. Since these models tend 

to be created as a 'quick calculation', the limits of applicability are not defined, and 
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the main assumptions are not documented. Reuse of such models can therefore 

provide unworkable solutions, which novices are not able to identify. 

In the product development processes, there seemed to be an engineering bias. Whilst 

there is a business process structure in place in each case, the apparent focus of the 

design team is on the achievement of the engineering goals. Since engineering goals 

can be met better with a new solution (rather than an existing solution), this tends to 

be what happens. The engineering focused applied practice was not in line with the 

commercially focused prescribed practice. There is an apparent gap between the two. 

In summary, the industrial challenges in adopting design knowledge reuse are: 

• Access to relevant and contextualised captured design knowledge. Storage

methods do not support reuse in context: centralised and unstructured vs.

locally held and unavailable.

• Developing a relationship between design reuse and the product development

process.

• Integrating engineering and business objectives.

A second major contributor to the proposal for a design knowledge reuse framework 

was a literature review. The review had two major outcomes: first, it provided the 

researcher with an understanding of the domain, including terminology, concepts and 

models that have been proposed and applied. Second, the literature review provided a 

contextual framework within which to position the research. This contextual 

framework supports the location of the research proposal within the existing body of 

academic literature as well as identifying gaps in that literature that the proposals may 

contribute to. 

The literature review identified three key domains: knowledge management, design 

reuse and design process support. Knowledge management was important since the 

aim relates to design knowledge reuse, which broadly speaking fits within the domain 

of knowledge management. Knowledge management literature also provided 

definitions of knowledge and knowledge management. Design reuse is the subject of 

the research. The review suggested that the design reuse approach must consider 

design methodology, since design methodology and design knowledge reuse are 
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reliant on one another; each influences the other. Conceptual design, and the view of 

design as a development of a theory of an artefact, is an important element of design 

knowledge reuse. Design reuse relates to design modelling, which links to strategic 

information and knowledge requirements. Formal guidelines for design knowledge 

reuse are currently lacking. Design process support was identified as a category after 

the review of knowledge management and design reuse literature suggested that the 

design process was an integral element of design reuse. This new category became the 

focal domain within which to locate the research. Within the design process support 

category, three sub-categories were defined: Methodology based design, Business 

process modelling for design, and Design process integration. 

The following research gaps were identified: 

• Design reuse for the whole product life cycle;

• Integrated product and process models;

• A 'how-to' element of the product design process;

The combination of literature findings, particularly the gaps identified, and the 

industrial challenges led to the proposal for a process based design knowledge reuse 

framework. The components of the method are: process, product and task modelling. 

Here, the method will be summarised along with a description of how the research 

gaps and industrial challenges are addressed. Formally representing the design process 

enables the structured application of design methodology, best practices and design 

reuse. This supports two of the industrial challenges: the process provides an element 

of context, plus it shows a relationship between the design knowledge reuse 

framework and the design process. Product modelling has been identified as an 

important element of design knowledge reuse, since a conceptual model of the 

product enables a focused, modular approach to design reuse. It also enables the 

design organisation to consider engineering and business objectives as contributing 

elements in a coherent strategy. The application of ontology in product modelling 

promotes shared understanding of the design models and concepts during the 

development process. Task modelling enables the provision of a 'how-to' approach to 

the design process, and supports the sharing of additional design knowledge through 

direct links to other sources and through links to relevant people. The integration of 
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the product and process models enables a data driven approach to engineering design: 

providing product data as a task input, performing calculations (where appropriate) 

and capturing product data generated by design tasks. Conceptual level product 

modelling ensures that early design can be supported. 

The method was implemented in a Web based prototype system. In developing the 

system, there were a number of interesting findings. Images are a powerful tool in 

design process support, and should be included where possible. A task template 

supports structured knowledge capture as well as reuse. The knowledge capture 

process is itself a knowledge management exercise, since the act of formalising and 

validating the design process is itself a reengineering exercise that requires a 

systematic view of current design methods. Process modelling that sets out to be 'as

is' tends to show 'should-be' even before validation and analysis. 

The analysis of the prototype system suggested that the combination of process, 

product and task knowledge could support the reuse of working methods, which saves 

time. It also showed that process validation is a key part of the method development, 

and that user groups should validate the process before it is implemented. 

The subsequent exercise sought to validate the method through further case studies. 

Two companies were compared. It was identified that the specification complexity 

represented a key difference between the two companies. Specification has important 

implications for product modelling.· In one case, a detailed engineering specification 

was required. In the other, the required engineering detail was lower. The support for 

early design and a data driven engineering view of the process emphasise conceptual 

modelling. Conceptual modelling is critical in early stages, and the degree of that 

modelling relates to the specification complexity. The method was shown to be suited 

to design environments with complex specifications, leading to a high potential value 

for conceptual product modelling. 

Design process support is an integral part of design knowledge reuse. The proposed 

method met the research gaps, identified as: knowledge reuse for the whole product 

life cycle (particularly early design), integrated product and process models, how-to 

element of product design process, and an engineering design process layer ( data

driven design process) through the integration of process, product and task models. It

also addressed the industrial challenges, identified as: access to relevant and 
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contextualised knowledge; developing a relationship between design reuse and the 

design process; integrating engineering and business objectives. The method was 

implemented in a prototype system and evaluated through case studies. The scope of 

the method is limited to mature engineering domains in which a complex product 

specification is applied. 

8.2. Summary of main achievements: 

The main achievements in this project are: 

• Proposed an appropriate research methodology for an applied research project

• Identified industrial challenges and requirements for design knowledge reuse

• 14entified research gaps through an extensive literature review

• Proposed a process based design knowledge reuse framework

• Developed a prototype system to implement the framework

• Captured process, task and product knowledge and populated the system

• Assessed the system and method through company case studies

• Concluded that the proposed framework would improve design reuse

8.3. Further work 

During the research project, there were several areas of work that were identified as 

interesting, but that did not contribute directly to the aim and objectives. There are 

also avenues for future research within the design knowledge reuse domain that will 

be described here. 

8.3.1. Manufacturability analysis 

Combining the design knowledge reuse framework with a manufacturability analysis 

method that can take account of nominal, actual and future capability would provide 

significant value, particularly in high tolerance machining. Manufacturing knowledge 

could be readily integrated with a process based knowledge reuse framework. 
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8.3.2. Service knowledge integration 

Manufacturing businesses are recognising the increasing importance of service to 

revenue growth and customer retention. The particular needs of service in a design 

context need to be further investigated in order that appropriate support can be 

provided. Service design, integrated product and service offerings and service supply 

chain development are some of the factors that need to be considered. 

8.3.3. Change effects 

The proposed method would benefit from a method to provide details of the impact of 

changes to previous product model data, and to track those changes and their effects. 

Some work exists relating to associative design, however data integration at the task 

level has not been considered. A detailed investigation would be required in order to 

support such a feature, since change effects are potentially complex and can be far 

reaching. A method to show which parameters must be re-checked when a given · 

change is made would add value to the user - particularly where this feature is related 

at the task level and shows how the parameter can be re-checked. This could form part 

of a sensitivity analysis in deciding whether or not the benefits of making a given 

change outweigh the costs of making it, in terms of added product development time 

and associated project slippage. Identifying parameter dependency chains would itself 

be a valuable exercise to support the development of an optimal design process. For 

example, in the development of the vacuum pump, the centre distance between the 

shafts supporting the rotors is known to be a critical parameter, and a great deal of the 

further development work is dependent on that parameter. Changing it may be 

proposed in order to change various performance or product size factors. Knowledge 

of the detailed effects of that change, including the dependent parameters and the 

sequence of re-design, would be valuable. This parameter dependency feature could 

be used to plan and track design changes and iterations throughout the development 

cycle. 

8.3.4. Process templates 

Further work is required to develop process templates to support company or industry 

best practice and design methodology specific processes, such as TRIZ, axiomatic 

design and systematic design. Additional templates, including FMEA and QFD, could 

be added to the template library. A key aspect of this work would relate to the 
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implementation of a process template to an existing design process: integrating 

generic problem solving methods in a specific design environment. 

8.3.5. Implementation guidance 

Whilst an implementation plan has been proposed, a more detailed plan would be 

required for supporting a commercial implementation. 

8.3.6. System features 

Further work is also required to improve the proposed system, in order to make it 

suitable for commercial adoption. Briefly, this includes: security features, transaction 

features to prevent concurrent and conflicting data updates, and user personalisation 

including permissions ( access to read, write or delete data entries). 

A process writing feature is required to support process development in the system. 

The process writing feature would enable graphical 'drag and drop' type process 

development, including a range of templates. 

8.3.7. Low overhead product data management 

A key limitation of product data management technology is the effort involved with 

implementing product data. A low user overhead version that is able to maintain the 

same degree of data integrity could be combined with a process based design 

knowledge reuse system to provide an enterprise level system that can be used in an 

active sense in product development for all aspects of product development, rather 

than simply inheriting CAD data structures: a support tool for design that is underway 

rather than a record of what took place. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Code from Web prototype system 

This section contains the html and php code from the Web based prototype system. 

1. 1. Main page (index.htm)

<HTML><HEAD> 
<TITLE>Process System Home</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 

<FRAMESET border=0 frameSpacing=0 rows=162,* frameBorder=NO ()> 
<FRAME name=top_frame marginWidth=0 marginHeight=0 

src="top.htm" 
frameBorder=NO noResize scrolling=no> 
<FRAMESET border=0 frameSpacing=0 frameBorder=NO cols=191,*> 

<FRAME name=toc marginWidth=0 marginHeight=0 
src="treemenul.htm" 

frameBorder=NO noResize scrolling="auto" 
target="content"> 

<FRAME name=content marginWidth=0 marginHeight=0 
src="vacuum-technology.htm" 

frameBorder=NO noResize scrolling="auto" target=" self"> 
</FRAMESET> 
</FRAMESET> 

<p>No frames? go to the content <a href="vacuum
technology.htm">here</a></p>

</HTML> 

1.2. Top.htm 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Untitled Document</TITLE></HEAD> 

<BODY background=top_files/topbg.gif leftMargin=0 topMargin=0 
marginheight="0" marginwidth="0"> 
<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=0 width="100%" border=0 
height="148"> 

<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD height="l00" colspan="2"> 
&nbsp;</TD> 

<TD height="100" width="53%"> 
<p align="center"> 

<img border="0" src="top_files/PBD logo small.JPG"></TD> 
<TD height="l00" width="28%"> 

&nbsp;</TD></TR> 
<TR> 

<TD width="1%"> 
&nbsp;</TD> 

<TD width="17%"> 
&nbsp;</TD> 
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<TD width="53%"> 
<p align="center"> 

&nbsp;</TD> 
<TD width="28%"> 

Appendix 

<a href="http://www.bocedwards.com"> 
<img border="0" src="./boc_edwards_arrow_logo.gif" 

width="158" height="26" 
align="right"></a></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</BODY></HTML> 

1.3. Treemenu1 .htm 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Navigator_pane</TITLE> 
<base target="content"> 
</HEAD> 

<BODY bgColor=#ffffff leftMargin=S 
background=treemenul_files/menubg.gif 
topMargin=S marginwidth="5" marginheight="5"> 
<p> 

<ul> 
</p> 

<li><font color="#000080" style="font-size: 9pt"> 
<a href="vacuum-technology.htm">Home</a></font></li> 
<li><span style="font-size: 9pt"><a 

href="Process_map_main.htm">Process 
Model</a></span></li> 
<li><font color="#000080" style="font-size: 9pt"> 
<a target="content" href="process_static.htm">Process Map 

(Image)</a></font></li> 
<li><font color="#000080" style="font-size: 

9pt">Tutorial</font></li> 
</ul> 
</BODY></HTML> 

1.4. Vacuum-technology.htm 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Vacuum Technology - BOC Edwards Industrial and 
Scientific Applications</TITLE> 

<base target="_self"> 

</HEAD> 
<BODY text=#000000 bgColor=#ffffff> 
<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="100%" border=0> 

<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD> 

<P> 
<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 

<img border="0" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 
height="42" align="right"></a></P> 

<Hl>&nbsp;</Hl> 
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<Hl><font size="5" color="#FF0000" face="Arial">Process 
Based Design System Prototype mkII</font></Hl> 

<p><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" 
color="#0000B0">This system is intended to be used as a guide through 
the design 

process, through presenting relevant information to 
support the design 

task and by supporting a design data model to record 
decisions and 

enable automation. </font> </p> 
<p><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" 

color="#0000B0">The system is currently under development. Through 
the process of 

testing and evaluation, the design process models and 
supporting 

information will become more complete. The system is 
intended to remain 

in continual development, changing the underlying models 
as new 

technologies and improved design methods 
emerge.</font></p> 

<P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><b>Current Process 
Models</b></font></P> 

<UL> 
<LI><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><span style="font

size: 9pt "> 
<a href="Process_map_main.htm">Roots Claw Vacuum 

Pump</a></span></font></UL> 
<P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><IMG 
src="vacuum-technology_files/download.gif" border=□> 

<span style="font-size: 9pt">Download current process 
model files</span></font></P></TD> 

<TD vAlign=top width=l26>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 
<TR> 

<TD vAlign=top align=middle><font face="Arial"><font 
color="#0000B0"><IMG height=l 

src="vacuum-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size: 

9pt"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-

semiconductor-manufacturers.html"> 
<font color="#0000B0">About Us</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.html">
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Contact Us</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfm?page=O"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-map.cfm">
<font color="#0000B0">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080">
<BR><BR>
</font>
<A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk gases overview.cfm"> 
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<font color="#0000B0">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chemical_man/chem_prods.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Chemical 
Management</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/temp_control/Chillers.cfm"> 

Appendix 

<font color="#0000B0">Chillers</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc-

gas-special.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_manage/exhaust-management
overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Exhaust 
Management</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/manufacturing-

gas-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/measure_inst/instrumentation
measurement.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Instrumentation</font></A><font 
color="#0000B0"> 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards�com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#0000B0"� 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><SPAN><span style="font-:-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a 

division of The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 

</SPAN></font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></BODY></HTML> 

1.5. Process_map_main.htm 

<html> 

<head> 
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<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-
1252"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 
</head> 

<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 

<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="100%" border=0 
id="tablel"> 

<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 
<img border="0" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 

height="42" align="right"></a><Hl>&nbsp;</Hl> 
<Hl><font size="5" color="#FF0000" face="Arial">Process 

Maps</font></Hl> 
<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" 

color="#0000B0">Process map 
can be seen complete (static image) <a 

href="process_static.htm">here</a></font></P> 
<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" 

color="#0000B0">The live 
model is currently limited to the tasks leading to 

headplate design. The process map can be seen (link on the sidebar) 
Click the task to navigate to the </font><font 

face="Arial" color="#000080"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt">task page, which shows the 

task information 
and data set.</span></font></P> 
<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="730" 

height="104"> 
<!-- MSTableType="layout" --> 
<tr> 

<td valign="top" width="147"><a 
href="project_team.htm"><img border="0" src="Proces2.gif"></a></td> 

<td align="center" width="52"><hr 
size="0"></td> 

<td valign="top" width="147"><a 
href="mathematical_model2.htm"><img border="0" 
src="Proces3.gif"></a></td> 

<td align="center" width="45"><hr 
size="0"></td> 

<td width="147"><a 
href="dynamic_model2.htm"><img border="0" src="Proces4.gif"></a></td> 

<td align="center" width="45"><hr 
size="0"></td> 

<td height="104" width="147"><a 
href="cartridge_layout2.htm"><img border="0" 
src="Proces5.gif"></a></td> 

</tr> 
</table> 
<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#000080">Further process 

tasks will be 
added to the model during validation and 

testing.</font></b></P> 
<P>&nbsp;</P> 

</TD> 
<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 

<TR> 
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<TD vAlign=top align=middle><font face="Arial"><font 
color="#000080"><IMG height=l 

src="vacuum-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR> 
</font> 

Appendix 

<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size: 
9pt"> 

<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 
style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080"> 

- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-
semiconductor-manufacturers.html"> 

<font color="#000080">About Us</font></A><font col6r="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.html">
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Contact Us</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfm?page=O"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-map.cfm">
<font color="#0000B0">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080">
<BR><BR>
</font>
<A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk_gases_overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chemical_man/chem_prods.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Chemical 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/temp_control/Chillers.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Chillers</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc-

gas-special.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_manage/exhaust-management
overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Exhaust 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/manufacturing-

gas-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/measure_inst/instrumentation
measurement.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Instrumentation</font></A><font 
color="#000080"> 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
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- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-
products/pressure-products-overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

Appendix 

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><span style="font-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a division of 

The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 

</html> 

1.6. Project_team.htm 

<html> 

<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-
1252"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 

<!-- script for number only field from: 
http://www.htmlcodetutorial.com/forms/index_famsupp 158.html --> 
<!--<SCRIPT TYPE="text/javascript"> 

// copyright 1999 Idocs, Inc. http://www.idocs.com 
// Distribute this script freely but keep this notice in place 
// THIS MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO LIMIT FORM ENTRIES TO NUMBERS ONLY 

function numbersonly(myfield, e, dee) 

var key; 
var keychar; 

if (window.event) 
key = window.event�keyCode; 

else if (e) 
key = e.which; 

else 
return true; 

keychar = String.fromCharCode(key); 

// control keys 
if ( (key==null) 

(key==9) 11 

return true; 

11 (key==0) 11 (key==B) 11 

(key==13) I I (key==27) ) 
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// numbers 
else if ((("0123456789") .indexOf(keychar) > -1)) 

return true; 

// decimal point jump 
else if (dee && (keychar == ".")) 

{ 
myfield.form.elements[dec] .focus(); 
return false; 

else 
return false; 

} 
</SCRIPT> 
end of numbers only code 
--> 

</head> 

<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 

<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="100%" border=0 
id="tablel"> 

<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 

Appendix 

<img border="0" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 
height="42" align="right"></a><Hl>&nbsp;</Hl> 

<Hl><font face="Arial" size="S" 
color="#FF0000">Requirement 

Specification: project team</font></Hl> 
<p><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" 

color="#000080">As shown in 
the process model, the input to the requirements 

specification task is 
the Project Team. Subsequent tasks all rely upon the 

output from 
preceding tasks, so this is the only one that will 

require input in 
advance.</font></p> 
<p><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Objective: Enter 

Team Members into database</font></b></p> 
<div align="center"> 

<!---------------------------PHP CODE-------------------------

------------------------------------------------> 
<form name="forml" method="GET" 

action="project_team.php"> 

<p style="margin: 0" 
align="center"><font face="Verdana" color="#0e3092"> 

<b>Enter Project Team
Members</b></font></p> 

<br /> 
<!-- table to organize the input fields of the form 

-> 
<table width="637" border="0" cellspacing="l" 

cellpadding="4" valign="top"> 
<colgroup span="l" width="315"> 
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width="315"> 

</colgroup> 
<colgroup span="l" 

</colgroup> 

Appendix 

<!-- Contact person
details (4 cells - 2 rows) -->

<tr> 
<th colspan="2"> <p align="left" 

style="margin-top: 0"> 
<font face="Verdana" color="#000066"> 
<b>Project Team Members:</font></b></p>

</th> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td> 
<p><font face="Verdana" size="2">Project Manager: 
<input type="text" name="fm_project_manager" 

size="20"></font></p> 
<p><font face="Verdana" size="2">Sales Contact: 
<input type="text" name="fm_sales_contact" 

size="21"></font></p> </td> 
<td> <p><font face="Verdana" size="2">Product 

Manager: 
<input type="text" name="fm_product_manager" 

size="20"></font></p> 
<p><font face="Verdana" size="2">Technical Manager: 

<input type="text" 
name="fm_technical_manager" size="20" maxlength="15"> 

<!--useful numbers only code not being used:
onKeyPress="return numbersonly(this, event)"> --> 

<input type="submit" value="Submit" name="Bl"> 
</font></p> 

</td> 
</tr> 
</form> 

<!------------------end of PHP code----------------------------

-------------------------------> 

<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt"
color="#000080">Once the 

team members have been entered, the Requirements 
Specification task can begin.</font></P> 

<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Process 
context:</font></b></P> 

</TD> 

<P><img border="□" src="./files/Projec3.gif"></P> 
<P>&nbsp;</P> 

<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 
<TR> 

<TD vAlign=top align=middle><font face="Arial"><font 
color="#0000B0"><IMG height=l 

src="vacuum-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR>
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size:

9pt"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080">
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards

semiconductor-manufacturers.html"> 
<font color="#0000B0">About Us</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
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- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.html">
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con loc sel.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Contact Us</font>�/A>�font

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfm?page=0"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-map.cfm">
<font color="#0000B0">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080">
<BR><BR>
</font>
<A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk gases overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chemical_man/chem_prods.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Chemical 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/temp_control/Chillers.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Chillers</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc-

gas-special.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_manage/exhaust-management
overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Exhaust 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/manufacturing-

gas-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/measure_inst/instrumentation
measurement.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Instrumentation</font></A><font 
color="#000080"> 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
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</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#000080"><IMG 
src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 

Appendix 

<BR><span style="font-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a division of 
The BOC Group, Inc. 

<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 
BOC Group. 

<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 
</html> 

1.7. Project_team.php 

<html> 
<head> 

<title>Product data values - database query results</title> 

</head> 

<table id="tbl_MAIN" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2" height="468" 
width="790" 

bordercolorlight="#0e3092" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" 
bordercolor="#000066" style="border-collapse: collapse" 

border="2" rules="groups" frame="box"> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the left side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="500"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the centre and right side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="400"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- TABLE HEAD --> 
<thead> 

<!-- ROW 1: TITLE --> 
<tr> 

<!-- cell 1: V-CES logo --> 
<td align="center" bordercolorlight="#000066" 

nowrap style="padding: 0"> 
<!--image goes here--> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 

<b>Results from database
query</b></font> 

color="#0e3092"> 

</td> 

<!-- cell 2: logo? 
<td align="center" heigth="88" width="580"> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 

<span id="Header">Logo?</font> 
</span> 

</td> --> 
</tr> <!-- END OF ROW 1: LOGO AND TITLE --> 

</thead> 
<!-- END OF TABLE HEAD --> 

< 1
-- TABLE BODY --> 

<tbody> 
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<!-- ROW 2: LEFT CELL WITH LEFT SIDE MENU AND RIGHT CELL 
WITH MAIN CONTENT FORMS --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 3: left side menu title --> 

<td width="500" height="50" valign="top"> 

<b>Values entered in the
form retrieved from the database) :</b> 

<!-- end of cell : left side menu --> 
</td> 

</tr> <!-- END ROW 2 --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 5: left side menu: --> 

<td width="500" valign="top"> 
<!-- end of cell 5: left side menu --> 

<!--//table ends after php code--> 

<?php 

//(1) Open the database 
connection--> 

$connection = 

mysql_connect("localhost","root",""); 

project_team 

//(2) Select the database--> 
mysql_select_db("bocproduct", $connection); 

// get project team details from form--> 
$va_project_manager = $_GET["fm_project_manager"]; 
$va_sales_contact = $_GET["fm_sales_contact"]; 
$va_product_manager $_GET["fm_product_manager"]; 
$va_technical_manager = $_GET["fm_technical_manager"]; 

// put project team members in database 
mysql_query("DELETE FROM project_team"); 

mysql_query("INSERT INTO 

(id, project_manager, 
sales_contact, product_manager, technical_manager) 

VALUES 

(69, '$va_project_manager', '$va_sales_contact', '$va_product_mana 
ger', '$va_technical_manager')"); 

the database 

project_manager='$va_project_manager'AND 
sales_contact='$va_sales_contact' AND 
product_manager='$va_product_manager'AND 
technical_manager='$va_technical_manager' 

mysql_query("SELECT * FROM project_team

// print the result from 

//WHERE 

$query_team 

") ; 

$an_array = mysql_fetch_array($query_team); 
print "Project manager: 

{$an_array["project_manager"] }<br> 
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{$an_array["sales_contact"]}<br> 

{$an_array["product_manager"] }<br> 

Sales contact: 

Product Manager: 

Technical Manager: 
{$an_array["technical_manager"] }<br><br>"; 

Appendix 

print "Project Team ID: 
{$an_array["id"] }<br><br>"; 

// update a r€cord based on 
id value 

//mysql_query ("UPDATE project team SET project_manager 
= 'colin the crack monkey' WHERE id = 1"); 

// print the result from 
the database 

//$query_update = 

mysql query("SELECT * FROM project_team WHERE id=l"); 
//$update array = mysql fetch array($query update); 

- - //print "Project manager 
monkey name: {$update_array["project_manager"]}, ID: 
{$update_array["id"]}<br>"; 

href="./requirements_spec2.htm">NEXT</a> 
</td> 
</tr> 

</tbody> 
<!-- END OF TABLE BODY --> 

</table> 
<!-- END OF MAIN TABLE: tbl MAIN --> 

</body> 
</html> 

1.8. Requirements_spec2.htm 

<html> 

<head> 

?> 
<a 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-
1252"> 
<link href="./process.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 
</head> 

<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 

<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="74%" border=0 id="tablel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD width="915" colspan="2"> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 
<img border="0" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 

height="42" align="right"></a><Hl><font face="Arial" size="S" 
color="#FF0000">Requirement 

Specification Task</font></Hl> 
<p><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Objective: Enter 

Engineering 
Requirements</font></b></p><br> 
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<!---------------------------PHP CODE--------

------------------------------------------------------------------> 

<form name="form2" method="GET" 
action="requirements_spec2.php"> 

<p style="margin: 0" 
align="left"><font face="Verdana" color="#0e3092"> 

<b>Product Data: enter product
requirements into database</b></p> 

<br> 
<tr> 

<b>Project Team 
Mernbers:</font></b> 

size="20"><br> 

size="21"><br> 

</tr> 

<tr> 
<td width="482"> 

<font face="Verdana" size="2"> 
Vac Requirement:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="text" name="fm_vac_requirement" 

Prime Cost Target:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="text" name="fm_prime_cost" 

Power 
Target:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" name="fm_power_target" 
size="20"><br> 

Application Category:&nbsp; 
<input type="text" name="fm_app" size="20" 

maxlength="15"><p>&nbsp;<br></td> 

.<td width="396"> 
Size (L) :&nbsp; 

<input type="text" name="fm size l" size="20" 
maxlength="15"><br> 

Size (W): 
<input type="text" name="fm size w" size="20" 

maxlength="15"><br> 

Size (H) :&nbsp; 
<input type="text" name="fm_size h" size="20" 

maxlength="l5"><p></p> 

<input type="submit" value="Submit" 
name="B1"> 

</font></td> 

</tr> 
</form> 

<!------------------end of PHP code----------------------------

-------------------------------> 

<br> 

<table border="l" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="944" 
height="659"> 

<!-- MSTableType="layout" -->
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<tr> 

<td valign="top" colspan="3"> 

<!-- MSCellType="ContentHead2" --> 

<table cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" border="O" 

width="100%" height="100%"> 

<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="2" --> 
<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 

<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 

<table border="O" width="100%" 

height="100%" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="O"> 

<tr> 

height="100%" valign="top"> 

development of the 

requirement.<br></h2> 

face="Arial"><font color="#OOOOBO"> 

input is required, through through sales 

</font> 

<td width="100%" 

<b> 

<hl>Description</hl> 

<h2>This task involves the 

engineering 

</b><font 

<font size="2">Customer 

and account managers 

<font 

size="2">(</font></font><u><font color="#OOOOFF" 

size="2">more</font></u><font color="#OOOOBO" 

size="2">) ... </font></font></font></td> 

</tr> 

</table> 

</td> 

</tr> 

</table> 

</td> 

<td height="113"></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td valign="top" width="l48"> 

<!-- MSCellType="NavBody" --> 

<table cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" border="O" 

width="l00%" height="l00%"> 

<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="l" --> 

<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 

<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 

<table border="O" width="100%" 

height="100%" cellpadding="20" cellspacing="O"> 

<tr> 

<td width="100%" 

height="100%" valign="top"> 

<font face="Arial" 

style="font-weight:700" color="#OOOOBO"> 

Input Data Set: Project 

Team</font><p> 

<img border="O" 

src="files/team sml.GIF" width="21" height="53"><font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt" color="#000080">Project 

Manager</font></p> 

<p> 
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<img border="O" 
src="files/team sml.GIF" width="21" height="53"><font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt" color="#OOOOBO">Sales 

Contact</font></p> 
<p> 
<img border="O" 

src="files/team sml.GIF" width="21" height="53"><font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt" color="#OOOOBO">Product 

Manager</font></p> 
<p> 
<img border="O" 

src="files/team sml.GIF" width="21" height="53"><font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt" color="#OOOOBO">Technical 

Manager</font></p> 

</tr> 

</table> 
</td> 

</td> 

</tr> 

</table> 
</td> 

<td valign="top" width="189"> 

<!-- MSCellType="ContentBody" --> 
<table cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" border="O" 

width="100%" height="100%"> 

<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="3" --> 

<tr> 
<td height="100%" width="100%"> 

<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 

<table border="O" width="100%" 
height="100%" cellpadding="20" cellspacing="O"> 

<tr> 

<td width="100%" 
height="100%" valign="top"> 

color="#OOOOBO"><b>Related 

style="font-size: 9pt"><br> 

documents.</span></font><p> 

color="#OOOOFF"> 

<font face="Arial" 

information</b><span 

Click to view 

<font face="Arial" 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Market Requirements 

Specification</span></font></p> 

<p><font face="Arial" 
color="#OOOOFF"> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Engineering 

Requirements 

Template</span></font></p> 
<p> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt"> 

<font face="Arial" 
color="#OOOOFF"> 

<u>Technical

reports</u></font><font face="Arial" color="#000080"> 

(</font><font face="Arial" 
color="#OOOOFF"><u>more</u></font><font face="Arial" 
color="#OOOOBO">) ... </font></span></p> 
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<p align="left"><font 
face="Arial" color="#000080"> 

<b>Expert
Directory</b><span style="font-size: 9pt"><br> 

Click to view - by 
department</span></font></p> 

<p align="left"><font 
face="Arial" color="#0000FF"> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Sales</span></font></p> 

<p align="left"><font 
face="Arial" color="#0000FF"> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Development</span></font></p> 

<p align="left"><font 
face="Arial" color="#0000FF"> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Technical</span></font></p> 

<p align="left"><font 
face="Arial" color="#0000FF"> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Applications</span></font></p> 

</td> 

</tr> 
</table> 
<ltd> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

<td valign="top" width="596"> 
<!-- MSCellType="NavBody2" --> 
<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="0" 

width="100%" height="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="5" --> 
<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 
<table border="0" width="100%" 

height="l00%" cellpadding="20" cellspacing="0"> 
<tr> 

height="l00%" valign="top"> 

color="#000080"> 

Engineering Requirements</font></b></p> 

style="font-size: 9pt" color="#000080"> 

<td width="l00%" 

<p align="left"> 
<b> 
<font face="Arial" 

Output Data Set: 

<p align="left"> 
<font face="Arial" 

All font in </font> 
<font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt" color="#FF0000"> 
<b>RED BOLD</b></font><font

face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" color="#000080"> 
requires input from project 

team</font></p> 
<p align="left"> 
<img border="l" 

src="Requirements_input.JPG" width="532" height="404"></p></td> 
</tr> 
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</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</table> 
</td> 

<td height="544" width="l"></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" 

color="#0000B0">Once 
engineering specifications are complete, the 
<a href="rnathernatical rnodel2.htrn">Mathernatical 

Modelling</a> task 
can begin.</font></P> 
<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Process 

context:</font></b></P> 

Appendix 

<P><irng border="0" src="files/Projec2.gif" width="688" 
height="105"></P> 

<P>&nbsp;</P> 
</TD> 

<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 
<TR> 

<TD vAlign=top align=rniddle><font face="Arial"><font 
color="#0000B0"><IMG height=l 

src="vacuurn-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size: 

9pt"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-

serniconductor-rnanufacturers.htrnl"> 
<font color="#0000B0">About Us</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.htrnl">
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Contact Us</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfrn?page=0"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-rnap.cfrn">
<font color="#000080">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080">
<BR><BR>
</font>
<A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk_gases_overview.cfrn"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chernical_rnan/chern_prods.cfrn"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Chernical 
Managernent</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/ternp_control/Chillers.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Chillers</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc

gas-special.cfrn"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Electronic 
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Materials</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_manage/exhaust-management
overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Exhaust 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/manufacturing-

gas-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/measure_inst/instrumentation
measurement.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Instrumentation</font></A><font 
color="#000080"> 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><span style="font-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a division of 

The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 

</html> 

1.9. Requirements_spec2.php 

<html> 
<head> 

<title>Product data values - database query results</title> 

</head> 

<table id="tbl_MAIN" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2" height="468" 
width="790" 

bordercolorlight="#0e3092" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" 
bordercolor="#000066" style="border-collapse: collapse" 

border="2" rules="groups" frame="box"> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the left side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="S00"> 
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</colgroup> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the centre and right side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="400"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- TABLE HEAD --> 
<thead> 

<!-- ROW 1: TITLE --> 
<tr> 

<!-- cell 1: V-CES logo --> 
<td align="center" bordercolorlight="#000066" 

nowrap style="padding: 0"> 
<!--image goes here--> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 

<b>Results from database
query</b></font> 

</td> 

<!-- cell 2: logo? 
<td align="center" heigth="88" width="580"> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 

<span id="Header">Logo?</font> 
</span> 

</td> --> 
</tr> <!-- END OF ROW 1: LOGO AND TITLE --> 

</thead> 
<!-- END OF TABLE HEAD --> 

<!-- TABLE BODY --> 
<tbody> 

<!-- ROW 2: LEFT CELL WITH LEFT SIDE MENU AND RIGHT CELL 
WITH MAIN CONTENT FORMS --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 3: left side menu title --> 

<td width="500" height="50" valign="top"> 

<b>Values entered in the
form retrieved from the database) :</b> 

<!-- end of cell : left side menu --> 
</td> 

</tr> <!-- END ROW 2 --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 5: left side menu: --> 

<td width="500" valign="top"> 
<!-- end of cell 5: left side menu --> 

<!--//table ends after php code--> 

<?php 

//(1) Open the database 
connection--> 

$connection = 

mysql_connect("localhost","root",""); 
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//(2) Select the database--> 
mysql_select_db("bocproduct", $connection); 

// get project team details from form--> 

Appendix 

$va vac requirement = $  GET["fm vac requirement"]; 
$va=prime_cost = $_GET["fm_prime_cost"]; 
$va_power_target = $_GET["fm_power_target"]; 
$va_app = $_GET["fm_app"]; 
$va_size_l $_GET["fm_size_l"]; 
$va_size_w $_GET["fm_size_w"]; 
$va_size_h $_GET["fm_size_h"]; 

// put project data in an empty table 
mysql_query ("DELETE FROM requirements"); 

mysql_query("INSERT INTO 
requirements 

(id, vac, cost, power, 
application, sizel, sizew, sizeh) 

VALUES 
(' 69', 

'$va_vac_requirement', '$va_prime_cost', '$va_power_target', '$va_app',' 
$va_size_l', '$va_size_w', '$va_size_h')"); 

// print the result from 
the database 

$query_requirement 
mysql query("SELECT * FROM requirements"); 

$requirements_array = 
mysql_fetch_array($query_requirement); 

test project: </b><br> 

{$requirements_array["id"]} <br> 

{$requirements_array["vac"]} <br> 

{$requirements_array["cost"]} <br> 

{$requirements_array["power"]} <br> 

{$requirements_array["application"]} <br> 

{$requirements_array["sizel"]}<br> 

{$requirements_array["sizew"]}<br> 

{$requirements_array["sizeh"]} <br><br>"; 

print "<b>Product data in 

ID: 

Vac requirement: 

Cost: 

Power target: 

Application Category: 

Length: 

Width: 

Height: 

print 
"{$va_vac_requirement}{$va_prime_cost}<br>"; 

href="./mathematical_model2.htm">NEXT</a> 
</td> 
</tr> 

</tbody> 
<!-- END OF TABLE BODY--> 

</table> 
<!-- END OF MAIN TABLE: tbl MAIN --> 

</body> 
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</html> 

1.10. Mathematica/_mode/2.htm 

<html> 

<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-

1252"> 
<link href="./process.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 
</head> 

<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 

<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="100%" border=0 
id="tablel"> 

<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 
<img border="0" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 

height="42" align="right"></a><Hl><font face="Arial" 

color="#FF0000">Mathematical Model</font><font face="Arial" size="5" 

color="#FF0000"> Task</font></Hl> 
<p><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Objective: 

Create mathematical 

model to identify and validate optimum design 

parameters</font></b></p> 
<table border="l" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="781" 

height="963"> 
< !-- MSTableType="layout" --> 
<tr> 

<td valign="top" height="368"> 
< !-- MSCellType="ContentHead2" --> 
<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="0" 

width="100%" height="100%"> 
< !-- MSCellFormattingTableID="2" --> 
<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 
< !-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 
<table border="0" width="100%" 

height="100%" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0"> 
<tr> 

height="100%" valign="top"> 

mathematical model of the 

<td width="50%" 

<b> 

<hl>Description</hl> 
<h2>This task creates the 

pump.<br></h2> 
</b> 

. <font face="Arial" 

color="#0000B0">The output from the process is the model input - the 

parameters that are used to calculate performance.<br>This determines 

the optimum pump layout, verifies the performance requirement can be 

met, and calculates some key characteristics.<br> 

Performance modelling uses an Excel based calculator - one for roots 

stages, one for claw stages.<br> 

(more) ... </font><p> 
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<font face="Arial" 
color="#000080"> 

<a 
href="requirements_spec2.htm">Click to view 

Appendix 

process input</a></font><a 
href="requirements_spec2.htm"></font></a></p> 

<p>&nbsp;</td> 
<td width="50%" 

height="100%" valign="top"> 
<font face="Arial" 

color="#000080"><b>Related 

style="font-size: 9pt"><br> 

documents.</span></font><p> 

color="#OOOOFF"> 

information</b><span 

Click to view 

<font face="Arial" 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Modelling algorithms and 
proof</span></font></p> 

<p><font face="Arial" 
color="#OOOOFF"> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Guide for using the modelling 
system</span></font></p> 

9pt"> 

color="#OOOOFF"> 

<p> 
<span style="font-size: 

<font face="Arial" 

<u>Performance curve
analysis</u></font><font face="Arial" color="#000080"> 

(</font><font face="Arial" 
color="#OOOOFF"><u>more</u></font><font face="Arial" 
color="#000080">) ... </font></span></p> 

<p align="left"><font 
face="Arial" color="#000080"> 

<b>Expert
Directory</b><span style="font-size: 9pt"><br> 

Click to view - by 
department</span></font></p> 

<p align="left"><font 
face="Arial" color="#OOOOFF"> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Development</span></font></p> 

<p align="left"><font 
face="Arial" color="#OOOOFF"> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Technical</span></font></p> 

<p align="left"><font 
face="Arial" color="#OOOOFF"> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Applications</span></font></p> 

<p align="left"> 
<font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt; text-decoration:underline" color="#OOOOFF"> 
Design</font></p> 
<p align="left"> 
<font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt; text-decoration:underline" color="#OOOOFF"> 

Modelling</font></p></td><br> 
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</tr> 
<tr> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

<td valign="top" height="593" width="777"> 
<!-- MSCellType="NavBody2" --> 

Appendix 

<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="0" 
width="100%" height="100%"> 

<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="S" --> 
<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 
<table border="0" width="100%" 

height="100%" cellpadding="20" cellspacing="0"> 
<tr> 

<td width="50%" 
height="100%" valign="top"> 

<p align="left"> 
<font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt" color="#000080"> 
Output Data Set: Product 

Model</font></p> 
<p align="left"> 
<img border="0" 

src="files/math model.JPG" width="737" height="519"></p> 
</td> 
<td width="50%" 

height="100%" valign="top"> 

<!-----------------GET form -----PHP CODE----------------

----------------------------------> 

<form name="form3" 
method="GET" action="mathematical_model2.php"> 

name="fm_inlet_purge" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_inlet_port" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_stator_temp" size="20"><br> 

diff. 

name="fm_rotor_stator_temp" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_exhaust_temp" size="20"><br> 

name="fm small end" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_large_end" size="20"><br> 

- 24-

<form method="GET"> 
<p align="left"> 
Inlet Purge 
<input type="text" 

Inlet port diameter 
<input type="text" 

Stator temperature 
<input type="text" 

Rotor Stator temp. 

<input type="text" 

Exhaust temperature 
<input type="text" 

Small end clearance 
<input type="text" 

Large end clearance 
<input type="text" 
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name="fm rotor centres" size="20"><br> 

name="fm lobe wall" size="20"><br> 

name="fm waist width" size="20"><br> 

clearance 

Appendix 

Rotor Centres 
<input type="text" 

Lobe Wall 
<input type="text" 

Waist width 
<input type="text" 

Rotor/Stator 

<input type="text" 
name="fm rotor stator clearance" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_tip_flat_length" size="20"><br> 

name="fm num lobes" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_axial_length" size="20"><br></p> 

value="Submit" name="B1"> 
</font></td> 

</form> 

Tip flat length 
<input type="text" 

Number of lobes 
<input type="text" 

Axial length 
<input type="text" 

<input type="submit" 

<!--
<form method="POST"> 

<p align="left">Inlet 
Port Diameter</p> 

<p align="left"> 
<input type="text" 

name="T2" size="20"><input type="submit" value="Submit" 
name="B3"><input type="reset" value="Reset" name="B4"></p> 

</form> 

align="left">Stator Temperature</p> 

<form method=."POST"> 
<p 

<p align="left"> 
<input type="text" 

name="T3" size="20"><input type="submit" value="Submit" 
name="BS"><input type="reset" value="Reset" name="B6"></p> 

/ Stator temperature 

</form> 
<form method="POST"> 

<p align="left">Rotor 

difference</p> 
<p align="left"> 
<input type="text" 

name="T4" size="20"><input type="submit" value="Submit" 
name="B7"><input type="reset" value="Reset" name="B8"></p> 

</form> 

align="left">Exhaust Temperature</p> 

<form method="POST ff> 
<p 

<p align="left"> 
<input type="text" 

name="TS" size="20"><input type="submit" value="Submit" 
name="B9"><input type="reset" value="Reset" name="B10"></p> 
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</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</tr> 
</table> 

</form> --> 

<p> ... </td>
</tr> 

</table> 
</td> 

<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" 
color="#0000B0">The 

Mathematical Model is the input to the <a 
href="dynamic_model2.htm"> 

Dynamic Modelling</a> task. </font></P> 
<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Process 

context:</font></b></P> 

Appendix 

<P><img border="□" src="files/Projec4.GIF" width="717" 
height="137"></P> 

</TD> 
<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 

<TR> 
<TD vAlign=top align=middle><font face="Arial"><font 

color="#0000B0"><IMG height=l 
src="vacuum-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size: 

9pt"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-

semiconductor-manufacturers.html"> 
<font color="#0000B0">About Us</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.html">
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Contact Us</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfm?page=O"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#0000B0">. 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-map.cfm">
<font color="#0000B0">Site Map</font></A><font color="#0000B0">
<BR><BR>
</font>
<A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk gases overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chemical_man/chem_prods.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Chemical 
Management</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/temp_control/Chillers.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Chillers</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
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- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc-
gas-special.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_manage/exhaust-management
overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Exhaust 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/manufacturing-

gas-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/measure_inst/instrumentation
measurement.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Instrumentation</font></A><font 
color="#000080"> 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><span. style=" font-size: 9pt ">BOC Edwards is a di vision of 

The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 

</html> 

1. 11. Mathematical_mode/2.php

<html> 
<head> 

<title>Product data values - database query results</title> 
</head> 

<table id="tbl_MAIN" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2" height="468" 
width="790" 

bordercolorlight="#0e3092" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" 
bordercolor="#000066" style="border-collapse: collapse" 

border="2" rules="groups" frame="box"> 
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<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the left side--> 

�colgroup span="l" width="500"> 

</colgroup> 

Appendix 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the centre and right side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="400"> 

</colgroup> 

<!-- TABLE HEAD --> 

<thead> 
<!-- ROW 1: TITLE --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 1: V-CES logo --> 

<td align="center" bordercolorlight="#000066" 

nowrap style="padding: 0"> 

<!--image goes here--> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 

color="#0e3092"> 
<b>Results from database

query</b></font> 
</td> 

<!-- cell 2: logo? 

<td align="center" heigth="88" width="580"> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 

color="#0e3092"> 
<span id="Header">Logo?</font> 
</span> 

</td> --> 

</tr> <!-- END OF ROW 1: LOGO AND TITLE --> 

</thead> 

<!-- END OF TABLE HEAD --> 

<!-- TABLE BODY --> 

<tbody> 

<!-- ROW 2: LEFT CELL WITH LEFT SIDE MENU AND RIGHT CELL 

WITH MAIN CONTENT FORMS --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 3: left side menu title --> 

<td width="500" height="50" valign="top"> 

<b>Values entered in the
form retrieved from the database:</b> 

<!-- end of cell : left side menu --> 

</td> 

</tr> <!-- END ROW 2 --> 

<tr> 

<!-- cell 5: left side menu: --> 

<td width="500" valign="top"> 
<!-- end of cell 5: left side menu --> 

<!--//table ends after php code--> 

<?php 

//(1) Open the database 

connection--> 
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$connection 
mysql_connect("localhost","root",""); 

//(2) Select the database--> 
mysql select_db("bocproduct", $connection); 

// get project team details from form--> 
$va_inlet_purge = $_GET["fm_inlet_purge"]; 
$va_inlet_port =$_GET["fm_inlet_port"]; 
$va_stator_temp =$_GET["fm_stator_temp"]; 
$va_rotor_stator_temp =$_GET["fm_rotor_stator_temp"]; 
$va_exhaust_temp =$_GET["fm_exhaust_temp"]; 
$va_small_end =$_GET["fm_small_end"]; 
$va_large_end =$_GET["fm_large_end"]; 
$va_rotor_centres =$_GET["fm_rotor_centres"]; 
$va_lobe_wall =$_GET["fm_lobe_wall"]; 
$va_waist_width =$_GET["fm_waist_width"]; 
$va rotor stator clearance 

- - -

=$_GET["fm_rotor stator clearance"]; 

table 

$va_tip_flat_length =$_GET["fm_tip_flat length"]; 
$va_num_lobes =$_GET["fm_num_lobes"]; 
$va_axial_length =$_GET["fm_axial_length"]; 

// put project data in an empty 

mysql_query ("DELETE FROM mathmodel"); 
mysql_query("INSERT INTO 

mathmodel (id, inlet_purge, inlet_port, stator_temp, 
rotor_stator_temp, exhaust_temp, small_end, large_end, rotor_centres, 
lobe_wall, waist_width, rotor_stator_clearance, tip_flat_length, 
num_lobes, axial_length) 

'$va_rotor_stator_clearance', 

- 29-

VALUES 
( '69', 
'$va inlet_purge', 
'$va_inlet_port', 
'$va_stator_temp', 
'$va_rotor_stator_temp', 
'$va exhaust temp', 
I $va=small_end I' 

'$va_large_end', 
'$va_rotor_centres', 
'$va _lobe_ wall' , 
'$va_waist_width', 

'$va_tip_flat_length', 
'$va_num_lobes', 
'$va_axial_length')"); 

// Database Names 
//inlet purge 
//inlet=port 
//stator temp 
//rotor_stator_temp 
//exhaust temp 
//small end 
//large end 
//rotor-centres 
//lobe ;all 
//waist width 
//rotor stator clearance 

- -

//tip_flat_length 
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//num lobes 
//axial_length 

Appendix 

the database 
// print the result from 

$query_math = 

mysql_query("SELECT * FROM mathmodel");
$math_array mysql_fetch_array($query_math); 

print "<b>Product data in 
mathematical model: </b><br><br> 

Inlet purge (1/h): 
{$math_array["inlet_purge"]} <br> 

inlet port: 
{$math_array["inlet_port"]} <br> 

stator temp: 
{$math_array["stator_temp"]} <br> 

rotor / stator temp 
difference: {$math_array["rotor_stator_temp"]} <br> 

exhaust temperature: 
{$math_array["exhaust_temp"] }<br> . 

small end clearance: 
{$math_array["small_end"] }<br> 

large end clearance: 
{$math_array["large_end"] }<br> 

{$math_array["rotor_centres"]}<br> 

{$math_array["lobe_wall"] }<br> 

{$math_array["waist_width"]}<br> 

rotor centres: 

lobe wall: 

waist width: 

rotor / stator clearance: 
{$math_array["rotor_stator_clearance"] }<br> 

tip flat length: 
{$math_array["tip_flat_length"]}<br> 

number of lobes: 
{$math_array["num_lobes"] }<br> 

{$math_array["axial_length"]}<br><br>" 

href="./dynamic_model2.htm">NEXT</a> 
</td> 
</tr> 

</tbody> 
<!-- END OF TABLE BODY --> 

</table> 
<!-- END OF MAIN TABLE: tbl MAIN --> 

</body> 
</html> 

1.12. Dynamic_mode/2.htm 

<html> 

<head> 

axial length: 

?> 
<a 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-
1252"> 
<link href="./process.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 
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</head> 

<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 

<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="100%" border=□

id="tablel"> 

<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 

Appendix 

<img border="□" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 

height="42" align="right"></a><Hl>&nbsp;</Hl> 
<Hl><font face="Arial" color="#FF0000">Dynamic 

Model</font><font face="Arial" size="5" color="#FF0000">ling Task 

(rotor dynamics)</font></Hl> 

<p><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Objective: 

Calculate natural 
frequency of pump rotors for comparison with normal 

operating frequency</font></b></p> 
<table border="l" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="947" 

height="580"> 
<!-- MSTableType="layout" --> 

<tr> 
<td valign="top" height="167"> 
<!-- MSCellType="ContentHead2" --> 

<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="□"

width="100%" height="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="2" --> 

<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 

<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 

<table border="0" width="100%" 

height="100%" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0"> 

<tr> 

height="100%" valign="top"> 

dynamic model of the 

<td width="50%" 

<b> 
<hl>Description</hl> 

<h2>This task creates 

pump.<br></h2> 
</b> 

<anameimadeup> 

<font color="#0000B0" 

face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt">This task creates the dynamic 

model of the rotors. 
This calculates the 

resonant frequency. This is then compared with normal running speed. 

If the two values are the 
same, or exact multiples, the shaft must be modified to avoid 

excessive or destructive vibration. <br>AS A RULE, RUNNING SPEED > 
2xNatural Frequency <br> 

Rotors are considered as a 
mass, which influences inertia but not stiffness.<br> 

Model is also validated 

through physical testing.<br> 

Some rotors are 
approximated as.discs. Bearing stiffness is comprehensive but not all 

parameters are available. <br> 

(</font><font 

.color="#0000FF" face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt; text-
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decoration:underline">more</font><font color="#000080" face="Arial" 
style="font-size: 9pt">) ... </font><p> 

<font face="Arial" 
style="font-size: 9pt" color="#000080"> 

View input parameters from 
<a 

href="mathematical_model2.htm">mathematical model</a></font></td> 
<td width="50%" 

height="100%" valign="top"> 
<font face="Arial" 

color="#0000B0"><b>Related 
information</b><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><br> 
Click to view 

documents.</span></font><p> 
<font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt; text-decoration:underline" color="#0000FF"> 
Guidelines for frequency 

analysis</font><br> 
<font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt" color="#0000B0"> 
Instructions for use of the 

Modelling System <br>(</font><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline" color="#0000FF">Dyrobes</font><font 
face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" color="#0000B0"> 

/ </font> 
<font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt; text-decoration:underline" color="#0000FF"> 
ROMAX</font><font 

face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" color="#000080">)</font><br><br> 
<font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt; text-decoration:underline" color="#0000FF"> 
Resonance 

Analysis</font><br> 
<span style="font-size: 

9pt"> 
<font face="Arial" 

color="#000080"> 
(</font><font face="Arial" 

color="#0000FF"><u>more</u></font><font face="Arial" 
color="#000080">) ... </font></span> 

<p align="left"><font 
face="Arial" color="#000080"> 

<b>Expert
Directory</b><span style="font-size: 9pt"><br> 

Click to view - by 
department</span></font></p> 

<font face="Arial" 
color="#0000FF"> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Development</span><br> 

<span style="font-size: 
9pt; text-decoration:underline">Technical</span><br> 

<font face="Arial" 
style="font-size: 9pt; text-decoration:underline" color="#0000FF"> 

Design<br> 
<font face="Arial" 

style="font-size: 9pt; text-decoration:underline" color="#0000FF"> 
Modelling</font></p></td> 

</tr> 
<tr> 
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<td width="50%" 
height="100%" valign="top"> 

<b>Output data set: Product
model</b><p> 

<img border="0" 
src="files/rotor_dynamics.JPG" width="630" height="533"></p>

<p></td> 
<td width="50%" 

height="100%" valign="top"> 

<!--------------------------------------PHP CODE--------
----------------------------------->

<form name="form4" method="GET"
action="dynamic_model2.php"> 

<p align="left"> 

Rotor 
Centres&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;

<input type="text" 
name="fm rotor centres" size="20"><br> 

Rotor 
Mass&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm rotor mass" size="20"><br> 

Negative Stiffness 
<input type="text" 

name="fm_negative_stiffness" size="20"><br> 
Running 

Speed&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="text" 

name="fm_running_speed" size="20"><br> 
Shaft 

Diameter&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<input type="text" 

name="fm shaft diameter" size="20"><br> 
Shaft Geometry (?) 

<input type="text" 
name="fm_shaft_geometry" size="20"><br> 

Balance 
Spec&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm_balance_spec" size="20"><br> 

Bearing Stiffness&nbsp; 
<input type="text" 

name="fm_bearing_stiffness" size="20"><br> 
Material Properties

<input type="text" 
name="fm_material_properties" size="20"><br> 

Natural Frequency 
<input type="text" 

name="fm_natural_frequency" size="20"><br> 

<input type="submit" 
value="Submit" name="Bl"></p> 

<!-----------------------------END PHP CODE--------------

--------------------------------------> 

</p>&nbsp;</td><br> 
</tr> 
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</table> 
</td> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</tr> 
</table> 
<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" 

color="#0000B0">Once 

Appendix 

rotor dynamics are calculated and satisfactory, the 
<a href="cartridge_layout2.htm">Cartridge Layout</a> task 
can begin.</font></P> 
<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Process 

context:</font></b></P> 
<P><img border="0" src="files/ProjecS.GIF" width="725" 

height="118"></P> 
<P>&nbsp;</P> 

</TD> 
<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 

<TR> 
<TD vAlign=top align=middle><font face="Arial"><font 

color="#0000B0"><IMG height=l 
src="vacuum-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size: 

9pt"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-

semiconductor-manufacturers.html"> 
<font color="#0000B0">About Us</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.html">
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Contact Us</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfm?page=O"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-map.cfm">
<font color="#0000B0">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080">
<BR><BR>
</font>
<A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk_gases_overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chemical_man/chem_prods.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Chemical 
Management</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/temp_control/Chillers.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Chillers</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc

gas-special.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
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- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_manage/exhaust-management
overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Exhaust 
Management</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/manufacturing-

gas-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/measure_inst/instrumentation
measurement.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Instrumentation</font></A><font 
color="#000080"> 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
.:.--</font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview. cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><span style="font-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a division of 

The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 

</html> 

1.13. Dynamic_mode/2.php 

<html> 
<head> 

<title>Product data values - database query results</title> 
</head> 

<table id="tbl_MAIN" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2" height="468" 
width="790" 

bordercolorlight="#0e3092" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" 
bordercolor="#000066" style="border-collapse: collapse" 

border="2" rules="groups" frame="box"> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the left side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="500"> 
</colgroup> 
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<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the centre and right side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="400"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- TABLE HEAD --> 
<thead> 

<!-- ROW 1: TITLE --> 
<tr> 

<!-- cell 1: V-CES logo --> 
<td align="center" bordercolorlight="#000066" 

nowrap style="padding: 0"> 
<!--image goes here--> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 

<b>Results from database
query</b></font> 

</td> 

<!-- cell 2: logo? 
<td align="center" heigth="88" width="580"> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 

<span id="Header">Logo?</font> 
</span> 

</td> --> 
</tr> <!-- END OF ROW 1: LOGO AND TITLE --> 

</thead> 
<!-- END OF TABLE HEAD --> 

<!-- TABLE BODY --> 
<tbody> 

<!-- ROW 2: LEFT CELL WITH LEFT SIDE MENU AND RIGHT CELL 
WITH MAIN CONTENT FORMS --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 3: left side menu title --> 

<td width="500" height="50" valign="top"> 

<b>Values entered in the
form retrieved from the database:</b> 

<!-- end of cell : left side menu --> 
</td> 

</tr> <!-- END ROW 2 --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 5: left side menu: --> 

<td width="500" valign="top"> 
<!-- end of cell 5: left side menu --> 

<!--//table ends after php code--> 

<?php 

//(1) Open the database 
connection--> 

$connection = 

mysql_connect("localhost","root",""); 

//(2) Select the database--> 
mysql_select_db("bocproduct", $connection); 
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// get project team details from form--> 
$va_rotor_centres $_GET["fm_rotor_centres"]; 

$va_rotor_mass = 
$ GET["fm_rotor_mass"]; 

$va_negative_stiffness 
$_GET["fm_negative_stiffness"]; 

$va_running_speed = 
$_GET["fm_running_speed"]; 

$va_shaft_diameter 
$_GET["fm_shaft_diameter"]; 

$_GET["fm_shaft_geometry"]; 

$_GET["fm_balance_spec"]; 

$_GET["fm_bearing_stiffness"]; 

$_GET["fm_material_properties"]; 

$_GET["fm_natural_frequency"]; 

$va_shaft_geometry 

$va_balance_spec = 

$va_bearing_stiffness 

$va_material_properties 

$va_natural_frequency 

table 
// put project data in an empty 

mysql_query ("DELETE FROM dynamic"); 

dynamic 

the database 

mysql query("SELECT * FROM dynamic");

mysql_query ("INSERT INTO 

id, 
rotor_centres, 
rotor_mass, 
negative_stiffness, 
running_speed, 
shaft_diameter, 
shaft_geometry, 
balance_spec, 
bearing_stiffness, 
material_properties, 
natural_frequency) 
VALUES 

( 

'69', 

'$va_rotor_centres', 
'$va_rotor_mass', 
'$va_negative_stiffness', 
'$va_running_speed', 
'$va_shaft_diameter', 
'$va_shaft_geometry', 
'$va_balance_spec', 
'$va_bearing_stiffness', 
'$va_material_properties', 
'$va_natural_frequency')"); 

// print the result from 

$query_dynamic = 

$dynamic_array mysql_fetch_array{$query_dynamic); 

print "<b>Product data in 
dynamic model: </b><br> 
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{$dynamic_ar_ray["id"]} <br> 

{$dynamic_array["rotor_centres"]} <br> 

{$dynamic_array["rotor_mass"]} <br> 

ID: 

rotor centres: 

rotor mass: 

negative stiffness: 
{$dynamic_array["negative_stiffness"]} <br> 

running speed: 
{$dynamic_array["running_speed"]} <br> 

shaft diameter: 
{$dynamic_array["shaft_diameter"]} <br> 

shaft geometry: 
{$dynamic_array["shaft_geometry"]} <br> 

balance spec: 
{$dynamic_array["balance_spec"]} <br> 

bearing stiffness: 
{$dynamic_array["bearing_stiffness"]} <br> 

material properties: 
{$dynamic_array["material_properties"]} <br> 

natural frequency: 
{$dynamic_array["natural_frequency"]} <br><br> " 

href="./cartridge_layout3.php">NEXT</a> 
</td> 
</tr> 

</tbody> 
<!-- END OF TABLE BODY --> 

</table> 
<!-- END OF MAIN TABLE: tbl MAIN --> 

</body> 
</html> 

1.14. Cartridge_/ayout3.htm 

<html> 

<head> 

?> 
<a 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 

Appendix 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-
1252"> 
<link href="./process.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 
</head> 

<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 

<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="100%" border=□

id="tablel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 
<img border="□" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="l60" 

height="42" align="right"></a><Hl>&nbsp;</Hl> 
<Hl><font face="Arial" color="#FF0000">Cartridge 

Layout</font><font face="Arial" size="5" color="#FF0000"> 
Task</font></Hl> 
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<p><b><font face="Arial" color="#000080">Objective: 
Create initial 

layout of pump cartridge to enable downstream operations 
to cornmence</font></b></p> 

<table border="l" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="947" 
height="580"> 

<!-- MSTableType="layout" -->
<tr> 

<td valign="top" height="167"> 
<!-- MSCellType="ContentHead2" -->
<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="0" 

width="100%" height="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="2" -->
<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" -->
<table border="0" width="100%" 

height="100%" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0"> 
<tr> 

height="50%" valign="top" colspan="2"> 

layout of the 

<td width="100%" 

<b> 
<hl>Description</hl> 
<h2>This task creates the 

pump cartridge.<br></h2> 
</b> 
<anameimadeup> 
<font face="Arial" 

color="#000080" size="2">This task requires an initial layout of the 
pump cartidge, meeting the constraints set during modelling.<br> 

Manufacturing constraints 
include:<br> 

22Kg (stator casting) is 
the upper limit for certain casting processes / suppliers<br> 

PORT TIMING as claws sweep 
you would expect port to open (natural timing) 

for certain applications 
you would want to advance the port opening to maintain gas 
velocity<br> 

(more) ... 

href="dynamic_model2.htm">Click to view 

input</a></td><br><br> 

height="50%" valign="top"> 

</tr> 
<tr> 

The CAD template is applied 

</font></font> 
<b> 
<p><a 

process 

<td width="50%" 

<img border="0" 
src="files/cartridge_model.JPG" width="657" height="471"></td> 

<td width="50%" 
height="50%" valign="top"> 

<!-------------------------------------PHP CODE---------------
---------------------------->

<form name="form5" 
method="GET" action="cartridge_layout2.php"> 
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<p 
align="left">Application Class 

<input type="text" 
name="app_class" size="20"><br> 

inlet 

name="inlet_pos" size="20"><br> 

name="num_stages" size="20"><br> 

name="footprint" size="20"><br> 

exhaust 

name="exhaust_pos" size="20"><br> 

value="Submit" name="B9"> 

Position / size of 

<input type="text" 

Number of stages 
<input type="text" 

Footprint 
<input type="text" 

Position / size of 

<input type="text" 

<input type="submit" 

</form> 

<!-------------------------------------END PHP CODE------

--------------------------------------> 

</tr> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</table> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

<p>&nbsp;</td> 

<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt"
color="#0000B0">Once 

the cartridge dimensions have been specified, the next 
tasks 

can begin: <a href="bearing_selection.htm">bearing 
selection</a>, 

<a href="gear_selection.htm">gear selection</a>, 
<a href="motor selection.htm">motor 

selection</a>.</font></P> 
<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Process 

context:</font></b></P> 
<P><img border="0" src="files/Projec6.GIF" width="1176" 

height="358"></P> 
<P>&nbsp;</P> 

</TD> 
<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 

<TR> 
<TD vAlign=top align=middle><font face="Arial"><font 

color="#0000B0"><IMG height=l 
src="vacuum-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR>
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size:

9pt"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span

s·tyle="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080">
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- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-
serniconductor-rnanufacturers.htrnl"> 

<font color="#000080">About Us</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.htrnl">
<font.color="#000080">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Contact Us</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfrn?page=O"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-rnap.cfrn">
<font color="#000080">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080">
<BR><BR>
</font>
<A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk_gases_overview.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chernical_rnan/chern_prods.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Chernical 
Managernent</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/ternp_control/Chillers.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Chillers</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc-

gas-special.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_rnanage/exhaust-rnanagernent
overview.cfrn"> 

<font color="#000080">Exhaust 
Managernent</font></A><font color="#000080"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/rnanufacturing-

gas-systerns.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/rneasure_inst/instrurnentation
rneasurernent.cfrn"> 

<font color="#000080">Instrurnentation</font></A><font 
color="#000080"> 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharrn_sys/pharrnaceutical-control
systerns.cfrn"> 

<font color="#000080">Pharrnaceutical 
Systerns</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_systern/coating-systerns.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
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- </font></span> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 

<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><span style="font-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a division of 

The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 

</html> 

1.15. Cartridge_layout3.php 

<html> 

<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-
1252"> 
<link href="./process.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 
</head> 

<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 

<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="100%" border=□

id="tablel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 
<img border="□" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 

height="42" align="right"></a><Hl><font face="Arial" 
color="#FF0000">Cartridge Layout</font><font face="Arial" size="5" 
color="#FF0000"> Task</font></Hl> 

<p><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Objective: 
Create initial 

layout of pump cartridge to enable downstream operations 
to commence</font></b></p> 

<table border="l" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="1067" 
height="779"> 

<!-- MSTableType="layout" --> 
<tr> 

<td valign="top" height="775" width="l063"> 
<!-- MSCellType="ContentHead2" --> 
<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="□"

width="100%" height="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="2" --> 
<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="l00%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 
<table border="□" width="l00%" 

height="100%" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0"> 
<tr> 
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<td width="100%" 
height="25%" valign="top" colspan="2"> 

<b> 
<hl>Description</hl> 
<h2>This task creates the 

layout of the 
pump cartridge.<br></h2> 
</b> 
<anameimadeup> 
<font face="Arial" 

color="#0000B0" size="2">This task requires an initial layout of the 
pump cartidge, meeting the constraints set during modelling.<br> 

Manufacturing constraints 
include:<br> 

22Kg (stator casting) is 
the upper limit for certain casting processes / suppliers<br> 

PORT TIMING as claws sweep 
you would expect port to open (natural timing) 

for certain applications 
you would want to advance the port opening to maintain gas 
velocity<br> 

The CAD template is applied 
(more) ... 

href="dynamic_model2.htm">Click to view 

input</a></td><br><br> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

</font></font> 
<b> 
<p><a 

process 

<td width="50%" 
height="70%" valign="top"> 

<img border="0" 
src="files/cartridge_model.JPG" width="657" height="471" 
align="top"></td> 

<td width="50%" 
height="70%" valign="top"> 

<!- -----------------------------------PHP CODE---------------
----------------------------> 

<form name="form6" 
method="GET" action=cartridge_layoutdisplay.php> 

<p align="left"> 
Position / size of 

inlet&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="text" 

name="fm_inlet_pos" size="20"><br> 
Number of 

stages&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm num_stages" size="20"><br> 

Footprint&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm_footprint" size="20"><br> 
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Position / size of 
exhaust&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm_exhaust_pos" size="20"><br> 

Mechanism 
Type&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp 
;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm mechanism" size="20"><br> 

Material 
Type&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp 
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm material" size="20"><br> 

Location 
Class&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm location class" size="20"><br> 

Stage 
timing&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm_stage_timing" size="20"><br> 

Mounting 
Location&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm mount loaction" size="20"><br> 

Manufacturing 
Location&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm_manufacturing_location" size="20"><br> 

Interactions of 
stages&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<input type="text" 
name="fm_stage_interactions" size="20"><br><br> 

Change Application Class 
<input type="text" 

name="fm_app_class" size="20"><br> 

value="Submit" name="B9"><br><br> 
<input type="submit" 

connection--> 

</p></form> 

<?php 

//(1) Open the database 

$connection = 

mysql_connect("localhost","root",""); 

//(2) Select the database--> 
mysql_select_db("bocproduct", $connection); 

// print the result from the database 
$query_appclass 

mysql_query("SELECT * FROM requirements");
$appclass_array mysql_fetch�array($query_appclass); 

print "Application class is 
defihed in product requirements task: <br> 
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Application class: 
{$appclass_array["application"]} <br><br> " 

?> 
<br><br> 

Appendix 

<!-------------------------------------END PHP CODE------

--------------------------------------> 

</tr> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</table> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

<p>&nbsp;</td> 

<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt"
color="#0000B0">Once 

the cartridge dimensions have been specified, the next 
tasks 

can begin: <a href="bearing_selection.htm">bearing 
selection</a>, 

<a href="gear_selection.htm">gear selection</a>, 
<a href="motor selection.htm">motor 

selection</a>.</font></P> 
<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#000080">Process 

context:</font></b></P> 
<P><img border="□" src="files/Projec6.GIF" width="l176" 

height="358"></P> 
<P>&nbsp;</P> 

</TD> 
<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 

<TR> 
<TD vAlign=top align=middle><font face="Arial"><font 

color="#0000B0"><IMG height=l 
src="vacuum-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR>
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size:

9pt"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-

semiconductor-manufacturers.html"> 
<font color="#0000B0">About Us</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A hr�f="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.html">
<font color="#000080">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfm">
· <font color="#000080">Contact Us</font></A><font

color="#000080">
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfm?page=0"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-map.cfm">
<font color="#000080">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080">
<BR><BR>
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</font> 
<A 

Appendix 

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk_gases_overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chemical_man/chem_prods.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Chemical 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/temp_control/Chillers.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Chillers</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc-

gas-special.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_manage/exhaust-management
overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Exhaust 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/manufacturing-

gas-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/measure_inst/instrumentation
measurement.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Instrumentation</font></A><font 
color="#000080"> 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#000080"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><span style="font-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a division of 

The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 

</html> 
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1.16. Bearing_se/ection.htm 

<html> 

<head> 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-
1252"> 

<link href="./process.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 

</head> 

<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 

<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="100%" border=□

id="tablel"> 
<TBODY> 

<TR> 

<TD> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 

<img border="□" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 

height="42" align="right"></a><Hl> 

<font face="Arial" color="#FF0000">Bearing selection 

task</font></Hl> 

<p><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Objective: 
Specify main shaft 

support bearings</font></b></p> 

<table border="l" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="947" 
height="352"> 

<!-- MSTableType="layout" --> 

<tr> 

<td valign="top" height="350" width="943"> 

<!-- MSCellType="ContentHead2" --> 

<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="□"

width="100%" height="100%"> 

<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="2" --> 
<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 

<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 

<table border="□" width="100%" 
height="100%" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0"> 

<tr> 

height="20%" valign="top" colspan="2"> 

bearing specification.<br></h2> 

color="#0000B0" size="2">This 

layout of the pump 

during modelling.<br> 

as an input along with 

<td width="100%" 

<b> 

<hl>Description</hl> 

<h2>This task creates the 

</b> 

<anameimadeup> 
<font face="Arial" 

task requires an initial 

cartridge, 

meeting the constraints set 

Rotor dynamics is provided 

key dimensions and pump 

performance <br>(</font><u><font face="Arial" color="#0000FF" 
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size="2">rnore</font></u><font face="Arial" color="#000080" 
size="2 ">) ... 

</font></font> 
<b> 
<p><a 

href="cartridge_layout3.php">Click to view 
process 

input</a></td><br><br> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

<td width="50%" 
height="80%" valign="top"> 

<irng border="0" 
src="files/bearing_spec.JPG" width="671" height="577"></td>

<td width="50%" 
height="80%" valign="top"> 

Appendix 

<!------------------------
------------PHP CODE------. -----------------------------·------------> 

<form narne="forrn7" rnethod="GET"
action=bearing_selection.php> 

narne="frn_bearing_rnass" size="20"><br> 

narne="frn oil flow" size="20"><br> 

<p align="left"> 
Bearing Mass<br> 
<input type="text" 

Oil Flow<br>
<input type="text" 

Supplier Code<br> 
<input type="text" 

narne="frn_supplier_code" size="20"><br> 

narne="frn_bearing_type" size="20"><br> 

narne="frn_bearing_ed" size="20"><br> 

narne="frn_bearing_id" size="20"><br> 

value="Subrnit" narne="B9"><br><br> 

Bearing Type<br> 
<input type="text" 

Bearing ED<br>
<input type="text" 

Bearing ID<br>
<input type="text" 

<input type="subrnit" 

</p></forrn> 

<!------------------------
------------PHP CODE END---------------------------------------------

---> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</tr> 
</table> 

</td> 
</tr> 

</table> 
</td> 

<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt"
color="#000080">Bearing, 
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gear and motor specification are linked, so feedback 
between each stage 

will occur.</font></P> 
<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" 

color="#000080">next steps: 
gear selection, motor selection, headplate 

design</font></P> 
<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#000080">Process 

context:</font></b></P> 
<P><img border="0" src="files/Projec6.GIF" width="1176" 

height="358"></P> 
<P>&nbsp;</P> 

</TD> 
<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 

<TR> 
<TD vAlign=top align=middle><font face="Arial"><font 

color="#000080"><IMG height=l 
src="vacuum-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size: 

9pt"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-

semiconductor-manufacturers.html"> 
<font color="#000080">About Us</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.html">
<font color="#000080">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Contact Us</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfm?page=0"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-map.cfm">
<font color="#000080">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080">
<BR><BR>
</font>
<A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk_gases_overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chemical_man/chem_prods.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Chemical 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/temp_control/Chillers.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Chillers</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc-

gas-special.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_manage/exhaust-management
overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Exhaust 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> <BR> 
</font> 
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<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/manufacturing-
gas-systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/measure_inst/instrumentation
measurement.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Instrumentation</font></A><font 
color="#000080"> 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font·color="#000080">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#000080"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><span style="font-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a division of 

The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 

</html> 

8.4. Bearing_selection.php 

<html> 
<head> 

<title>Product data values - database query results</title> 
</head> 

<table id="tbl_MAIN" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2" height="468" 
width="790" 

bordercolorlight="#0e3092" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" 
bordercolor="#000066" style="border-collapse: collapse" 

border="2" rules="groups" frame="box"> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the left side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="500"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the centre and right side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="400"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- TABLE HEAD --> 
<thead> 
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<!-- ROW 1: TITLE --> 
<tr> 

<!-- cell 1: V-CES logo --> 

Appendix 

<td align="center" bordercolorlight="#000066" 
nowrap style="padding: 0"> 

<!--image goes here--> 
<font face="Verdana" size="6" 

color="#0e3092"> 
<b>Results from database

query</b></font> 
</td> 

<!-- cell 2: logo? 
<td align="center" heigth="88" width="580"> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 

<span id="Header">Logo?</font> 
</span> 

</td> --> 
</tr> <!-- END OF ROW 1: LOGO AND TITLE --> 

</thead> 
<!-- END OF TABLE HEAD --> 

<!-- TABLE BODY --> 
<tbody> 

<!-- ROW 2: LEFT CELL WITH LEFT SIDE MENU AND RIGHT CELL 
WITH MAIN CONTENT FORMS --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 3: left side menu title --> 

<td width="500" height="50" valign="top"> 

<b>Values entered in the
form retrieved from the database) :</b> 

<!-- end of cell : left side menu --> 
</td> 

</tr> <!-- END ROW 2 --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 5: left.side menu: --> 

<td width="500" valign="top"> 
<!-- end of cell 5: left side menu --> 

<!--//table ends after php code--> 

<?php 

//(1) Open the database 
connection--> 

$connection = 

mysql_connect("localhost","root",""); 

//(2) Select the database--> 
mysql_select_db("bocproduct", $connection); 

// get project team details from form--> 
$va_bearing_mass = $_GET["fm_bearing_mass"]; 
$va_oil_flow = $_GET["fm_oil_flow"]; 
$va_supplier_code = $_GET["fm_supplier_code"]; 
$va_bearing_type $_GET["fm_bearing_type"]; 
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$va_bearing_ed 
$va_bearing_id 

$_GET["fm_bearing_ed"]; 
$_GET["fm_bearing_id"]; 

// put project data in an empty table 

Appendix 

mysql_query ("DELETE FROM bearing"); 
mysql_query("INSERT INTO 

bearing 
(id, mass, oil_flow, 

supplier, type, bearing_ed, bearing_id) 
VALUES 
('69', '$va_bearing_mass', 

'$va_oil_flow', '$va_supplier_code', '$va_bearing_type', 
'$va_bearing_ed', '$va_bearing_id')"); 

the database 

mysql query("SELECT * FROM bearing"); 

// print the result from 

$query_bearing = 

$bearing_array mysql_fetch_array($query_bearing); 

print "<b>Bearing Data from 
database: </b><br> 

ID: {$bearing_array["id"]} 
<br> 

Mass: 
{$bearing_array["mass"]} <br> 

Oil Flow: 
{$bearing_array["oil_flow"]} <br> 

{$bearing_array["supplier"]} <br> 

{$bearing_array["type"]} <br> 

{$bearing_array["bearing_ed"]} <br> 

{$bearing_array["bearing_id"]} <br> 

href="./gear_selection.htm">NEXT</a> 
</td> 
</tr> 

</tbody> 
<!-- END OF TABLE BODY --> 

</table> 
<!-- END OF MAIN TABLE: tbl MAIN --> 

</body> 
</html> 

1.17. Gear_selection.htm 

<html> 

<head> 

Supplier: 

Type: 

Bearing external diameter: 

Bearing internal diameter: 

" .
, 

?> 
<a 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-
1252"> 
<link href="./process.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 
</head> 
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<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 

<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="100%" border=0 
id="tablel"> 

<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 

Appendix 

<img border="0" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 
height="42" align="right"></a><Hl> 

<font face="Arial" color="#FF0000">Gear selection 
task</font></Hl> 

<p><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Objective: 
Specify drive gears</font></b></p> 

<table border="l" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="947" 
height="352"> 

<!-- MSTableType="layout" --> 
<tr> 

<td valign="top" height="350" width="943"> 
<!-- MSCellType="ContentHead2" --> 
<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="0" 

width="100%" height="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="2" --> 
<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 
<table border="0" width="100%" 

height="100%" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0"> 
<tr> 

height="20%" valign="top" colspan="2"> 

drive gear specification.<br></h2> 

color="#000080" size="2">This 

layout of the pump 

during modelling.<br> 

as an input along with 

performance.<br> 

<td width="100%" 

<b> 
<hl>Description</hl> 
<h2>This task creates the 

</b> 
<anameimadeup> 
<font face="Arial" 

task requires an initial 

cartridge, 
meeting the constraints set 

Rotor dynamics is provided 

key dimensions and pump 

Position of the gears (hi 
vac or low vac end) should also be determined along with shaft 
connection 

and assembly 
method.<br>(</font><u><font face="Arial" color="#0000FF" 
size="2">more</font></u><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0" 
size="2">) ... 

href="cartridge_layout2.htm">Click to view 
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input</a></td><br><br> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

Appendix 

process 

<td width="50%" 
height="80%" valign="top"> 

<img border="0" 
src="files/gear_selection.JPG" width="654" height="564"></td> 

<td width="50%" 
height="80%" valign="top"> 

<!-----------------------------

PHP CODE------------------------------------------->
<form name="form9" 

method="GET" action=gear_selection.php> 
<p align="left"> 

Shaft Diameter<br> 
<input type="text" 

name="fm shaft diameter" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_gear_diameter" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_supplier_code" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_gear_type" size="20"><br> 

name="fm collar" size="20"><br> 

diameter<br> 

name="fm_gear_od" size="20"><br> 

type<br> 

name="fm_assembly_type" size="20"><br> 

value="Submit" name="Bl0"><br><br> 

Gear Diameter<br> 
<input type="text" 

Supplier Code<br> 
<input type="text" 

Gear Type<br> 
<input type="text" 

Collar?<br> 
<input type="text" 

Dimensions: outer 

<input type="text" 

Connection / assembly 

<input type="text" 

<input type="submit" 

</p></form> 

<!------------------------------
END OF PHP CODE-------------------------------------->

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</tr> 
</table> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</td> 

<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt"
color="#000080">Bearing, 

gear and motor specification are linked, so feedback 
between each stage 

will occur.</font></P> 
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<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt" 
color="#000080">related steps: 

bearing selection, motor selection, headplate 
design</font></P> 

<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#000080">Process 
context:</font></b></P> 

Appendix 

<P><img border="0" src="files/Projec6.GIF" width="1176" 
height="358"></P> 

<P>&nbsp;</P> 
</TD> 

<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 
<TR> 

<TD vAlign=top align=middle><font face="Arial"><font 
color="#000080"><IMG height=l 

src="vacuum-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size: 

9pt"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-

semiconductor-manufacturers.html"> 
<font color="#000080">About Us</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.html">
<font color="#000080">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Contact Us</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfm?page=O"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-map.cfm">
<font color="#000080">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080">
<BR><BR>
</font>
<A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk gases overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chemical_man/chem_prods.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Chemical 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/temp_control/Chillers.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Chillers</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc-

gas-special.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_manage/exhaust-management
overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Exhaust 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/manufacturing

gas-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Gas 
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Delivery</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/measure_inst/instrumentation
measurement.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Instrumentation</font></A><font 
color="#0000B0"> 

Appendix 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><span style="font-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a division of 

The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 

</html> 

1.18. Gear_se/ection.php 

<html> 
<head> 

<title>Product data values - database query results</title> 
</head> 

<table id="tbl_MAIN" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2" height="468" 
width="790" 

bordercolorlight="#0e3092" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" 
bordercolor="#000066" style="border-collapse: collapse" 

border="2" rules="groups" frame="box"> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the left side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="500"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the centre and right side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="400"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- TABLE HEAD --> 
<thead> 

<!-- ROW 1: TITLE --> 
<tr> 

<!-- cell 1: V-CES logo --> 
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<td align="center" bordercolorlight="#000066" 
nowrap style="padding: 0"> 

<!--image goes here--> 
<font face="Verdana" size="6" 

color="#0e3092"> 
<b>Results from database

query</b></font> 
</td> 

<!-- cell 2: logo? 
<td align="center" heigth="88" width="580"> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 

<span id="Header">Logo?</font> 
</span> 

</td> --> 
</tr> <!-- END OF ROW 1: LOGO AND TITLE --> 

</thead> 
<!-- END OF TABLE HEAD --> 

<!-- TABLE BODY --> 
<tbody> 

<!-- ROW 2: LEFT CELL WITH LEFT SIDE MENU AND RIGHT CELL 
WITH MAIN CONTENT FORMS --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 3: left side menu title --> 

<td width="500" height="50" valign="top"> 

<b>Values entered in the
form retrieved from the database) :</b> 

<!-- end of cell : left side menu --> 
</td> 

</tr> <!-- END ROW 2 --> 

<tr> 
< 1

-- cell 5: left side menu: --> 
<td width="500" valign="top"> 

<!-- end of cell 5: left side menu --> 

<!--//table ends after php code--> 

<?php 

//(1) Open the database 
connection--> 

$connection = 

mysql_connect("localhost","root",""); 

//(2) Select the database--> 
mysql_select_db("bocproduct", $connection); 

// get project team details from form--> 
$va_shaft_diameter = $_GET["fm_shaft_diameter"]; 
$va_gear_diameter = $_GET["fm_gear_diameter"]; 
$va_supplier_code = $_GET["fm_supplier_code"]; 
$va_gear_type = $_GET["fm_gear_type"]; 
$va_collar = $_GET["fm_collar"]; 
$va_gear_od = $_GET["fm_gear_od"]; 
$va_assernbly_type $_GET["fm_assernbly_type"]; 
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//GET shaft diameter from other form? 

// put project data in an empty table 
mysql_query ("DELETE FROM gear"); 

Appendix 

mysql_query("INSERT INTO 
gear 

(id, gear_diameter, 
supplier_code, gear_type, collar, gear_od, assernbly_type) 

VALUES 
('69', '$va gear diameter', 

'$va_supplier_code', '$va_gear_type', '$va_collar', '$va=gear=od', '$va_a 
ssernbly_type')"); 

// print the result from 
the database 

$query_gear = 

mysql_query("SELECT * FROM gear"); 
$gear_array mysql_fetch_array($query_gear); 

print "<b>Gear data in test 
project: </b><br> 

<br> 

{$gear_array["gear_diameter"]} <br> 

{$gear_array["supplier_code"]} <br> 

{$gear_array["gear_type"]} <br> 

{$gear_array["collar"]} <br> 

{$gear_array["gear_od"]} <br> 

{$gear_array["assernbly_type"]} <br>"; 

href="./motor selection.htm">NEXT</a> 
</td> 
</tr> 

</tbody> 
<!-- END OF TABLE BODY--> 

</table> 
<!-- END OF MAIN TABLE: tbl MAIN --> 

</body> 
</html> 

1.19. Motor_selection.htm 

<html> 

<head> 

ID: {$gear_array["id"]} 

gear diameter: 

supplier code: 

gear type: 

collar: 

gear OD: 

assembly type: 

?> 
<a 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-
1252"> 
<link href="./process.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 
</head> 

<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 
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<TABLE cellSpacing=O cellPadding=lO width="100%" border=O 
id="tablel"> 

<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 

Appendix 

<img border="O" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 
height="42" align="right"></a><Hl> 

<font face="Arial" color="#FFOOOO">Motor selection / 
specification task</font></Hl> 

<p><b><font face="Arial" color="#000080">0bjective: 
Specify drive motor</font></b></p> 

<table border="l" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" width="947" 
height="352"> 

<!-- MSTableType="layout" --> 
<tr> 

<td valign="top" height="350" width="943"> 
<!-- MSCellType="ContentHead2" --> 
<table cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" border="O" 

width="100%" height="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="2" --> 
<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 
<table border="O" width="100%" 

height="100%" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="O"> 
<tr> 

height="20%" valign="top" colspan="2"> 

motor specification.<br></h2> 

color="#000080" size="2">This 

pump 

performance requirements and an 

required. <br> 

<td width="100%" 

<b> 
<hl>Description</hl> 
<h2>This task creates the 

</b> 
<anameimadeup> 
<font face="Arial" 

task requires input from 

design, including 

indication of motor work 

<br>(</font><u><font 
face="Arial" color="#OOOOFF" size="2">more</font></u><font 
face="Arial" color="#000080" size="2">) ... 

</font></font> 
<b> 
<p><a 

href="cartridge_layout2.htm">Click to view 
process 

input</a></td><br><br> 

height="80%" valign="top"> 

</tr> 
<tr> 

<td width="50%" 

<img border="O" 
src="files/motor.JPG" width="606" height="501"></td> 

<td width="50%" 
height="80%" valign="top"> 
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<!------------------------
-----PHP CODE------------------------------------------->

<form name="forml0" 
method="GET" action=motor_selection.php> 

name="fm_voltage" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_power_req" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_power_con" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_motor_supplier" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_motor_type" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_motor_cooling" size="20"><br> 

name="fm motor l" size="20"><br> 

name="fm motor w" size="20"><br> 

name="fm motor h" size="20"><br> 

value="Submit" name="Bll"><br><br> 

<p align="left"> 
Voltage<br> 
<input type="text" 

Power Requirement<br> 
<input type="text" 

Power Consumption<br> 
<input type="text" 

Supplier Code<br> 
<input type="text" 

Motor Type<br> 
<input type="text" 

Cooling<br> 
<input type="text" 

Dimensions: L<br> 
<input type="text" 

Dimensions: W<br> 
<input type="text" 

Dimensions: H<br> 
<input type="text" 

<input type="submit" 

</p></form> 

<!------------------------------
END OF PHP CODE-------------------------------------->

</td> 
</tr> 

</table> 
</td> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</tr> 
</table> 
<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt"

color="#0000B0">Bearing, 
gear and motor specification are linked, so feedback 

between each stage 
will occur.</font></P> 
<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt"

color="#0000B0">related steps: 
gear selection, bearing selection, headplate 

design</font></P> 
<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Process 

context:</font></b></P> 
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<P><irng border="□" src="files/Projec6.GIF" width="1176" 
height="358"></P> 

<P>&nbsp;</P> 
</TD> 

<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 
<TR> 

<TD vAlign=top align=rniddle><font face="Arial"><font 
color="#000080"><IMG height=l 

src="vacuurn-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size: 

9pt"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-

serniconductor-rnanufacturers.htrnl"> 
<font color="#000080">About Us</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.htrnl">
<font color="#000080">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfrn"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Contact Us</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfrn?page=O"> 
<font color="#000080">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-rnap.cfrn">
<font color="#000080">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080">
<BR><BR>
</font>
<A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk gases overview.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Bulk. 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chernical_rnan/chern_prods.cfrn"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Chernical 
Managernent</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/ternp_control/Chillers.cfrn"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Chillers</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc-

gas-special.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_rnanage/exhaust-rnanagernent
overview.cfrn"> 

<font color="#000080">Exhaust 
Managernent</font></A><font color="#000080"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www�bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/rnanufacturing-

gas-systerns.cfrn"> 
<font color="#000080">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/rneasure_inst/instrurnentation
rneasurernent.cfrn"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Instrurnentation</font></A><font 
color="#000080"> 
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- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><span style="font-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a division of 

The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 

</html> 

1.20. Motor_selection.php 

<html> 
<head> 

<title>Product data values - database query results</title> 
</head> 

<table id="tbl_MAIN" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2" height="468" 
width="790" 

bordercolorlight="#0e3092" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" 
bordercolor="#000066" style="border-collapse: collapse" 

border="2" rules="groups" frame="box"> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the left side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="500"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the centre and right side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="400"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- TABLE HEAD --> 
<thead> 

<!-- ROW 1: TITLE --> 
<tr> 

<!-- cell 1: V-CES logo --> 
<td align="center" bordercolorlight="#000066" 

nowrap style="padding: 0"> 
<!--image goes here--> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 
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<b>Results from database
query</b></font> 

</td> 

<!-- cell 2: logo? 
<td align="center" heigth="88" width="580"> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 

<span id="Header">Logo?</font> 
</span> 

<ltd> --> 

</tr> <!-- END OF ROW 1: LOGO AND TITLE --> 
</thead> 
<!-- END OF TABLE HEAD --> 

<!-- TABLE BODY --> 
<tbody> 

<!-- ROW 2: LEFT CELL WITH LEFT SIDE MENU AND RIGHT CELL 
WITH MAIN CONTENT FORMS --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 3: left side menu title --> 

<td width="500" height="50" valign="top"> 

<b>Values entered in the
form retrieved from the database) :</b> 

<!-- end of cell : left side menu --> 
</td> 

</tr> <!-- END ROW 2 --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 5: left side menu: --> 

<td width="500" valign="top"> 
<!-- end of cell 5: left side menu --> 

<!--//table ends after php code--> 

<?php 

//(1) Open the database connection--> 
$connection 

mysql_connect("localhost","root",""); 

//(2) Select the database--> 
mysql_select_db("bocproduct", $connection); 

// get project team details from form--> 
$va_voltage = $_GET["fm_voltage"]; 
$va_power_req = $_GET["fm_power_req"]; 
$va_power_con = $_GET["fm_power_con"]; 
$va_motor_supplier = $_GET["fm_motor_supplier"]; 
$va_motor_type = $_GET["fm_motor_type"]; 
$va_motor_cooling = $_GET["fm_motor_cooling"]; 
$va_motor_l $_GET["fm_motor_l"]; 
$va_motor_w $_GET["fm_motor_w"]; 
$va_motor_h $_GET["fm_motor_h"]; 

// put project data in an empty table 
mysql_query ("DELETE FROM motor"); 
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mysql_query("INSERT INTO 
motor 

(id, voltage, power_req, 
power_con, motor_supplier, motor_type, motor_cooling, motor_l, 
motor_w, motor_h) 

VALUES 
( '69', 

'$va_voltage', '$va_power_req', '$va_power con', '$va_motor_supplier', '$ 
va_motor_type', '$va_motor_cooling', '$va_motor_l', '$va_motor_w', '$va_m 
otor_h')"); 

the database 

mysql_query("SELECT * FROM motor");

// print the result from 

$query_motor 

$motor_array mysql_fetch_array($query motor); 

database: </b><br> 

{$motor_array["voltage"]} <br> 

{$motor_array["power_req"]} <br> 

{$motor_array["power_con"]} <br> 

{$motor_array["motor_supplier"]} <br> 

{$motor_array["motor_type"]} <br> 

{$motor_array["motor_cooling"]} <br> 

{$motor_array["motor_l"]} <br> 

{$motor_array["motor_w"]} <br> 

{$motor_array["motor_h"]} <br> 

href="headplate_design.htm">NEXT</a> 
</td> 
</tr> 

</tbody> 
<!-- END OF TABLE BODY --> 

</table> 
<!-- END OF MAIN TABLE: tbl MAIN --> 

</body> 
</html> 

1.21. Headplate_design.htm 

<html> 

<head> 

print "<b>Motor Data from 

voltage: 

power requirement: 

power consumption: 

motor supplier: 

motor type: 

motor cooling: 

motor length: 

motor width: 

motor height: 

II • 

?> 
<a 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-
1252"> 
<link href="./process.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 
<title>Process Maps</title> 
</head> 
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<body text="#000000" bgColor="#ffffff"> 

<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=l0 width="100%" border=0 
id="tablel"> 

<TBODY> 
<TR> 

<TD> 

<a href="http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/"> 

Appendix 

<img border="0" src="./cranfield-logo.gif" width="160" 
height="42" align="right"></a><Hl> 

<font face="Arial" color="#FF0000">Headplate Design 
task</font></Hl> 

<p><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Objective: 
Specify headplate 

characteristics</font></b></p> 
<table border="l" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="947" 

height="352"> 
<!-- MSTableType="layout" --> 
<tr> 

<td valign="top" height="350" width="943"> 
<!-- MSCellType="ContentHead2" --> 
<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="□"

width="100%" height="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingTableID="2" --> 
<tr> 

<td height="100%" width="100%"> 
<!-- MSCellFormattingType="content" --> 
<table border="0" width="100%" 

height="100%" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0"> 
<tr> 

height="20%" valign="top" colspan="3"> 

headplate specification.<br></h2> 

<td width="100%" 

<b> 
<hl>Description</hl> 
<h2>This task creates the 

<font face="Arial" 
color="#0000B0" size="2">This 

task requires input from 
motor, gear, and bearing 

specification tasks. <br> 
(</font><u><font 

face="Arial" color="#0000FF" size="2">more</font></u><font 
face="Arial" color="#000080" size="2">) ... 

href="headplate_inputs.php">Click to view 

data</a></td><br><br> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

</font></font> 
<b> 
<p><a 

process input 

<td width="50%" 
height="80%" valign="top"> 

<img border="□"

src="files/Headplate.JPG" width="616" height="348"></td> 
<td width="25%" 

height="80%" valign="top"> 
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<!------------------------------PHP CODE-----------

--------------------------------> 

<form name="form12" 
method="GET" action=headplate_design.php> 

<p align="left"> 
<b>Bearing

Bore</b><br> 

diameter<br> 

name="fm bore diameter" size="20"><br> 

tolerance<br> 

name="fm bore tolerance" size="20"><br> 

<br><b>Thrower</b><br> 

name="fm thrower diameter" size="20"><br> 

Bearing bore 

<input type="text" 

Bearing bore 

<input type="text" 

Thrower diameter<br> 
<input type="text" 

Thrower thickness<br> 
<input type="text" 

name="fm thrower thickness" size="20"><br> 
<br><b>Headplate Stator</b><br> 

name="fm stator diameter" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_stator_depth" size="20"><br> 

name="fm stator tolerance" size="20"><br> 

height="80%" valign="top"> 

name="fm_gas_channel" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_gas flow" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_gear_location" size="20"><br> 

name="fm_motor_fixing" size="20"><br> 

Seal</b><br> 

name="fm seal tolerance" size="20"><br> 

name="fm seal id" size="20"><br> 

- 66 -

Diameter<br> 
<input type="text" 

Depth<br> 
<input type="text" 

Tolerance<br> 
<input type="text" 

<br><br><br></p></td> 

<td width="25%" 

<p align="left"> 
<b>Gas flow</b><br>

Channel location<br>
<input type="text"

N2 flow rate<br> 
<input type="text" 

<br><b>Drive</b><br> 
Gear position<br> 
<input type="text" 

Motor Fixing<br> 
<input type="text" 

<br><b>Lip 

Tolerance<br> 
<input type="text" 

Internal Diameter<br> 
<input type="text" 

External Diameter<br> 
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<input type="text" 
name="fm seal ed" size="20"><br> 

<input type="submit" 
·value="Submit" name="B12"></td>

</p> 
</form> 

<!------------------------------END OF PHP CODE-----------

---------------------------> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

</tr> 
</table> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</td> 

<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt"
color="#0000B0">This task 

represents a major design effort, and requires further 
detail. More 

automated elements (applying data previously specified) 
and more 

calculations (e.g. lip seal ID = <br> shaft diameter + 
0.1mm or bearing 

bore = bearing ED - [push fit tolerance] .</font></P>
<P><font face="Arial" style="font-size: 9pt"

color="#0000B0">related steps: 
gear selection, bearing selection, headplate 

design</font></P> 
<P><b><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0">Task 

predecessors:</font></b></P> 
<P><img border="0" src="files/Projec6.GIF" width="1176" 

height="358"></P> 
<P>&nbsp;</P> 

</TD> 
<TD vAlign=top width=126>&nbsp;</TD></TR> 

<TR> 
<TD vAlign=top align=middle><font face="Arial"><font 

color="#0000B0"><IMG height=l 
src="vacuum-technology_files/reddot.gif" width=625> <BR>
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/"><span style="font-size: 

9pt"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards</font></span></A><span 

style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#0000B0">
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocedwards-

semiconductor-manufacturers.html">
<font color="#0000B0">About Us</font></A><font color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bocgroup.html">
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Group</font></A><font

color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/locations/con_loc_sel.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Contact Us</font></A><font 

color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/links/lnk_search.cfm?page=0"> 
<font color="#0000B0">BOC Edwards Links</font></A><font 

color="#0000B0"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/site-map.cfm">
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<font color="#000080">Site Map</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
<BR><BR> 
</font> 
<A 

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/bulk_gases/bulk gases overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Bulk 
Gases</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/chemical_man/chem_prods.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Chemical 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/temp_control/Chillers.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Chillers</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/process_gases/boc-

gas-special.cfm"> 
<font color="#0000B0">Electronic 
Materials</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/exhaust_manage/exhaust-management
overview.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Exhaust 
Management</font></A><font color="#000080"> <BR> 
</font> 
<A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/gas_delivery/manufacturing-

gas-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Gas 
Delivery</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/measure_inst/instrumentation
measurement.cfm"> 

<font color="#000080">Instrumentation</font></A><font 
color="#000080"> 

- </font> <A
href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pharm_sys/pharmaceutical-control
systems.cfm"> 

<font color="#0000B0">Pharmaceutical 
Systems</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A href="http://www.bocedwards.com/pressure-

products/pressure-products-overview.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Pressure 
Products</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/coating_system/coating-systems.cfm"> 
<font color="#000080">Thin 
Film Coating</font></A><font color="#000080"> 
- </font></span> <A

href="http://www.bocedwards.com/vacuum/vacuum-technology.cfm"> 
<span style="font-size: 9pt"><font color="#000080">Vacuum 
</font></span> 
</A> </font> <P><font face="Arial" color="#0000B0"><IMG 

src="vacuum-technology_files/boc_logo.gif"> 
<BR><span style="font-size: 9pt">BOC Edwards is a division of 

The BOC Group, Inc. 
<BR>BOC Edwards and the stripe symbol are trade marks of The 

BOC Group. 
<BR>© The BOC Group, Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. </span> 
</font></P></TD><TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE> 

</body> 

</html> 
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1.22. Headplate_design.php 

<html> 
<head> 

<title>Product data values - database query results</title> 
</head> 

Appendix 

<table id="tbl_MAIN" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2" height="468" 
width="790" 

bordercolorlight="#0e3092" bgcolor="#FFFFFF" 
bordercolor="#000066" style="border-collapse: collapse" 

border="2" rules="groups" frame="box"> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the left side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="500"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- This colgroup corresponds to the centre and right side--> 
<colgroup span="l" width="400"> 
</colgroup> 

<!-- TABLE HEAD --> 
<thead> 

<!-- ROW 1: TITLE --> 
<tr> 

<!-- cell 1: V-CES logo --> 
<td align="center" bordercolorlight="#000066" 

nowrap style="padding: 0"> 
<!--image goes here--> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 

<b>Headplate Data</b></font>
</td> 

<!-- cell 2: logo? 
<td align="center" heigth="88" width="580"> 

<font face="Verdana" size="6" 
color="#0e3092"> 

<span id="Header">Logo?</font> 
</span> 

</td> --> 
</tr> <!-- END OF ROW 1: LOGO AND TITLE --> 

</thead> 
<!-- END OF TABLE HEAD --> 

<!-- TABLE BODY --> 
<tbody> 

<!-- ROW 2: LEFT CELL WITH LEFT SIDE MENU AND RIGHT CELL 
WITH MAIN CONTENT FORMS --> 

<tr> 
<!-- cell 3: left side menu title --> 

<td width="500" height="50" valign="top"> 

<b>Headplate design
parameters:</b> 

<!-- end of cell : left side menu --> 
</td> 

</tr> <!-- END ROW 2 --> 
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<tr> 
<!-- cell 5: left side menu: --> 

<td width="500" valign="top"> 
<!-- end of cell 5: left side menu --> 

<!--//table ends after php code--> 

<?php 

//(1) Open the database connection--> 
$connection 

mysql_connect("localhost","root",""); 

//(2) Select the database--> 
mysql_select_db("bocproduct", $connection); 

// get project team details from form--> 
$va_bore_diameter = $_GET["fm_bore_diameter"]; 
$va_bore_tolerance = $_GET["fm_bore_tolerance"]; 
$va_thrower_diameter = $_GET["fm_thrower_diameter"]; 
$va_thrower_thickness = $_GET["fm_thrower_thickness"]; 
$va_stator_diameter = $_GET["fm_stator_diameter"]; 
$va_stator_depth = $_GET["fm_stator_depth"]; 
$va_stator_tolerance = $_GET["fm_stator_tolerance"]; 
$va_gas_channel = $_GET["fm_gas_channel"]; 
$va_gas_flow = $_GET["fm_gas_flow"]; 
$va_gear_location = $_GET["fm_gear_location"]; 
$va_motor_fixing = $_GET["fm_motor_fixing"]; 
$va_seal_tolerance = $_GET["fm_seal_tolerance"]; 
$va_seal_id $_GET["fm_seal_id"]; 
$va_seal_ed = $_GET["fm_seal_ed"]; 

// put headplate data in an empty table 
mysql_query ("DELETE FROM headplate"); 

mysql_query ("INSERT INTO 
headplate 

(id, bore_diameter, 
bore_tolerance, thrower diameter, thrower_thickness, 

stator_diameter, 
stator_depth, stator_tolerance, gas_channel, gas_flow, 

gear_location, 
motor_fixing, seal_tolerance, seal_id, seal_ed) 

VALUES 
('69', '$va_bore_diameter', 

'$va_bore_tolerance', '$va_thrower_diameter', 
'$va_thrower_thickness', 

'$va_stator_depth', 
'$va _gas flow' , 

'$va stator_diameter', 
'$va_stator_tolerance', '$va_gas_channel', 

'$va_motor_fixing', '$va_seal_tolerance', 
'$va_seal_ed')"); 

the database 

mysql query("SELECT * FROM headplate");

'$va_gear_location', 
'$va_seal_id', 

// print the result from 

$query_headplate = 

$headplate_array mysql_fetch_array($query_headplate); 

print "<b>Headplate Data 
from database: </b><br> 
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{$headplate_array["bore_diameter"]} <br> 

{$headplate_array["bore_tolerance"]} <br> 

bore diameter: 

bore tolerance: 

thrower diameter: 
{$headplate_array["thrower_diameter"]} <br> 

thrower thickness: 
{$headplate_array["thrower_thickness"]} <br> 

stator diameter: 
{$headplate_array["stator_diameter"]} <br> 

stator_depth: 
{$headplate_array["stator_depth"]} <br> 

stator tolerance: 
{$headplate_array["stator_tolerance"]} <br> 

gas_channel: 
{$headplate_array["gas_channel"]} <br> 

gas flow: 
{$headplate_array["gas flow"]} <br> 

{$headplate_array["gear_location"]} <br> 

{$headplate_array["motor_fixing"]} <br> 

{$headplate_array["seal_tolerance"]} <br> 

{$headplate_array["seal_id"]} <br> 

{$headplate_array["seal_ed"]} <br> 

gear_location: 

motor_fixing: 

seal tolerance: 

seal id: 

seal ed: 

<br><br> 
" .

, 

?> 
<a 

href="index.htm">FINISHED - back to start</a><br> 
<a 

href="headplate_design.htm">BACK - headplate task page</a> 
</td> 
</tr> 

</tbody> 
<!-- END OF TABLE BODY --> 

</table> 
<!-- END OF MAIN TABLE: tbl MAIN --> 

</body> 
</html> 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire 

Proposal for PhD validation: 

Reusing Design Knowledge through integrating 
Process, Product and Task knowledge 

David Baxter d.baxter@cranfield.ac.uk 

Scenario analysis 

Scenario 1 : existing design method 
Make an assessment of the categories below based on current 
practice. How effective is the design process? What level of design 
reuse takes place? What level of design reuse is possible? 

Scenario 2: new project, first use of proposed design knowledge reuse 
framework 

Make an assessment of how you think the proposed method would 
influence a project the first time it is used. 

Scenario 3: new project, applying a refined version of proposed design 
knowledge reuse framework 

Make an assessment of how you think the proposed method would 
influence a project as a mature and up to date system. 

s . 1 cenano : curren t d  . es1gn process

1- 2 3 4 5-

Low High 
.... 

r 

1. How effective Late, 
On time, is the current quality 
high quality, 

design process? problems, 
exceeding 

not to 
spec 

spec 

2. What level of
design reuse No formal 

Fully 
automated takes place? reuse 
design 

3. What level of
design reuse is

Very little A great deal possible?

I 

Any further comments on this scenario? 
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s . 2 cenano : new pro . t 1ec; usmg k now e Ige reuse ramewor Id f 1rs 1mek f t f 
1 - 5-

Low 2 3 4 High 
..... 

..... 

4. How would you Useful 
method judge the Limited 
capable of 

practical proposed method? value 
significantly 
improving 
design 

5. Would it
provide a benefit
over the current Not at all Substantially 

method?

6. What degree of
difficulty would

Low you expect in effort, 
High effort, 
cost and adopting this cost and 
time 

method? time 

I 

Any_ further comments on this scenario? 

s . 3 cenano : new pro 1ec; app1ymg a re me . t I . f d version o f propose d me th d0 

1 - 5-

Low 2 3 4 High
....
... 

7. How would you Useful 
method judge the Limited 
capable of 

practical proposed method? value 
significantly 
improving 
desian 

8. Would it
provide a benefit
over the current Not at all Substantially 

method?

9. What degree of
difficulty would

Low you expect in effort, 
High effort, 
cost and adopting this cost and 
time 

method? time 

Any further comments on this scenario? 
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Appendix 3: Screenshots showing Web prototype 

System 

Cranli. eld 
I 0Nt\'£RSITY 

Prgcess. Maps 

Process map can be seen complete {static Image)� 

The Jjve model Is currently Un,ited to the :tasks leading to ,ieadplate design, The process map canbe seen (Jin� on the sidebar) Click 
Iha task to navigate to lhe task page,which shows the task information and data set . . . 

Requirements 
Specification 

Mathematical __ Pump (Rotor) 
modelling Dynamic model 

Fufthef Process tasks will be added to the model during validation and testing: 

Cartridge 
Layout 

BOC EctyyarilS-t!li!!!!.1!.F,l!Q.Q.QrQJ,m � � • BOC Eq,vards Links "§ite Map 

Bulk Gases� Chemical Management• Chillers� Electronic Materials� EghaustManageme�t 
Gas Delive!Y• lnstn.imentalion-Pharmaceutical Systems .-Pressur11 Products: Thin Film coating: Vacuum 

·. . . .. �"'.'BOC !DWARDS 
BQCEdwardsJsa di¥lslononheBOC Group;lric: 

eoc Ea.vards and the stripe symbol. are trade marks ofllie BOC Group. 
� The BOC Group, In�, 2005,AII rights reseryed. 

Figure 8.4-1: Web prototype system page 1 - process model 
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MathematicaLModet Task 

Objective: Create mathematical model to Identify and validate optimum design parameters 

Description 

TIils t:uk O't'l\tes tlte mathe,m:ttirnl iltiMlt'l &f t)tt> J!Ullll)· 

The O!Jlput from the process is ttie model input� the parameters ttiat 
are used to calculate performance _ This detenriines the optimum pump layout,verifies the pelforrnance 
requirement can be met, and calculates some.key charaeteristics. 
Performance modeU!ng uses an Excel based calculators one for 
roots stages. one tor cl8Vi stage�, 
(more) .. : 

Cticktoyjeworoces� ;np11t 

Output Dat� Set Proiiucl Model 

-\ 
r--lnldpJrt 

I 
, <flameier (min) 

Related information 
Click to "llew documents 

Modelling algorithm§ and ornof 

Expert Directory 
Click to view: by dep·artment 

JnletPurge 

Inlet port diameter r····· 
Stator temperature 

Figure 8.4-2: Web prototype system mathematical model task 1 

Rotor.Ccnlrelli --, 
Cmml \ 

; \ ; 

Ro!ct I Stator 
.CJ1,111rana (m� 

InletPurge 

fu!et·port diameter• r--··---· -·-······· 
Statottemperature 

Rotor Stator temp. dill: 

Exhaust temperature 

Smllllendclearance 

�• end clearance 

RototCentres 

.Lobe.Wall 

Waistwidth 

Rotor/Statq,: clearance 

T1pllatlength 

Number oflobes 

Figure 8.4-3: Web prototype system mathematical model task 2 
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Tlie M"1hemaHcal Model is the input to the Oypamic Modelling task. 

Procells context: 

Feature A 
Engineering 

Requirements 

Task 
Mathematical 

modelling 

Feature.a 
Product Model 

Task 
Pump {Rotor) 

Dynamic model 

™·�•™=·�·BQCEciwardsllriks-� 

�--Ct11=�m1uJ Mariaoemam:. w.tm.: erectrPnic MatertalS:-Emamrt:Manaoeme-r.t 
Q§�- �- enarrne,euti<al Sys1ems • eressurgPmdutts• Jilin Film coating-l!fill!l!m 

l,;illlWJIO(:.l;OWA!U:IS 
BOC-Edwards IS adNiston ofThe BOC l:irouP, Inc. 

BOC;EdWardnM .111• s1rtpe sym.bol are trade marks ofThe Eioc oiotip. 
@The BOC GfQup, me, 2005,Mrig� reserved. 

Rotor/Stator clearante 

Tiptlatletigth 

Number oflobes 

Figure 8.4-4: Web prototype system mathematical model task 3 

oynamicMorlemng Task (rototdynamfes) 

Objective:· Cali:ulate·i,atural frequency of pump rotors tor comparison wtttin<irmal operating frequency 

Description 

1'111.s .taski1�1,tt111 dyuamfc model of
t

lt� pmnp. 

Thislaskcteataslhe d'lnamic model orlhe rotors. 'fhls carcur.ates the resonantrtequenq-. This 1s1hen compared 
w,tn normal running speed. lflhe two.values are 11\e same, or exatt multlples, 1118 Shaff must be modl!!ed to avoid 
excessive ·or llestrul:Hve\llbratlon, 
AS A RULE; R'JNN!NG SPEED • 2xNatUTai Fieqtiency 
Rotoisare considered as a mass, Wllich Influences Inertia but not Slifl'ness. 
Model!• .alsi> validated lhrough peyslcal testing 
Some rotorsara approximated as discs,Bearing �!l'nessl$ tornpre�elisl'ile but hot alfpariimeters imi mi.lab le; 
C!'.ll!ll!),� 

Output data set: ProduttJnOd .. I 

Retate.d. lnformatloh 
CHci<toviriltdcicuments: 

QutdeHnes tor fre:que:ncy anfr,,Sls 
Instructions for use oflhe Modelling.System 
�!� 

B¢st�am:e·Ma"§l§ 
<!21!i!]) .. 

EitpeitOlrectory 
Clic�tovlew• bYdepal1ment 

RotoiCcnires 
Roior:Mass 

Figure 8.4-5: Web prototype system dynamic modelling task 1 
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ShaftDianieter Ls========-, 
ShaftGeomet,y C1J..'=· ======� 
Balance Spec 1=! ======<: 
BearingStiflnm ;--;======='-, 
Materia!I'ropetliesL ·--·"······j 
Natura!Freq_uencyf __ ·· _____ .., 
I l:lubmilj 

·--\

Shaft dlamclct 
Cmm) 

Shaft (iecmal!F 
(hllll'lllllsepsl 

Once rotor dynamics are calculated and satistactory,ihe �task can be�in. 

Process context; 

FeatureS 
Product Model 

Task 
Pump (Rotor) 

Dynamic model 

FeatureC 
Shaft dynamics 

Task4 
Cartridge Layout 

Figure 8.4-6: Web prototype system dynamic modelling task 2 

cartridge Layout Task: 

Objective: Cruti Initial layout of pump cartridge to enable downstream operations to commence 

Description 

tbti faskrreafo the L1yonf of' the primp tru:tiidgi>. 

This tas� requires �n.jnltiall�yoi.it of the pump �at!itlge," meeting !lie �oristniints sel during modelling: 
Manufacturing coristiainfa incl�d•: 
22Kg (stator casting) is 1he uppei linilt fi:ire�rtaincasting �foceises/ supj)liers 
PORT.TIMING a.-claws sweep:youwould expgct port to open'(natural timing) for certain applications you would want fo·advarii:e i.he port ipel\irig to maintain.gas 
wlocity 
Th� CAOteniplaiefifapplied (more) ... 

Cli,k to 'ri..w pr'oc,.u input 

I 
(intar•�iori!i of. 
shigtq 

.,#:<ille>C:l!t>WAA6i Application Clas• i 
1'osition/sizeof· 
.N',llllber�f stages [ 
Footprint�-------' 
Posrtion·I site-of el!!iaust 
L ..... ·.·.· ........ ... . ................ ·.: 
/$ubnittj 

Figure 8.4-7: Web prototype system cartridge task 1 
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•·H'Clffllt 

• �lif,fodel 

Position f.size ofeidiaust 

----- fcctprlntlfrom 

L-------------''----------------'··�'illininmrlt 

on;e1he Orlrid�e dimenslon_s hav� _bee!\ sp9�ified, 1he ne,ttasl<Sc can_be�1n, Maring •glecfion, � �-

Process context: 

Tuk4 
CartrfdcieLayo\rt 

Figure 8.4-8: Web prototype system cartridge task 2 

Gear selection task 

Objective:.Speeity drive gem 

Dtscr'iption 

Th1s task·requires·an initial layout of the purrip'cartridge, meeting the constraints s'et during modelling. 
Rotor dynamics is pro-.ided as an fnput along with key dimension,; and pump pe!fonna'nce. 
Po_s�ion of the gea� (hi vac or low vac. end) sflould also be detemiined along with shaft connection and assembly method; 
�---

I •S-ha•ft•d-ia•m•et•e• __ IGear diametu 
.r#noeit:mARP$ Shat} Diameter 

GearDiametcr 

Figure 8.4-9: Web prototype system gear selection task 1 
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,elated steps:.beann1t�elect10n,motot. selection, headplate:des;gn 

Process coritext 

;.:/�-�::ti;: } ;:�· ·. 
:.;:: �-�{6<� t 

( 

�\�:/:.:--�--�- -�.:--
! ;'5Y•"::.··,:,t:··: 

\-.....;.._..,._... ____ _, 

Figure 8.4-10: Web prototype system gear selection task 2 

·aearingis�lectlon·Jask

Objective: Specify main •haft supportbearini;is 

D.as4:dption 

tllik ta.1ktreatelllhe··bea1ing �pecilkl'lll"'n.. 

This task requins an inttiatlayout ,if the pump cartridge, meeting the �onstraii11s set during modelling. 
Rotor.dynamics ii; pra.ided as an input along v,ith key dimensions and·pum1rperfotmance 
O:mrel-» 

,.i:teottPWAIWS. �aringMass 
PIUl011t requi<emani Supplier �•d•? 
tllh} bi!Flow 

Supplier Code 
r···-·-

Figure 8.4-11: Web prototype system bearing definition task 1 
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1�----�r. �±Ell(ffimf -·-···-·-···w-- ··--

flime:ndans: 
IDlmml' 

Bearing. gear and motor Sll•tifu;alion are linked, .so feedback belw8en each stage will occur. 

ne>C! steps: gear.selection. motor selection, head�!ate.deslgn 

Process context: 

Tuk4 
Ctrl:idg.i Lay_out 

Figure 8.4-12: Web prototype system bearing definition task 2 

Motor selection I specification ta.sk 

Objective: Specify drive motor 

Description 

This task req�ir•• ini>U! trom pump design. inctutling performance requirements and an indication of motor ""'1l< re�u,iecl 

Clitk to viewproten input 

Uioiettsfo:�� 
li.wflifm111I 

i'A"i.WllOCllOWA!!Of;-.r-o!tag_,' <.;.e ___ _ 
·I'!!"'------..

P&werlleq,iireriient 

Power Confumplion 

�.llJPlierCode . . . ; 

MotorType: 

Cooling 

Figure 8.4-13: Web prototype system motor definition task 1 
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'liinl�11Si<>c1;1; 
liwtl,omn} 

Bearing, gearand motbispeciflcallon ari,Unked, so feedbac� brtweeti .each stage WIii occur. 

reraied steps: gear serect1on, teailng selectton, headplaie design 

.Process context: 

l���,-�:.:.;:::; r;: :: ::'.
-
����.:��->\ .. ·,/'.

:·.·.•.· .. ·.H•·•···
·.·
· 
.... · .. •··. H·····l.,_;: ....;.,;... . ...;. 

... .;_::-...;\:_.,:· __ ·. '-'" _r\_:•Y_Jr,_, _,.: .. ·_•··_•,··_···� l_ •••••. _'."_'"_u_:-'.,::·_._··•··_·•·_· 

Dimensions:W 

Dimensions:H 

���.T.!l] 

Figure 8.4-14: Web prototype system motor definition task 2 

Objective: Specify tieadplate ciiaracterlsties 

Desc.riptfon 

Th!Stask aeatestl1@heailplid.E\ ��dfkadon, 

This task requlr�tnjhti ftominotor, geai;and bearing spedlicatloil ims. 
(mm),_ 

Beaxi11g Bore Ga, flow 
Bearing !,ore diameter •C!iannel location 

N2Howrare 

Gear.posi!ion 

MotorFixiiig 

Lip Seal 

-----� .T�o_le_ran_c_e ___ � 

Figure 8.4-15: Web prototype system headplate design task 1 
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Headj,late 'St�tor 
Diameter 

Depth 

Lip Seal 
Tolerance 

lnlemalDiameter· 

,....To_le,c�an_c_e ___ � ;External Diameter 

�) 

Thistaskrepresent,'amaJordasign effo,tand raqulres .ft.1/therdeta,t More automated elements (app�ng data rirl!'llousl'{specified) and mote calculaUons (e.g. Up seal ID= 
sna!tl!lan:,eter + 0.1mm er bearing bore.= bearing ED-!llushffHoleranceJ 

relale<J s1eos: gearselecton. bearing selecton. headplate desiJln 

Task predecessors: 

! '"
1· ···";{.·: 

I 
\ 
------

Figure 8.4-16: Web prototype system headplate design task 2 
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